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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATIO N
Antimasonry in Western New York :
A Social and Political Analysi s
by
Charles Robert Hixson, II I
Doctor of Philosophy in Histor y
University of California, Los Angeles, 198 1
Professors Frank Otto Gatell and Gary B . Nash, Co-chairmen
The subject of Antimasonry, both as an antebellum
reform movement and as a political party, has attracte d
historical attention, but yielded little serious investiga-
tion. Few scholars have attempted to trace the social
bases of the crusade that developed into the nation's firs t
significant third party . This study examines the specifi c
historical and geographic context in which the movemen t
began in western New York, the characteristics of Anti -
masonic Party supporters, their ideological formulation o f
American republicanism, and the course of the politica l
party based on such interests and ideas . In order to
illuminate these themes I have concentrated much of m y
attention on Chautauqua and Wayne counties in western Ne w
York .
Rather than an egalitarian rural movement aime d
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against a Masonic or village aristocracy, Antimasonry often
proved strong in the more urban areas where the commercia l
transformation facilitated by the opening of the Erie Cana l
proved most intense . Instead of a party composed predomi-
nantly of backwoods farmers, nascent manufacturers an d
artisans concerned both with economic advancement and th e
preservation of order and morality represented a significan t
percentage of Antimasonic activists, more so than in thei r
Regency opposition . More often churchmembers, Antimason s
also represented a majority in county temperance, Sabbat h
school and Bible societies .
The Antimasonic attack on Freemasonry reflected a
coherent philosophy that emphasized the virtues of law ,
order, religion and morality . Antimasons accused lodge s
of practicing sacrilege, acting as a separate government ,
and favoring their own members in political contests an d
economic transactions during a period of widening suffrag e
and economic opportunity . As such Masonry presented a
threat to Christianity and republican government that jus-
tified united action to abolish it .
Founded to destroy Masonry the Antimasonic Part y
widened its platform to champion Henry Clay's America n
System . Although this practice, as well as brazen
attempts by the party's leadership to secure Masoni c
votes, alienated many enthusiastic crusaders, it als o
reflected the interests of men involved in production an d
xii
the management of a labor force . The majority of New
York's Antimasons became Whigs, while their concern with
conspiracy led some to champion nativism and condemn th e
slave power .
INTRODUCTION
Antimasonry's dual quality as a social reform move-
ment and a political party make it an intriguing subjec t
for investigation . Historians have examined the politica l
leaders, the rhetoric, the socioeconomic factors, th e
religious aspects, and the appeal of the movement to a mas s
following, yet basic questions remain unanswered . Who wer e
the Antimasons? Why did the reform arise with such grea t
intensity? What were their motivations, their ideology ?
What, if any, is the political and social legacy they hav e
left to American society ?
The colorful rhetoric of the crusade has proved to o
great a temptation for most historians, with the resul t
that few have sought to investigate the social basis of the
movement . What kinds of men congregated in the Antimasoni c
camp? In the light of the opening of the Erie Canal in
western New York, how did members of the new party respon d
to the growing commercialization of society? What were
their occupations? Did they belong to other reform organ-
izations of the day, such as temperance, Sabbath school an d
Bible societies? How were their political and economi c
interests represented at Antimasonic meetings and conven-
tions?
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The kidnapping of William Morgan and subsequen t
investigations in western New York gradually developed int o
a political party that won the electoral support of coun-
ties in that part of the state . I chose to examine two
counties, Chautauqua and Wayne, in order to answer th e
question of Antimasonic identity . Rhetoric alone canno t
satisfactorily solve the mystery . Nearly all speeches and
writings of the Jacksonian period tended to include the
fashionable egalitarian phrases of the day, and are there -
fore not especially amenable to socioeconomic analysis .
More important than what people said were their actions ,
which reflected the changes from a frontier to a commercia l
society and the interests of particular groups reacting an d
adopting to those changes .
Certainly those men who gave their support to th e
Antimasonic Party had world views beyond their commo n
desire to proscribe and eliminate the Masonic institution .
Many studies of the movement have emphasized the manipula-
tion of the mass of the party's supporters by Thurlow Wee d
and other New York Antimasonic leaders in order to figh t
the policies of Martin Van Buren and the Albany Regency ,
his effective Republican machine . Most historians have
observed the vital importance of evangelical religion in
the Antimasonic crusade, especially among the grassroot s
following . But to assume that religious opponents of the
fraternity were completely betrayed by the Machiavellian
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Weed and others when the party expanded its platform is a
naive reading of the Jackson Age . Despite defections from
some " pure " Antimasons who refused any possible diversio n
in their single-minded efforts and those who felt that al l
political parties, Antimasonic included, were innatel y
corrupt, the enlarged credo of the party reflected th e
political and economic interests of much of its constitu-
ency. Religious opposition to Masonry and strong politica l
and economic beliefs frequently went hand in hand . Histo-
rians have generally agreed that Antimasons left a lastin g
influence on the Whig Party, but what sort of influence wa s
it?
I have tried throughout to integrate politica l
history with social history . Neither alone can explain th e
phenomenon of Antimasonry . Chapter I serves as a histori-
ographic essay, examining past trends and revealing th e
present problems in coming to grips with the crusade .
Chapter II presents the historical setting within which th e
phenomenon arose . It examines the economic, political an d
social background of western New York, and Chautauqua and
Wayne counties in particular, within the context of th e
commercial transformation brought by the opening of th e
Erie Canal in 1825 . Chapter III investigates the nature o f
Freemasonry in western New York and discusses the charac-
teristics of its membership . It also recounts the kid-
napping and murder of William Morgan, the frustration o f
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committees investigating his disappearance, and the evolu-
tion of the committees into the Antimasonic Party .
Chapters IV and V examine the Antimasons them-
selves--their backgrounds and ideology . Chapter IV pro-
vides an analysis of politically active Antimasons an d
their Bucktail opposition . Their occupations, religious
affiliations, society memberships, and other characteris-
tics are listed and contrasted . Chapter V discusses Anti -
masonic ideology and illustrates that those opponents o f
Masonry shared common viewpoints on a wide variety o f
issues, which together composed a surprisingly coheren t
political and social philosophy . Here, as in most other
places, I have faithfully reproduced quotations, leavin g
the spelling in the original without the use of "sic . "
Chapters VI and VII discuss the political histor y
of Antimasonry and the legacy of the movement as a whole .
Chapter VI follows the machinations and electoral strate-
gies and goals of the party ' s leadership . Chapter VII
looks at the legacy of the movement, its drift into
Whiggery, and the political and reformist future of som e
of its participants . A brief conclusion follows .
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CHAPTER I
THE MYSTERY OF ANTIMASONRY
The greatest murder mystery of the young republi c
unfolded in the autumn of 1826 in western New York .
Several Freemasons arrested William Morgan at his Batavi a
home on a pretended charge of petty theft, took him t o
Canandaigua, and imprisoned him for debt . The next night
another Mason appeared, paid Morgan's debt and gained th e
prisoner's release . But Morgan walked into the arms o f
other men who seized him and forced him into a waitin g
carriage . The abductors held him at abandoned Fort Niagar a
for a week . On or about September 19, Morgan was rowed ou t
to Lake Ontario and dumped overboard, tied and weighted .
He presumably drowned . Some people claimed Morgan had fle d
to Canada, South America, India, and even Asia Minor .
Years of trials and all manner of investigations, however ,
failed to uncover the perpetrators of the crime or t o
discover his body .
Although writers then and since have laboriousl y
and unsuccessfully reviewed the Morgan incident an d
searched for new leads and clues, modern historians hav e
increasingly sought to unravel a less murderous but equall y
baffling mystery--the meaning of Antimasonry and th e
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political party that it spawned . Why did so many eagerl y
embrace the crusade against Masonry? What underlyin g
forces helped create that enthusiasm? Which ideas becam e
incorporated into the Antimasonic creed? What were thei r
political aims and hopes for the future? Scholars hav e
sought to answer these questions for over a century, and
today they appear as divided in their explanations as th e
agitated Batavians of 1827 .
Despite their general disagreement as to th e
character of the movement, most historians of Antimasonr y
concur in observing the unusually severe and open antag-
onism between the single-minded opponents of the secre t
fraternity and those who sought to lead them into the wide r
give-and-take coalitions of party politics . Alice Felt
Tyler wrote of the "two incompatible groups " who "quarrele d
bitterly ." 1 Charles McCarthy found that "[t]rue Anti -
masonry had become subverted to anti-Jacksonism . "2 Mor e
recently Kathleen Kutolowski has emphasized the grea t
disparity in social types between Antimasonic voters an d
party officials . 3 For the most part, however, the recogni-
tion of this dualism of Antimasonry--reform movement an d
political party, idealism and pragmatism, spontaneou s
grassroots uprising and a carefully orchestrated politica l
organization--has not brought us greater understanding .
For the tendency of historians has been either to
focus on the "fanaticism" and rhetoric of the western
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excitement or to stress the growing manipulation of th e
party ' s state political leadership . These approaches have
prevented a clear analysis of the social basis of the move-
ment which united these groups in the same camp . Both the
leaders and the led within the movement have been labele d
democratic, progressive, fanatical, reactionary, an d
neurotic by historians friendly and disapproving, yet w e
still have no adequate composite of the Antimasoni c
supporter . Certainly one reason for this state of affair s
is the division between social and political history which
only serves to obscure, rather than illuminate, historica l
causation .
Historiographical trends are distinguished both b y
their focus of attention and their sympathy toward Anti -
masonry. The earliest accounts of the movement came fro m
former Antimasons and friends of Antimasons loyal to th e
old cause . Beginning at the turn of the century anothe r
group of historians influenced by Frederick Jackson Turne r
and the Progressive Era stressed the democratic nature o f
the movement . Another school, beginning with the New Dea l
and continuing into the Cold War era, focussed more on th e
masses of Antimasons, whom they claimed were victims o f
demagoguery and exhibited attitudes smacking more o f
nativism and a "paranoid" fear of conspiracy than of a wis h
to broaden democracy . Social historians of the 1950's ,
however, also studied the mass of Antimasons, emphasizin g
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instead a relationship between religious evangelicalism and
millennialism and political and economic democracy . Both
neo-progressive and consensus historians of the 1960 ' s
observed these relationships in explaining the origins o f
the political party . Recently, a new group of scholar s
have undertaken community studies in which Antimasonr y
serves as a means of studying an antebellum process tha t
concludes with the legitimation of free labor and the cre-
ation of a bourgeois middle class . 4
The first historical accounts of Antimasonry cam e
from the pens of the party's former leaders or friends o f
these leaders seeking to justify their actions in the day s
of " the excitement . " Writing in 1852, Frederick Whittlesey ,
ex-member of the party ' s central committee for New York ,
denied that politicians had opportunistically seized upon
and manipulated the Antimasonic excitement in order t o
strengthen their opposition to Martin Van Buren and th e
Albany Regency, an efficient Republican machine . The
spontaneous origins of the excitement and the destabilizin g
effect of local Antimasonic victories on the Bucktail (Va n
Buren) and Adams parties in 1827 village elections illus-
trated the independence of the crusade . Whittlesey
attributed the increasing anti-Regency position of Anti -
masonry to the fact that most Antimasons had been Adam s
supporters, as well as to the common knowledge that Jackson
was a Royal Arch Mason while Adams had condemned the Order .
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Governor Van Buren's 1829 message condemning the use of th e
excitement for personal and partisan purposes, Governo r
Throop's 1830 message further deprecating this tendency ,
and finally the failure of the Bucktail-dominated legis-
lature to fund adequately the Morgan investigations o f
special prosecutor John C . Spencer drove Antimasons into
direct political opposition to the Regency . 5 The expira -
tion of the statute of limitation for punishing Morgan ' s
kidnappers, he argued, also forced the party into adoptin g
other causes in championing their western New Yor k
constituency .
Such a view, however, belied the charges o f
political partisanship made by the Bucktails and ignore d
the massive discontent expressed by Antimasons against th e
machinations of Thurlow Weed and others . Solomon Southwick ,
religious zealot and seceding Mason, was dismissed as a n
eccentric opportunist, ignoring his support among the ran k
and file . 6 As the only former Bucktail on the stat e
Central Committee, Frederick Whittlesey may have obeye d
his moral conscience, but he most certainly fought for hi s
political future .
A more intimate though not always candid versio n
of the Antimasonic episode came in the autobiography o f
Thurlow Weed, whose eye constantly surveyed the politica l
future . Described by William Seward as "the magician whos e
wand controls and directs the operations of the Antimasoni c
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party, "7 Weed claimed only to be responding to an excite-
ment which proved strongest outside of Rochester and othe r
towns : "While the Antimasonic sentiment was strong among
the farmers, it was weak in the villages, especially amon g
the wealthy and influential classes ." 8 He observed the
religious schisms occurring when laymen attacked clergy an d
members of their own church who refused to resign from th e
order . He also described himself as the helpless victim o f
Masonic machination, relating how his simple paragraph o n
Morgan ' s kidnapping by members of the fraternity had led t o
discontinued subscriptions and his resignation from a news -
paper partnership .
Despite his portrayal of the " spontaneity" of the
grassroots excitement, Weed's account of Antimasonry ' s
political history leaves little doubt where the true powe r
lay . Weed ' s attempt in 1828 to persuade Antimasons t o
nominate the same gubernatorial candidate endorsed by th e
Adams men created enormous dissension within the new part y
and resulted in the nomination of the fanatic and evan-
gelical Solomon Southwick . Concerned with "other prin-
ciples involving the welfare of the country, " 9 he insiste d
the Antimasons especially sympathized with Henry Clay' s
determination to protect American industry . Here one
wonders how enthusiastic Antimasonic farmers could have
been in championing the cause of manufacturers . In the
1832 attempt at coalescing Antimasonic and Nationa l
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Republican forces, Weed observed several instances o f
"mutual repugnance," yet insisted that there was general
success in amalgamation, "[h]owever discordant the mate-
rials ." l ° In concluding that later elections illustrate d
the failure of political Antimasonry to retain its hold on
the public mind, Weed could have pointed the finger a t
himself for deliberately playing down Masonic proscriptio n
in order to unite the opponents of the Regency .
Unlike the accounts by Whittlesey and Weed, Myro n
Holley's nineteenth-century biographer neither directl y
praised nor condemned his subjec t ' s role in the Antimasoni c
leadership, yet defended Holley's innocence in a scandal
resulting from his position as Erie Canal Commissioner an d
championed the strength of his moral character . Holley' s
religious liberalism, ardor for horticulture, advocacy o f
education for women, and later uncompromising abolitionis t
sympathies all received gushing treatment by Elizur Wright .
Interestingly, the author concluded that Holley's love fo r
the family and respect for the rights of women led him to
oppose Masonry on the grounds that it segregated men an d
women while requiring its members to keep secrets fro m
their wives, thus threatening domestic harmony and, there -
fore, basic moral principles . 11 Indeed Whig historian s
followed this concept of Antimasonry as purely a socia l
movement, in the words of one, a "moral idea or one-idea "
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party " such as leaves the business of government alone . "1 2
The more democratic orientation of historians a t
the turn of the century, under the influence of Frederic k
Jackson Turner's ideas on the American frontier and th e
anti-aristocratic and moralizing rhetoric of the Progres-
sive Era, had the effect of legitimizing the Antimasons a s
a serious political party born of a meaningful refor m
movement . By 1900 John Bach McMaster emphasized th e
political importance of Antimasonry . He described the
party as "the most remarkable" in American history, an d
portrayed its principles as the preservation of free demo-
cratic institutions . He viewed the party as a logica l
extension of the Morgan kidnapping and frustrated trial s
that had led to the excitement . 13 De Alva Alexander
acknowledged the control that Weed and others exerted ove r
the direction of the movement, yet found the nature of th e
movement progressive . The crusade appealed to the reli-
gious-minded and resembled for a time the later developmen t
of abolitionism . 14 He drew heavily, however, from a wor k
published four years earlier by Charles McCarthy, a studen t
of Frederick Jackson Turner .
The outstanding work of the era, and still the
indispensable starting point for students of Antimasonry ,
appeared in 1902, some four score years ago . Critical o f
nineteenth-century historians who concentrated almos t
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entirely on the social aspects of the movement, Charle s
McCarthy ' s history of political Antimasonry argued tha t
underlying economic conditions in western New York create d
the proper conditions for turmoil in which the Morga n
episode was "merely incidental ." Most men who became
Antimasons already opposed Van Buren and the Albany Regenc y
for their early hostility toward the Erie Canal project an d
had given their votes to its champion, De Witt Clinton .
With the increasing political vacuum caused by Governo r
Clinton ' s sudden death in 1828 and John Quincy Adams ' sound
defeat in the same year, these men could be expected t o
rally around any banner against the Canal opponents . The
new party endorsed the old Clintonian demands for an exten-
sion of the canal system and fought against any attempt by
the Regency-controlled canal board to raise the tolls . l $
Yet if democracy had asserted itself on the New
York frontier, McCarthy argued, elite politicos with east -
ern ties quickly stepped in to exploit and manage it . H e
put heavy reliance on the Albany Argus, the state ' s
official Regency paper, in chronicling Antimasonic short -
comings and dissension . McCarthy stressed the decisiv e
control exercised by Weed and other members of the Anti -
masonic state central committee over state conventions
beginning in 1829 . Also Antimasonic lawmakers in the New
York legislature appeared lax in combatting Masonry . Whil e
trying to expand their political base, Weed and compan y
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often allowed radical resolutions denouncing the pervers e
and aristocratic nature of Masonry, but his simultaneou s
actions of recruiting Masonic support against the Regenc y
proved too obvious to escape notice . 16 McCarthy viewe d
these machinations as inconsistent with the goals of th e
excitement, concluding that only the radical factio n
characterized by the zealous Solomon Southwick compose d
" the only true, consistent, and uncompromising Anti-
masons . "17 He recognized the underlying Clintonia n
strength in the western counties, but saw the evolutio n
from the excitement and Morgan committees of 1827 to anti -
Regency feeling and the Antimasonic state central committe e
as far from inevitable . The explanation for this progres-
sion lay not with any logical political evolution, such a s
that described by Whittlesey, but rather in the deliberate ,
neo-conspiratorial actions of an experienced elite .
Although the political narrative that characterize d
his study was in some sense a reaction against the impres-
sionistic social accounts of " naive" earlier writers ,
McCarthy by no means dismissed social factors from hi s
inquiry . Considerations left to a separate concluding
section have received the attentions of historians late r
in this century, though one might have wished that th e
author had seen fit to incorporate and develop them withi n
the body of his work . Masonic intransigence, he reasoned ,
had made the Antimasonic movement possible . Essentially a
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crusade by New England natives, the religious and mora l
base of Antimasonry produced the closest organization t o
the Christian party in politics envisioned by the Reveren d
Ezra Stiles Ely in 1827 . McCarthy found Antimasons at th e
forefront of campaigns to ban Sunday mails and promote th e
practice of temperance . In his reading of Weed and the
Antimasonic press, he likewise found that Antimasonr y
received its "chief support in the country and not th e
city . "18 The excitement and involvement of common peopl e
reflected the democratic era . With his undue emphasis o n
political manipulation, McCarthy may not have tackled al l
the complexities of the movement's social bases, yet h e
provided a firm foundation from which future scholars coul d
launch their inquiries . Most later Progressive attitude s
toward Antimasonry rested on whether scholars turned thei r
attention toward the party ' s leadership or looked to the
mass of the crusade ' s support .
Frontier democracy continued as a characteristi c
theme of the excitement . John D . Hicks, another Turner
student, explained the impact of the excitement on th e
rustic western mind : "These were the days in which fron-
tier democracy was on the rampage, and western New York
was still frontier . It was easy for the primitive rura l
population to see hidden dangers for the Republic in th e
meaningless mummeries of a secret order .

"l' Hick s
observed that hostility toward Freemasons stemuted not onl y
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from the fact that they tended to be wealthy and polit-
ically dominant but also because the seemingly sacrilegiou s
oaths enlisted the godly against the ungodly . The frontier
experience of Antimasonry exerted a strong influence on th e
Whigs and made possible the party ' s victory in the Lo g
Cabin campaign of 1840 .
Turner himself emphasized the influence of th e
frontier on the New England conscience . The " come outers "
created such " isms " as Mormonism, Shakerism, spiritualism
and feminism : "In the wilderness of western New York thes e
tendencies had been accentuated and had gained an ope n
field . The absence of the balance wheel of a ministerial
ruling class, dominated by tradition, in this region, free d
the individualistic New England spirit from restraint . "2 0
The demand for lateral canals, banking reform, a hom e
market, and the abolition of imprisonment for debt als o
prompted Antimasonic attacks upon the Regency . The friends
of Adams had quickly turned the moral crusade into a
political program .
Even with the characterization of Jackson and th e
Democrats as the harbingers of political egalitarianism ,
most Progressive historians found that Antimasons responde d
to the spirit of the age . Dixon Ryan Fox viewed Weed and
other leaders as agents, busily transforming the ol d
aristocracy into a business party which conceded the newly -
won political equality . On the other hand, he recognize d
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Antimasonry as an idealistic movement of the New Englan d
conscience that used the democratic methods of lecturin g
and preaching to spread its gospel . 21 In an omnibus stud y
of antebellum reform, Alice Felt Tyler noted in 1944 tha t
the politicians and "Antimasonic fanatics" constituted "tw o
incompatible groups" who fought bitterly throughout th e
history of the party . She viewed the excitement as "an
extraordinary manifestation of the combination of principle ,
prejudice, and hysteria that has confounded students o f
American democracy ." Anxious citizens charged Masoni c
lodges with perverting the responsibility of democrati c
citizenship, and Masonic clergy and church members wer e
called upon to resign . Tyler became the first historian
to recognize the female role in the movement, noting tha t
women met to insure their daughters would not marry Mason s
and put pressure on their husbands to secede from th e
fraternity . 2 2
Other historians of the period, persuaded b y
McCarthy's account of the party leadership, disregarde d
the rank-and-file entirely and centered their attentio n
on the development of the anti-Jackson coalition . In
chronicling the politics of the 1832 elections, Claud e
Bowers and E . Malcolm Carroll examined the issues betwee n
Antimasonic and National Republican leaders but ignored
internal Antimasonic dissent . 23 Arthur M . Schlesinger, Jr .
paid little attention to Antimasonry in The Age of Jackson
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(1945) and repeated Fox ' s argument that the party repre-
sented the attempt by conservatives to shed the discredite d
style and rhetoric of Old Federalism . Such leaders as Weed
and Seward directed their new following into the camp o f
businessmen : "The Anti-Masonic movement, that invaluabl e
school for demagoguery, had instilled in both a contemp t
for the tactics of silk-stocking Federalism . If conserva-
tism were to be profitable in the thirties, they saw tha t
it must capitalize on the prevailing liberalism, no t
resist it .- 2 4
Schlesinger's unfavorable portrayal of the party' s
leadership and his charge of demagoguery had already bee n
sounded against the rank-and-file of the movement durin g
the years of Father Coughlin and Huey Long . In a 193 5
article on Antimasonry in western Pennsylvania, J . Cutler
Andrews argued that a psychologist would be better quali-
fied than a historian to explain the spreading excitemen t
of "the Blessed Spirit . " Comparing the movement to th e
Salem witchcraft hysteria, Andrews details incidents o f
Antimasonic feeling as much as eight years before Morgan' s
disappearance . Apparently much of the great objection
centered, as it did in the case of Myron Holley, on th e
practice of husbands in keeping secret cottununications from
their wives . The crusade appealed to Scotch-Irish settler s
as well as members of German sects who opposed oath-taking ,
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a fact which casts doubt on the concept of Antimasonry a s
exclusively New England in nature . 25 Politicians mad e
political capital from the movement, but the excitement
itself outlived the party . Another crusade against Masonr y
won 83 votes in a western Pennsylvania county as late a s
1876 .
Also convinced that the irrational actions o f
Antimasons did not stand as an isolated phenomenon i n
American history, David Brion Davis in 1960 compared th e
movement with the attacks on Catholics and Mormons . Al l
three movements, he argued, molded European images o f
subversion into an inverted image of Jacksonian Americ a
with which they charged their opponents . Writing in the
aftermath of McCarthyism, Davis found a uniform image o f
an un-American conspiracy taking root in the nativis t
press . 26 As society grew increasingly mobile and indi-
vidualistic, and as laissez-faire ideals garnered increase d
approval, a need developed to guarantee individual feeling s
of united loyalty by defining a common enemy . In addition ,
their rhetoric assigning sadistic practices to the " subver-
sive group" provided an outlet to project personal fear s
and fantasies . The emulation of the enemy's secrecy an d
organization further demonstrated this tendency . Anti -
masons and others hoped to revive and preserve the value s
they believed were slipping away, while accepting a n
inevitable march of progress . 2 7
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Davi s ' concept of Antimasonry within the context o f
a fear of conspiracy received further support from hi s
student, Lorman Ratner . Citing earlier American concern
with the Bavarian Illuminati and the Society of Cincinnati ,
Ratner classified Antimasonry with Know-Nothingism, the Re d
Scare, and McCarthyism . 28 He criticized the Turnerian
influence of frontier democracy in McCarthy's work an d
warned historians of equating the struggle for economi c
opportunity or a moral society with an effort to promot e
democracy . He also disputed the claim that Antimasonr y
drew strongest support in rural areas . All classes o f
people, including town merchants, took part in the crusade .
Democratic rhetoric, Ratner claimed, did not necessaril y
reflect practice in an age filled with egalitarian expres-
sion . 29
This sense of political irrationalism had alread y
received its clearest expression in the work of Richar d
Hofstadter in 1967 . Although Masonic favoritism justifie d
to an extent charges of political monopoly and inequality
of economic opportunity, the character of the Antimasoni c
response denoted an example of "the paranoid style " of
American politics . Like Ratner, Hofstadter traced th e
previous excitements over the Illuminati and the suppose d
Jacobin plot in America during the French Revolution .
Later Antimasonry may have contained elements of rura l
egalitarianism, but it found expression within an
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apocalyptic and absolutist framework . Antimasons obses-
sively condemned what they saw as immoral Masonic sexua l
freedom as well as the "blasphemous" nature of oath-taking
that swore an initiate to a secret pattern of loyalty from
that of civil government . Examining Antimasonic rhetoric ,
Hofstadter quoted David Bernard's view of the order in hi s
Light on Masonry, the Bible of the zealous Antimason .
Freemasonry was the world's most dangerous institution ,
"an engine of Satan . . . dark, unfruitful, selfish, demor -
alizing, blasphemous, murderous, anti-republican and anti -
Christian ." 30 For Hofstadter and others the "paranoid "
response of Antimasons suggested the inadequacy of tradi-
tional historical analyses in explaining the enthusiasm
and nature of the movement .
If historians began to put greater emphasis o n
rank-and-file Antimasons and their motivations, not al l
scholars viewed the excitement as demogogic, bigoted, an d
irrational . In a 1948 history of antebellum Vermont, David
Ludlum examined both social and political trends i n
explaining the basis of the movement in the Green Mountai n
state . Rather than viewing the crusade as an irrational
agent of provincialism and reactionism, Ludlum agreed wit h
many of the Progressives that the movement's religiou s
roots injected a democratic influence into local politics .
The popular belief in the imminence of the millennium, an d
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the notion that good Christians should be " up and doing, "
helped form the Antimasonic cry for "Equal Rights" by wa y
of destroying the fraternity . Baptists especially raise d
this demand, partly because of their democratic organiza-
tion which contained no episcopal hierarchy . But in al l
denominations, those attracted to the movement represente d
" the democratic striving of a Christian people .
"Almost without exception the adherents of those sect s
which had arisen as a protest against hyper-Calvinis m
embraced anti-masonry and incorporated it into thei r
creeds ." 31 Not surprisingly, the reaction against th e
movement took on an anti-clerical tone .
Vermont Antimasonry also reflected a desire fo r
political democratization . A "back-country aristocracy "
had gradually monopolized all government offices befor e
news of Morgan ' s demise reached Vermont . Voters over-
whelmingly supported John Quincy Adams, yet the presenc e
of a National Republican clique of officeholders engendere d
increasing hostility . Jackson men drew little support fro m
a wool-growing constituency favoring a high protectiv e
tariff and sound currency, while the Adams party receive d
strongest endorsement from older, more established section s
of the southern counties . Ludlum claimed Antimasonry won
support from men of all political affiliations and socia l
classes but fared strongest in counties which " exhibited a
strong attachment to revivalism in the early years of th e
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century and were to prove receptive to abolition agitation
in the middle years . "32 Unlike their counterparts in New
York, Vermont Antimasons succeeded in electing thei r
gubernatorial candidate . His policies differed little
from his predecessors . The excitement itself, however ,
had overcome a coalition of National Republicans an d
Jacksonians and all but eliminated Freemasonry from th e
state . Only with the 1836 presidential campaign looming
ahead did most Antimasons merge with the Whig Party . Even
then temperance advocates continued their hostility t o
Masonic imbibing .
In 1950 a pioneering study of religion and reform
movements in western New York examined as never before th e
social context of Antimasonic origins in the state . I n
The Burned-over District Whitney Cross described th e
religious factors, economic changes, and land problems tha t
gave birth to social reform movements, or "isms ." He
linked the existence of "isms" with the presence of a New
England migrant community and Yankee moral intensity . He
claimed that 1825, the year in which the Erie Canal opened ,
represented a turning point in the area ' s history and
called 1826, the year of Morgan's abduction, the peak o f
religious fervor . Charles Finney's great revivalist cam-
paigns in that year had convinced many that the millenniu m
loomed near . As had Tyler, Cross noted that women use d
their growing moral influence in churches to proselytiz e
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both privately and publicly . Like Ludlum, he drew a con-
nection between patterns of millennial revivalism an d
Antimasonic strongholds . The lay revolt against clerica l
domination helped explain why laymen played such leadin g
roles in the Antimasonic movement, alienating the wealth y
and helping to split churches along class lines . 33 The
conception of Masonry as a blasphemous substitute church ,
where sacrilegious oaths and intemperance occurred, serve d
as the indispensable religious and moral basis of Anti -
masonry .
If religious underpinnings helped shape the charac-
ter of the Antimasonic excitement, economic developmen t
molded the geographic and social basis of its converts .
Cross noted a tendency for enthusiasm to grow during th e
rising curve of business cycles . Areas in the state' s
western counties, he found, became enthusiastic over reli-
gion and most susceptible to " isms" when they had reache d
a particular age and development : " Thus the phenomena o f
Burned-over District history belonged to a stage of econom y
either of full or of closely approaching agraria n
maturity ." 34 Rapidly expanding commercial towns such a s
Buffalo proved too active for the distractions of religiou s
and reform movements, while manufacturing towns lik e
Rochester that served a large farming region were mor e
stable communities concerned with their religious and mora l
welfare . The transition from subsistence to commercial
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agriculture spurred by the Erie Canal led to the declin e
of household manufactures, giving women more time for
involvement in enthusiastic movements .
Cross found that the rural nature of the Anti -
masonic response stemmed from land problems . Economi c
recessions and the policies of the Holland Land Company ,
which led to anti-rent riots in the mid-l830's, als o
rendered Company land suitable to the rise of "isms . "
Whatever political tendencies New England migrants brough t
to western New York, Cross argued, the affiliation o f
aristocrats and landlords ' agents with the Albany Regenc y
"aligned leaseholders and renters against the residen t
agents of absentee landlords ." 35 This, as well as the
existence of Masonic lodges only in the larger towns an d
the greater sensitivities of rural folk to excitements an d
egalitarian democracy, also explained why Antimasonry too k
its great support from the countryside . Although he recog-
nized the clever management by Weed and others, Cros s
insisted that this peculiar socioeconomic mixture helpe d
shift the essentially egalitarian Antimasonic crusade int o
an updated Federalist businessmen ' s party : " Thus a set o f
non-political considerations served for many years to kee p
in the anti-Democratic column votes which on grounds o f
interest alone might well have joined the Jacksonian s
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against the merchants and millers of the canal towns ." 3 6
With the characterization of Antimasons as at leas t
socially egalitarian, it was only a matter of time befor e
historians would champion their political opposition to th e
Albany Regency. In The Concept of Jacksonian Democrac y
(1961), Lee Benson relied heavily on the Antimasonic move-
ment in arguing that the Jacksonians were not really th e
party of democracy . De Witt Clinton and the People's Part y
of the 1820 ' s, not Martin Van Buren ' s party, took the lea d
in extending the suffrage and securing the election o f
justices of the peace . The transportation revolutio n
brought "a rising level of aspiration" to western New Yor k
that fueled egalitarian sentiments . Antimasons viewed the
secret workings of Masonic influence as a threat to equa l
rights . 37
Here Benson left the path of earlier historians .
Rather than recognizing a conflict between pure Antimasonr y
and the expanding interests of the Weed politicos, Benso n
interpreted later party demands as a natural outgrowth o f
the equal rights theme : " Closely examined, the demand for
the ' Abolition of All Licensed Monopolies' represented a
logical extension of the egalitarian impulse which orig-
inally moved the Antimasons to action ." 38 Rather than a
result of leadership machinations, the 1830 coalition wit h
the state ' s Workingmen's Party resulted from the "logic o f
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history," since both sought justice by democratic legisla-
tion . Antimasons, spurred by the convention system that
incorporated grassroots support and lent efficient organ-
ization to their cause, won battles for militia reform an d
the abolition of imprisonment for debt . Like Cross, Benson
found a rural discontent toward landlords and conclude d
that the movement " represented an impassioned, levelin g
attack by members of the ' lower classes ' against th e
village and urban 'aristocracy .'" 3 9
Taking his cue from Cross' "nonpolitical considera-
tions," and writing near the time of the 1960 presidentia l
election, Benson insisted that historians needed to plac e
greater weight on religion and ethnicity in evaluatin g
party distinctions . Besides suffering from harsh economi c
conditions, farmers attracted to Antimasonry often belonge d
to evangelical sects . Wealth and occupational indicators ,
claimed Benson, frequently provided very inexact measure-
ments of social status or party affiliation . (He did find ,
however, that Whig support proved strong in "manufacturin g
towns," a conclusion he never reconciles with his charac-
terization of the anti-Regency coalition) . The Antimasons
and later the Whigs represented "the religious party, "
while the Democrats reflected the "free thought party . "
Such identifications figured critically in determining part y
affiliation . For Benson both the movement and the party
undertook democratic struggles against an entrenched elite ,
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illustrating " that religious enthusiasm has frequentl y
accompanied social radicalism .

. "40 This character-
ization of Antimasonry proved highly controversial in th e
following decades and provided a focus for further inves-
tigation .
Benson ' s portrayal of a democratic Antimasoni c
Party structure came under attack in a study of the origin s
of political conventions . James S . Chase recognized tha t
the Morgan investigations had paved the way for grassroot s
enthusiasm and participation in Antimasonry but viewed th e
convention system chiefly as a means whereby politica l
leaders could manipulate their mass following . These local
investigative committees that evolved into the Antimasoni c
Party soon became subjugated to a party central committe e
under the control of Weed and others . Despite the unwill-
ingness of many to become involved in regular party
politics, local Antimasons found themselves bound t o
support candidates chosen with an eye toward an anti -
Regency coalition . For Chase, the mere structure of a
convention system did not insure the joys of democrati c
participation or greatly diffuse the privileges of polit-
ical decision making : "On the other hand it apparently
never crossed the minds of the Antimasonic leaders, excep t
when writing for public consumption, that the rank and
file of the party or their delegates might actually desig-
nate the party ' s candidate ." 41
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Other scholars continued to question Antimasonry' s
democratic credentials by bringing a far different inter-
pretation to rhetorical and literary evidence . Sociol-
ogists Seymour Martin Lipset and Earl Raab devoted a
section to the crusade in their analysis of right-win g
movements in America . Agreeing with Davis and Hofstadte r
that the crusade encompassed an irrational fear of con-
spiracy, the authors analyzed Antimasonry within a
theoretical structure of extreme reactionism . In defending
orthodox religion against the secularization of society, i n
denouncing Catholics, Jews, and Unitarians, and in voicin g
their hostility to the new French ideas, Antimasons repre-
sented an early preservationist anti-elite that anticipate d
such movements as McCarthyism and the Ku Klux Klan . The
party embodied "the first mariage de convenance between a
displaced elite and an unstable mass ." 42 The "mass" con-
sisted of a poor isolated rural population drawn from New
England, bypassed by the advantages of the Erie Canal .
Less educated, more bigoted, and hostile to urban life ,
they supported political conservatives when their economi c
position should have dictated support for Andrew Jackson .
Unlike Lipset and Raab and Benson, Anthony F . C .
Wallace found good reasons for Antimasonic conservatism .
In a recent study of the Pennsylvania community of Rockdale ,
Wallace views Antimasonry as a Christian capitalis t
response to Deism and the challenge of working men :
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It is clear enough, then, that Anti-Masonr y
attacked precisely the views of the liberal-to-
radical range being so energetically promulgated i n
the 182 0 ' s by the Marquis de Lafayette, Robert Owen ,
Fanny Wright, and the Workingmen's Party of Phila-
delphia . These views, based in considerable par t
on the philosophy of the Enlightenment (illuminism) ,
proposed, in effect, to take control of the Indus -
trial Revolution away from capital and put it in th e
hands of the workers . 4 3
A tradition of European witch fear and Christian terroris m
against followers of the Enlightenment characterized Anti -
masonry as mainly an aspect of the evangelical Protestant
crusade against infidelity . The party, however, attracte d
many respectable men dedicated to policies of "capitalis t
industrialization, free soil, universal free education, an d
the complementary rather than competing interests of th e
social classes ."44 William Appleman Williams likewis e
viewed the movement as one uniting manufacturers an d
religious forces, arguing that the secular principles o f
laissez faire found expression in religious and millennia l
beliefs . 45 It is difficult to believe Wallace and William s
and Benson are talking about the same people . Did Anti -
masonic manufacturers, like Luddites, destroy their own
machinery to take up debtor farming on the frontier ?
Other historians bypassed such questions, whil e
emphasizing the anti-party aspect of the movement . In
discussing the origin of political parties in Michigan ,
Ronald Formisano found Antimasonic aversion to Democrati c
Party organization almost as great as its hostility towar d
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the fraternity . All evangelicals of New England origin
with a belief in a moral commonwealth could also attac k
Popery on the same grounds that it too represented cen-
tralized authority and dogmatic acceptance . Yet ironically ,
in politicizing Christianity it created a division amon g
the electorate which its own moral sense of party regu-
larity sharpened, and thus helped to usher in the secon d
party system . 46 This initial ambivalence in the Anti -
masonic fold contradicts Benson's account of a mutualit y
of interest between the leadership and its base . And
unlike Williams, Formisano saw a strong conflict betwee n
Whig religious and moral concerns and the laissez fair e
attitudes of Democrats .
According to this view Antimasons looked upon part y
politics as an immoral influence in American life . Ronal d
Walters asserted that reformers viewed political machine s
as appealing to the lowest mentality to win votes . Polit-
icos duped a "sinful majority" into partisan politics ,
while the religious minority stood by in helpless shock .
Convinced that the older values were disappearing, reform-
ers found themselves trying to create a public opinion tha t
would produce a morally responsible electorate . Th e
numbers of political hacks who opportunistically entere d
the fray greatly compromised the credibility of Antimasoni c
reform, a development which Walters blames for its demise 4 7
Daniel Howe saw the Antimasons as contributing a sizeabl e
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anti-party feeling within the Whig party . Antimasonry ' s
evangelical, anti-Calvinist roots provided most of it s
popular support . The democratic nature of its organizatio n
owed much to its adoption of the convention system held b y
benevolent societies, a fact that iumiediately placed th e
new party on higher moral ground from the caucus methods o f
machine politics . 48 Whether politicos "duped" an apolit-
ical frontier citizenry or whether they won their vote s
from a feeling of moral obligation, Formisano, Walters, an d
Howe agreed that Antimasons responded in the nature of a
rational interest group .
In "Antimasonry, Religious Radicalism, and th e
Paranoid Style of the 1820's" (1974), William Gribbe n
directly confronted historians who had earlier questione d
the rationality of the Antimasonic response . The opponent s
of Masonry had no monopoly on wild, unfounded rhetoric ; the
inherited political culture of the times emphasized th e
conspiratorial . Gribben found that members of dissenting
religions, such as the Unitarians, combined with a nationa l
religious establishment : "Their perception of community
dynamics was remarkably similar to the views of the Anti -
masons . Though hostile to one another, both group s
prepounded a pejorative interpretation of American society ;
both were convinced that plots and cabals threatened thei r
freedom and the Revolutionary heritage which sustaine d
it ."49 In an age of economic expansion and the rise o f
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diverse interests, what has been called "the paranoi d
style " may simply have been a reasonable expression of it s
time .
Other historians of the 1970's generally agree d
with Benson over the legitimacy of Antimasonic grievances .
Michael Holt found that Masons did hold a high proportio n
of all political offices, and that by refusing to cooperat e
with investigations and prosecutions Masons helped to fir e
a crusade against the entire fraternity . Although poli-
ticians rapidly gained control, the religious crusade tha t
underscored the movement left the Whigs a legacy o f
evangelism . Holt concluded with Benson that poorer farmer s
lashed out against both landlords and the aristocrats o f
village Masonic lodges . The additional measures added b y
Weed and the politicians succeeded in drawing large seg-
ments of the middle class under the party's banner . 5 0
Another defense of Antimasonry against charges o f
irrationality soon appeared in an article on the origins o f
the movement . Writing in the years following Watergate ,
Ronald Formisano and Kathleen Kutolowski described th e
" stone-walling " by Freemasons and the cover-up which trans -
formed public attitudes . 51 Neglect of its origins, they
argued, had led to misunderstandings of a crusade bot h
egalitarian and restorationist . Masonic response to th e
kidnapping resembled a defensive paranoia, and the frater-
nity fought against Antimasons with equally partisa n
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zealousness . Their actions frustrated state-appointed
special counsels and led to the postponement of trials when
both witnesses and those under indictment failed to appear .
During the Genesee County trials of 1826-27 five of si x
foremen and five of seven judges were Masons . 5 2
The authors emphasize the moderate character of th e
protests through 1826 and argue that the search to fin d
Morgan ' s murderers did not by any means lead inexorably t o
a denunciation of Masonry . Local citizenry voiced concer n
for the legal structure, but by early 1827 the failure o f
this system to mete out justice combined with the arroganc e
and recalcitrance of Masons brought a strong reaction tha t
led to politicized Antimasonry . Excited citizens dis-
covered that Masonic members of the Morgan Committee ha d
been relaying confidential discussions to Rochester lodges .
Moderate Masons failed to restrain a zealous majority wh o
refused to admit any wrongdoing . When an aroused populac e
failed to discern the " authorities" from Masonry, th e
struggle became a contest for control of the local justic e
system . From this controversy the movement grew into a
general republican demand for equality before the law . 5 3
By 1979 even David Brion Davis gave serious con-
sideration to Antimasonry as an important political an d
social movement . Combining the ideology of the American
Revolution with religious revivalism, it became " the firs t
widespread popular movement to attack special privilege an d
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insist on an unequivocal coiluuitment to equal access t o
power ." 54 Davis also viewed the rapid growth of Masonr y
as a result of the increasing business travel and change s
of residence that characterized the age . Wherever the
Mason traveled he knew the " substitute church" function
of the lodge would bid him welcome . In providing thi s
service for the privileged, Masonry aroused the wrath o f
citizens who perfected the use of anti-elitist rhetoric i n
American political culture . 55 This characterization o f
Antimasonry stood as strong and forceful a praise of th e
movement as Lipset and Raab's earlier denunciation .
Benson's work on New York politics had raised a respons e
but had inspired few sober second thoughts .
Recent analyses, however, have provided some of th e
local research on Antimasonry necessary for a fresh rein-
terpretation of the subject . The first important monograp h
appeared in 1973 in Kathleen Smith Kutolowski's "The Socia l
Composition of Political Leadership : Genesee County, New
York, 1821-1860 ." Examining such county officers a s
assemblymen, clerk, and sheriff, she found little differ-
ence between party low-level elites, whose characteristic s
stood in contrast to the mass of the electorate : "Highly
homogeneous in social characteristics, Genesee leader s
crossed party lines frequently to associate in a variet y
of economic, social, and cultural organizations ." 56 Befor e
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Morgan ' s disappearance Masonic affiliation only figured a s
one of several characteristics of the political elite . 5 7
Little or no hostility toward Freemasonry existed, an d
Masons received much publicity and praise .
Nor did Kutolowski find two hostile forces reduce d
to hysterical bantering after the kidnapping . In village s
and townships Antimasons and Bucktails gathered to for m
Bible and temperance societies, to petition for interna l
improvements, and to condemn any ban on Sunday mails a s
contrary to the interests of business and the freedom o f
capital . 58 Indeed, Kutolowski claimed that the increase d
commercial climate in the period gave an impetus for Anti -
masonic professionals, village merchants, and farmers t o
exploit new business opportunities and also gain increase d
local influence : "For them, social equality implied equa l
power and status in the community with established polit-
ical leaders . They not only achieved this goal but fa r
surpassed both the older elite and their political oppo-
nents in local power and material wealth ." 5 9
Few of her conclusions squared with traditiona l
views of Antimasonry . Contrary to the findings of McCarthy ,
Cross and Benson, she failed to uncover any struggl e
between the rural yeoman and the village and urban aristo-
crat . Although she did not attempt a social analysis o f
Antimasonic voting, Kutolowski discovered that the move-
ment's strongest support came from the most urban center s
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while more rural towns first reflected the party's decline .
In addition Masonic lodges were located in many smal l
settlements as well as in the larger villages . 60 Thes e
and other conclusions make one wish Kutolowski had writte n
a monograph on Antimasonry rather than examining a smal l
number of the party leadership . Without a study that als o
encompassed the mass of the party following, she could onl y
provide partial conclusions .
Further insight into the Antimasonic attraction
came with the appearance of a study on Masonry . Although
published in 1977 as FreemasonryinFederalist Connecticut ,
Dorothy Lipson's study of Masonry and Antimasonry recounte d
the activities of Putnam Lodge in the Northeastern sectio n
of the state from 1801 to 1835 . The disestablishment o f
Congregationalism in 1818 gave rise to a struggle betwee n
orthodoxy and latitudinarianism . This controversy exacer-
bated the existing tensions between Masonic lodges and th e
traditional church-community relationships within towns .
The sometime reluctance of lodges to hold Masonic funeral s
illustrated the existing hostility to the fraternity lon g
before the Morgan episode . Many saw a danger to the
churches in Masonic moral instruction, but men affiliate d
with lodges as an alternative to the orthodox communitar-
ianism of the towns . Both Masonry and the orthodox belief s
of Antimasons provided means of coping with an increasingl y
individualistic society in a rapidly changing era . 6 1
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Antimasonry proved a political flop but a socia l
success in Connecticut . The primary motive of the movemen t
rested on the religious conviction of the fraternity' s
evils . It sought immediate political power only as a mean s
of arousing public opinion on this one issue . With the
emergence of the nuclear family and the corresponden t
ideological creation of the cult of true womanhood, mal e
Freemasonry increasing came under attack for impinging o n
women ' s sphere as the source of morality . Women increas-
ingly provided private support to the movement . The effec t
of such pressure may have been considerable . Although the
conditions in Connecticut differed greatly from those i n
western New York, Lipson's ideas on Masonry in an increas-
ingly secular society, and the unexplored role of women i n
the Antimasonic movement offer guides to future Antimasoni c
scholarship . In Cradle of the Middle Class, a study o f
Oneida County, New York, Mary Ryan argued that question s
of gender and family persistently shaped the social struc-
ture and religious issues of the period . 6 2
Another investigation of Antimasonry in wester n
New York claimed that the Yankee background of settler s
rendered the movement fundamentally a religious crusade .
Making extensive use of denominational and convention pro-
ceedings, William Brackney found that the New Englan d
origins of migrants and the extensive revivalism of Charle s
Finney and others gave birth to a crusade against Masonr y
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that closely resembled the evangelical warfare agains t
other sins . He found Baptists most receptive to the move-
ment, partly because of their strong revivalist tendencie s
and generally zealous feelings, and also because of th e
democratic organization of the church in requiring th e
consent of its membership . The schism over Antimasonry
proved violent and threats of dissociation were common .
Since none of the evangelical churches gave full an d
uncritical endorsement to Antimasonic ideas, the focus o f
the movement increasingly revolved around individua l
evangelists . 6 3
Antimasonic evangelists formed an Ultraisti c
phenomenon as a separate religion of its own with a
distinct ideology and method . These preachers were well -
known religious figures who shared common evangelica l
characteristics . Most had participated in a conservativ e
Christianity, were born in New England, had undergon e
" conversion" experiences, and had enormous personal drive .
At the base of their preaching lay the belief that Masonr y
had coauuitted sin . Its ceremonies contained blasphemy ,
its illegal oaths forced members to commit crimes agains t
Christian morality if necessary, and its secrecy smacke d
of immorality, treason, and the darkness of Satan . 64 By
1830, however, the use of conventions by political leader s
had turned the crusade away from its religious emphasis .
Although the shortcomings of viewing the complexities o f
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Antimasonry solely through theological rhetoric and denom-
inational development are obvious, Brackney ' s brief but
excellent accounts of religious Antimasonry in the countie s
of the Genesee country should serve as a boon to historian s
seeking to study the movement on the town and county level .
In contrast to Brackney ' s view Elizabeth Haigh
found New York Antimasonry "primarily a civic rather tha n
a religious movement, concerned with public responsibilit y
and the discussion of values in a changing republica n
society ." 65 Studying the careers of leading New York
Antimasons, she characterized the movement as a reaffirma-
tion of such republican values as the supremacy of the law s
and freedom of the press through the medium of the nominat-
ing conventions and the ballot box . Many of the new party ' s
leaders were lawyers and journalists sensitive to charge s
of silence and tampering with the law . Talented men, they
felt no personal restriction on their opportunities . As
had Davis, Haigh observed that Antimasons created their ow n
community and mutual aid society, mirroring the organiza-
tion of their opponents . 6 6
Perhaps the most important recent contribution t o
Antimasonic scholarship came in a work placing the movement
in a much wider perspective . Although he claimed tha t
Antimasonic strength came overwhelmingly from rural areas ,
Paul Johnson ' s analysis of Rochester revivals in A Shop -
keeper's Millennium (1978) assigned the movement a vita l
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role in a process that he claimed legitimated free labo r
and created a bourgeois middle class . Antimasonry playe d
the largest part in crippling the old elite just at th e
time the village experienced rapid growth and dislocation .
Journeymen workers left their masters' homes to move int o
new working-class neighborhoods . They seemed to hav e
acquired increasing independence, and the use of alcoho l
became a symbol of their greater freedom and class soli-
darity . Various temperance efforts failed . Even Anti -
masonic politicians hesitated to enforce the unpopular
observance of the Sabbath or limit the granting of liquo r
licenses . But Antimasons showed no reluctance in attacking
the political power of the Rochester family and thei r
followers, who derived much of their power from Regenc y
connections and who often were Masons . When general elec-
tions took the place of town meetings and the town wa s
divided into wards in 1827, it became increasingly diffi-
cult for one or two factions to control town politics .
In the midst of the social crisis suffrage had expanded ,
and new kinds of men gained political power . When Anti -
masonry created hostile divisions within the churches o f
the political elite, the social crisis came to a head . 6 7
Antimasons helped to restore a political orde r
that they had left in chaos by emphasizing the need for a
moral order . Whereas Bucktails were often Masons and Anti-
Sabbatarians, Antimasons championed both Sabbatarianism an d
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temperance . After Finney ' s return to Rochester in 1830 ,
an enormous revival converted a sizeable number of maste r
craftsmen, especially those journeymen who had recentl y
moved into the new neighborhoods . The entrepreneur ha d
found a new method to insure social control : "The religion
that it preached was order-inducing, repressive an d
quintessentially bourgeois . "68 The Antimasonic role in
the creation of this new order is evident in the fact tha t
during the years 1834-37, fully 64 percent of Democrat s
had joined the movement . As did Williams, Johnson argue d
that this development epitomized the religious expression
of laissez faire :
Thus a nascent industrial capitalism became
attached to visions of a perfect moral order base d
on individual freedom and self-government, and ol d
relations of dependence, servility, and mutualit y
were defined as sinful and left behind . The reviva l
was not a capitalist plot . But it certainly was a
crucial step in the legitimation of free labor . 6 9
In the broadest sense, Antimasonry reflected th e
fears and aspirations of a generation of Americans an d
encompassed within its creed nearly every major antebellu m
reform . At a time when economic change engendered new
modes of production and transformed traditional social
relations, Antimasons reinterpreted the meaning of repub-
licanism as they sought to reconcile older values with a
nascent capitalist society . Historians have too often
attempted to interpret that response without firm evidenc e
to identify their subjects . Without such a determination
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is all too easy to select any trait of Jacksonian
Americans and explain Antimasonry by such reference .
Unfortunately the more ludicrous rhetoric of the crusad e
has all too often influenced such selection .
That Antimasonry developed into a political part y
is in itself significant and it is also a boon to th e
historian . That many Americans viewed the ballot box a s
a medium to enforce social behavior reflected a propensit y
inherited from Puritanism still prevalent in contemporar y
politics . When Antimasonry became a political party, i t
bequeathed to the scholar a wealth of names : candidates ,
committee members, and newspaper editorialists . The
thoughts of men in a specific historical context becom e
illuminated through their actions on the political stage .
As in any mystery, we cannot discuss motivation before th e
introduction of our players .
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CHAPTER I I
COMMERCIAL TRANSFORMATION
A century and a half after the arrival of the firs t
English settlers to the Massachusetts coast, western Ne w
York remained an uncharted frontier . In the summer and
autumn of 1779 some of the region's first settlers marche d
through the wilderness with General James Sullivan i n
response to Iroquois attacks on Cherry Valley settlers .
This highly successful campaign broke the military power o f
the Six Nations and made possible the oncoming tide o f
white settlement . In return for their services during th e
Revolution, many soldiers received a pension of a few hun-
dred acres of land in the military tract, a narrow strip o f
land that bordered on the east the vast lands of th e
Phelps and Gorham Purchase . l Thus began the colonization
of the Burned-Over District, known later for its zealou s
revivalism, myriad reform movements, and antislaver y
activism .
During that latter period, in the second quarter o f
the nineteenth century, western New York underwent a funda-
mental transformation . It affected the lives of pioneers
on farms and in villages, and it brought thousands of ne w
settlers to the country west of Cayuga Lake . The construc -
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tion of the Erie Canal (1816-1826) spurred investment a s
well as settlement, drew countless farmers into the market -
place, and created boom towns along its proposed route .
Greater economic involvement and diversification led t o
increased political participation . Meetings for "interna l
improvements" were matched by gatherings to promote indi-
vidual betterment in religion, education, and temperance .
Rapid changes engendered divisions and transformed th e
character of society . One of its byproducts, Antimasonry ,
struck the people of Chautauqua and Wayne counties wit h
particular force .
Frontier Society
Most migrants to western New York came from Ne w
England . Land shortages and soil exhaustion plagued th e
hill counties of Vermont and Massachusetts, and Jefferson' s
embargo and the War of 1812 nearly eliminated the alterna-
tive of Montreal as a market . Wheat prices plummete d
during the war . 2 There existed, however, pull factors a s
well : stories of returning soldiers and the efforts o f
such agents as James Wadsworth, who conducted "missionar y
meetings" to attract settlers, and especially fired th e
imaginations of younger Yankees . 3 Independent of spiri t
and desiring to own their own land, they rejected easter n
New York, with its huge manorial estates and system o f
quit-rent payments . For years the majority of mobile Ver-
monters and many Massachusetts families headed for the
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lands of the Holland Company in the western part of New
York state . 4
The terms offered by the Holland Land Company, a
creation of Dutch merchants and bankers, were no bargain . 5
Hard times in 1809 led the company to sell smaller plots
on credit, a practice that in time created hardship o n
small buyers, who lacked specie and adequate transportatio n
to markets . Later, when the Panic of 1819 caused a drasti c
fall in the price of wheat, most settlers found it diffi-
cult to meet interest payments . They complained that th e
company made no recompense for farmer improvement on land ,
while settlers had to pay increased road, military, and
school taxes . The company would not encourage the interna l
improvements necessary to widen the access to market, whic h
might have provided settlers with the needed cash to pa y
off their debt, interest, and taxes . The Holland lands
encompassed Chautauqua County, created in 1811 and situate d
in the far southwestern corner of the state between Lak e
Erie and the Pennsylvania border .
Wayne County, created from Ontario and Senec a
counties in west central New York in 1823, experience d
similar agrarian discontent . Here residents directed their
complaints toward the agents of other large landowners ,
particularly the English-owned Pulteney and Hornby estates .
High land prices and compound interest thwarted many dreams
of land ownership, and farmers reviled the policies tha t
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allowed no remuneration for clearing and improving lan d
and denied the right of transfer to a third party . Actions
by the British government helped increase local hostilit y
in the area to the policy of Sir William Pulteney' s
agents . The retention of military posts and influence of
British agents on Indians helped to retard initial immigra-
tion, while lack of markets and resources later led t o
emigration further west . 6
While land problems continued to plague many
settlers, they did not seriously slow the stream o f
migrants to western New York . The state census of 1814 for
Chautauqua County records a sparse population, with male s
clearly outnumbering female residents . Of the 4,122 citi-
zens, 2,449 (59 .4%) lived in the western towns borderin g
Lake Erie that possessed the finest soil, Males in th e
county outnumbered females by 55 to 45 percent . Six year s
later the population tripled to 12,447 . Females now com-
posed 46 .2 percent of the county ' s inhabitants, but i t
would take another generation to reach parity between the
sexes . 7
Yet frontier society did not reproduce the life o r
culture of Yankee villages . Despite the early population
growth, settlements remained scattered and governmenta l
authority seemingly absent . These conditions may accoun t
for the high number of women charged by their husband s
with "eloping from my bed" in the early 1820's . 8 In an
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1817 letter to a Vermont friend, future Antimasoni c
assemblyman Abner Hazeltine bemoaned the cultural short -
comings of the New York frontier :
I cannot say that Newengland manners, especially
the good ones of that country, prevail here . We
have many settlers that may be considered respect -
able, though but few that are religious . 9
Any re-creation of Vermont or Massachusetts society, i f
any, still lay in the future .
Economic development too remained in its rudimen-
tary stages, with production centered around individua l
households . Here men, as heads of households, exerted th e
strongest authority in frontier society, supervising th e
work of wives and children within a nearly self-sufficien t
family unit . The 1821 state census reveals that in 182 0
Chautauqua County residents produced 83,550 yards o f
fulled cloth, flannels, linen, and cotton, while only on e
cotton and woolen factory existed in the county . l0 In a
primitive economy characterized by barter and self -
sufficiency, few grocery stores and inns existed, an d
everything from the raising of livestock to religious wor-
ship took place within the household . l l
This is not to suggest, however, that such far m
families enjoyed complete independence . Few good farmer s
arrived in the period of early settlement, and frontiersme n
who could handle an axe often exhibited ignorance in using
a plough . New Englanders knew little of crop rotation an d
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manuring, nor did they wish to learn . 12 Settlers raised
Indian corn to feed themselves, but such a product coul d
never be transported with profit . They grew almost n o
wheat at all, for freight charges from Buffalo to New York
in 1807 totalled almost three times the value of wheat a t
the port . Those who did grow wheat often distilled th e
best part of their crop into the more transportable pro -
duct of whiskey . In order to pay the balance of the pur-
chase price of his land, a farmer might produce pot o r
pearl ashes, whiskey or hemp--anything that consisted o f
little bulk and could fetch a good price .
In most places as late as 1820 men carried o n
their business transactions by barter, often using grain ,
cattle or potash as a medium of exchange . 13 They may have
made few if any cash purchases, but farmers relied on eac h
other for assistance from season to season . Both men and
women sought and received the labor of neighbors and rela-
tives . Farmers traded equipment on a temporary or perma-
nent basis, while barter stores allowed families t o
exchange produce for household goods, without the existenc e
of the commodity relations brought by a cash economy . 1 4
The first portents of widespread change on th e
frontier came not in the west, but from the eastern part o f
the state . Dewitt Clinton ' s early and continued suppor t
for the Erie Canal project helped earn him lasting politi-
cal favor in western New York . As a shareholder in th e
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western canal company, he had attacked its Federalis t
members for using that organization to further their ow n
political interests . Later, however, it had become advan-
tageous for Federalists to win support of their project b y
appointing Clinton and other Republicans as members of a
board of commissioners to survey the route for the propose d
waterway . Clinton's unsuccessful bid as "peace candidate "
for the presidency in 1812, and the ravages of war on th e
western New York frontier, led Tammany Hall to condemn
Clinton's alliance with the Federalists and threatene d
destruction of the Erie project . Clinton's 1816 "memorial "
containing signatures of thousands of petitioners, led t o
large bipartisan meetings throughout the state, and th e
creation of a law in 1817 providing for a canal fund and a
canal board, insured that the Erie Canal would become
reality despite political rivalries . Anti-Clintonians led
by Martin Van Buren had expressed reservations and ha d
favored more surveys and estimates before making cana l
appropriations, but they now had to support the venture . 1 5
However, westerners still touted Clinton as the "Champio n
of the Canal . "
For many, western prosperity became linked to
Clinton's political success . Clinton's personal popu-
larity, an increasingly well-organized Republican part y
throughout the state, and, most important, a broadening o f
the suffrage, gave rise to the mass politics characteristi c
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of the state later in the decade . In 1821 Clintonians and
many old Federalists pushed for universal male suffrage t o
enfranchise the many farmers not included under the ol d
constitution of 1777 . Under this document only some 6 0
percent of residents met the property qualifications t o
vote . Wary of the ballots of western farmers, the Buck -
tails succeeded in postponing any grant of universa l
suffrage, pushing through a more liberal taxpaying qualifi-
cation instead . Voters overwhelmingly approved the stat e
charter, yet the spirit of reform persisted . 1 6
Economic and Political Awakening
As anticipation built up on various localities a t
the beginning of Erie Canal construction in 1817, and a s
sections reached completion, the agrarian economy grew an d
became more specialized . In addition to the one cotton
and woolen factory in Chautauqua County in 1821, six full-
ing mills had been built and seven carding machines se t
into operation . Tanneries, asheries, and distillerie s
served the needs of settlers, while grist mills processe d
local grains . The county could boast of 71 saw mills and a
burgeoning lumber industry . 17 Writing from the village o f
Jamestown in the town of Ellicott in 1816, Abner Hazeltine
waxed optimistically over economic prospects on the fron-
tier :
The principal business of the inhabitants i s
lumbering--there are about 20 sawmills in town ,
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some of which run the whole year, night and day .
The inhabitants are rapidly accumulating wealth ,
and everything promises, that at some future day ,
this will be a rich and flourishing county . l $
The population of western New York rapidly expande d
with the economy . In the five years after 1820, Chautauqu a
County's population increased from 12,535 to 20,639 . The
four towns bordering Lake Erie--Hanover, Pomfret, Portlan d
and Ripley--became the four most populous in the fifteen -
town county . In Wayne County, where settlement began in
the 1790's, a decade before that of Chautauqua, the popula-
tion reached 26,761 by 1825 . Some 53 .4 percent of the
inhabitants lived in the towns along the new Erie Canal .
Women composed 47 .8 percent of the county ' s population, and
made up 48 .3 percent of citizens in the canal towns, a sign
of the increasingly settled nature of society . Along the
Lake Erie towns of Chautauqua County, women accounted fo r
48 .4 percent of inhabitants . The growing numbers of wes-
tern New Yorkers, many of whom had brought their skills t o
the frontier villages, reflected the increasing diversifi-
cation of the economy .
Yet despite the growth of the agrarian economy b y
1825, the essential nature of individual productive house -
holds linked together by barter underwent only sligh t
alteration . Chautauqua County could boast of smal l
increases in the number of grist and saw mills, as well a s
the construction of the first two iron works . In the
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TABLE 1
GROWTH OF FEMALE POPULATION IN CHAUTAUQUA AND WAYNE COUNTIE S
1814-183 5
Chautauqua

Wayne
Percentage Percentage
Men Women of Women Men Women of Women
1814 2,284 1,838 44 .6 1814 ---* --- --- *
1820 6,497 5,950 46 .2 1820 --- ---* --- *
1825 10,837 9,802 47 .5 1825 13,959 12,802 47 . 8
1830 18,095 16,473 47 .7 1830 17,060 16,654 49 . 4
1835 22,955 21,914 48 .8 1835 19,294 18,4 94 48 . 9
SOURCE : Census of the State of New York for 1814, 1825, 1835 . U .S . Census ,
1820, 1830 .
Not a separate county until 1823 .
short four years, the number of fulling mills doubled ,
while carding machines tripled . Yet production of cloth
continued to take place in the home, and the number o f
yards "manufactured in the domestic way" swelled to two an d
a half times the total of four years before . 19 The economy
continued to expand, but the mode of production remained i n
the household unit, and under the supervision of th e
patriarch .
Much the same patterns held sway in Wayne County ,
yet evidences of the commercial transformation had already
appeared by 1825 . Grist mills and saw mills commensurat e
in number with Chautauqua County had been erected, whil e
eight iron works were set in operation . Still, domestic
manufactures of cloth continued to rise after the creatio n
of the new county in 1823 . Construction of the western
section of the Erie Canal through Wayne County the year
before made an immediate impact, however . In the towns o f
Palmyra and Lyons, where the county ' s canal tolls wer e
collected, domestic manufactures declined between 1821 an d
1825 . 20
With the growth of western towns in the year s
preceding the opening of the canal, newspapers sprung u p
to politicize the occupationally diverse electorate . I f
politicos eagerly looked to establish party presses, mer-
chants and tradesmen besieged newspapers with advertisin g
orders, thus increasing the viability of the new publica -
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tions . With the completion of the waterway, upstate town s
not only received quicker shipments of commodities, but
also more recent news items from New York City an d
abroad . 21 In this way, state political leaders helpe d
incorporate distant localities into statewide factional an d
party disputes . The anti-Clintonian Fredonia Censor became
the first Chautauqua County newspaper in 1821 . In Wayne
County the first issue of the Lyons Advertiser resolved " to
speak and act with honest independence," yet constantl y
advocated Clintonian politics . Its rival, the Palmyra
Register began publication in 1817, but by 1823 began advo-
cating the Bucktail cause under the name Wayne Sentinel . 2 2
Within such a context the proliferation of Antimasonic
presses following the opening of the canal and the Morga n
kidnapping, remarkable though the numbers were, followe d
an established trend .
Blunders in 1824 by the Bucktails, or Alban y
Regency as their enemies labeled them, greatly enlivene d
this party spirit and the movement for political reform .
With the approach of the presidential election, movement s
in New York and elsewhere sought to replace the caucu s
system of selecting presidential electors with one chose n
directly by the voters . The Regency controlled the legis-
lature and thus supported William Crawford of Georgia, th e
caucus candidate . Those favoring Jackson, Adams, or Cla y
formed a Clinton-led coalition in 1823 called the People' s
Party .
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Most western New Yorkers, however, responded
angrily toward the foot-dragging on political reform ,
regardless of party preference . The Lyons Advertise r
indignantly reported " The farce of nominating a President
and Vice President" had occurred at " THE DOUGH-FACE CAUCUS
AT WASHINGTON ." 23 When the state senate defeated the
Electoral Bill that would have changed the process, wester n
villages reacted furiously to the "infamous seventeen sena-
tors" who were responsible . At a Chautauqua County meetin g
both Bucktails and Clintonians expressed regret and aston-
ishment . 24 A gathering of Wayne County politicians viewe d
the defeat as a conspiracy and found that Byram Green ,
their state senator, had " abused the confidence reposed in
him by his constituents, and should be held in future ,
utterly unworthy of public confidence and trust ." 25
Apprehension led to a major Regency mistake on the
final day of the 1824 legislative session . Concerned with
the rising fortunes of the People's Party, Regency force s
engineered the removal of DeWitt Clinton as canal commis-
sioner . Intended to divide those who had sought electora l
reform, the move only unified their enemies around the ma n
who had served without pay on the Canal board for fourtee n
years .
Newspapers in Chautauqua and Wayne counties con-
demned the act as malignant and persecuting . Although he
spoke against the nomination of Clinton for governor, a
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Chautauqua Bucktail editor declared that the action of th e
senate represented "a palpable disregard of the will of th e
people and their rights ." 26 The Regency abandoned th e
incumbent Governor Yates in favor of Samuel Young, anothe r
canal commissioner . However, he had only recently accepte d
the idea of the Electoral Law, and Clinton won with 54 per -
cent of the vote . 27 In Chautauqua and Wayne counties th e
canal champion triumped by a 3-2 margin . 28 "[T]he whole
disgrace of this defeat," charged a disgruntled Bucktail ,
"may be thrown upon our last legislature, or those wh o
managed them . Had the electoral law been passed it woul d
have been impossible for the Clintonians to succeed in thi s
county ." 2 9
Citizens of both counties, happy to take advantag e
of the project Clinton had long championed, held hug e
celebrations at the completion of the Erie Canal fro m
Buffalo to Albany and New York in October 1825 . Although
located south of the canal in the far southwestern corne r
of the state, Chautauqua County lay on the shore of Lak e
Erie and could hope to benefit greatly . On the day o f
celebration, a national salute was fired under the direc-
tion of a major of the artillery, and " the utmost harmony
and hilarity prevailed ." The toasts on the occasion revea l
that the Erie Canal had merely whetted the appetites o f
many for further internal improvements : "The Grand Canal- -
May it not stop at Buffalo, or Ohio ; but may it continue
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until it reaches the shores of the Pacific Ocean " -- " The
waters of Chautauqua Lake--Impatiently waiting to be united
with those of the grand canal"--"The State Road--may it s
completion afford the advantages to the south, that th e
canal now ensures to the north ." 3 °
The celebration at Lyons, the Wayne County seat ,
and now a "canal town" proved even more jubilant . After a
salute of eight guns fired at sunrise, light infantry ,
Freemasons, and the clergy marched to the new brick meeting
house where Graham H . Chapin, attorney and "leading citi-
zen," delivered an address at once pompous but insightful :
Agriculture, before, depressed and borne down by
insuperable difficulties, now rears her head ; her
face smiling with the oil of gladness . Commerce
is increased with the Facilities which gave he r
new activity and life, and her borders are greatly
enlarged . Manufactures have been multiplied an d
invigorated . 3 1
Chapin also perceived the relationship between the trans-
portation revolution and the rising consciousness of peopl e
drawn into the commercial market :
A renovating principle has pervaded the whol e
community, and society had received a fine impuls e
. . . Arouse the public mind to the improvement o f
their social condition, and you enlighten thei r
understanding : they obtain more correct and
defined notions of their own individual rights ;
their relations to the government are more clearl y
perceived and better understood, and their col-
lected will becomes, at once, the arbiter of what -
ever of good or evil, the laws and institutions o f
society may dispense . 32
This wholesale invasion of the commercial marke t
transformed the nature of society in western New York dur -
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ing the ensuing decade . By 1830 Chautauqua County ' s popu-
lation reached 34,568, an increase of 68 percent sinc e
1825 . Five years later the population stood at 44,86 9
residents, more than double that of a decade before, wit h
women comprising 48 .8 percent of the inhabitants . Wayne
County grew to 33,714 residents by 1830, a somewhat les s
spectacular increase . Settled slightly earlier than Chau-
tauqua County, Wayne's female residents had nearly reache d
parity (48 .9%) with their male counterparts . By 1835 ,
37,788 people lived in the county . 3 3
The opening of the Erie Canal brought markets a s
well as laborers to western New York, stimulating larg e
increases in the number and volume of manufactures . New
grist and saw mills entered production in both Wayne an d
Chautauqua counties, with the number of Chautauqua saw
mills increasing from 83 in 1825 to 206 in 1835 . New
industries, such as rope factories, sprang up in th e
county, while a Wayne County glass factory manufactured
$72,000 worth of products each year . The number of cardin g
machines grew, while the number of fulling mills more than
doubled in Chautauqua County . These two enterprises ha d
also grown in size, creating $145,141 in products in Chau-
tauqua County and $93,081 in Wayne County . The factory
system, though in its infancy, had arrived in western Ne w
York .
The household economy, with its self-sufficienc y
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and patriarchal "government, " continued in some areas fo r
years, but the new commodity relations of the marke t
economy rapidly undermined much of the old mode of produc-
tion . Domestic manufactures declined 54 .2 percent per
capita in Chautauqua County between 1825 and 1835 . In
Wayne County, where the Erie Canal wound its way throug h
the valleys and marshes, household production fell in ever y
town, and declined more than 45 percent per capita in th e
county during the decade . 34 The rise of production outsid e
individual households helped to usurp many of their basi c
functions .
Although the canal and other transportation improve-
ments had made the marketing of surplus produce a viabl e
and economic alternative to local barter, many farmer s
continued to avoid the cowmercial market . Many simply
preferred to grow a wide variety of crops for their own us e
and continued to manufacture items needed for their house -
hold . The ideology of individual settlers or the persis-
tence of traditional practices in local coluiiunities, rather
than the absence of opportunity, often explained th e
economic choices of farmers . The oncoming system of credi t
created an immediate tension with long-held notions o f
self-sufficiency, as well as with the Jacksonian fear o f
debt . The transition to a market economy represente d
nothing less than a prolonged ideological battle of com-
peting ways of life . 35
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Opportunities to make such a choice came first t o
those with immediate access to the canal . When men in the
canal towns began to specialize in buying and shippin g
produce of the countryside, many farmers sold their crop s
in exchange for cash, with which they could buy product s
from the shops of a growing number of merchants . Mos t
farmers, increasingly concerned with producing a marketabl e
crop, shifted their resources from home manufacturing in a n
attempt to increase output . 36 Such transformation and
growth was an uneven process that led to prosperity in som e
towns and relative stagnation in others . By 1833 the six
towns along Lake Erie in Chautauqua County boasted the si x
highest valuations per acre . Towns inland with poorer soi l
and little access to markets were valued one-third a s
high . 37 The five largest manufacturing towns in Wayn e
County by 1835 all lay along the route of the canal, whil e
those with the least production often lay inland, away fro m
both the waterway and Lake Ontario . 3 8
No settlement in either county, however, remaine d
unaffected by the general alteration . As land prices rose ,
the market for real estate encouraged a growing number o f
lawyers to handle the inevitable litigation . 39 Physician s
formed themselves into county medical societies . 40 Canal
laborers lingered in the villages along the waterway . The
formation of storage and forwarding firms helped transfor m
larger settlements into commercial towns . In Palmyra
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village, J . D . Everingham and Philip Grandin offered cas h
for wheat and other crops . J . S . Colt offered ready mone y
for farmers bringing cattle and pigs to their slaughter an d
packing house . 41 In 1826 the Wayne Sentinel boasted tha t
"By the inexhaustible influences of the Grand Canal, an d
other tributary advantages, including the wealth and dens e
population of the region of country adjacent, the villag e
of Palmyra has assumed an important station among th e
commercial villages of the west ." 42 The next year th e
legislature approved a petition incorporating the community .
With a growing population, the expansion of a cas h
economy, and a transportation network capable of deliverin g
needed tools and equipment, manufacturers began to riva l
the forwarding merchants in local importance . By earl y
1827 Pomfret township could boast concerns as diverse as a
paper mill, a percussion rifle factory, and, in Fredoni a
village, the first natural gas street lights . Few town s
in the state, declared the local press, possessed " a
greater number of the difficult kinds of machinery an d
factories, that are calculated to render their populatio n
flourishing and independent, than the town of Pomfret ." 4 3
No wonder, then, that farmers, forwarding agents ,
and manufacturers all demanded more improvements i n
transportation . Jamestown residents of Chautauqua Count y
met to urge that local citizens subscribe funds to improv e
the roads linking them with nearby towns, and they
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petitioned the legislature to survey and fund a route fo r
a new canal connecting the upper branch of the Alleghen y
River with Buffalo . 44 Palmyra men formed the Montezum a
Turnpike Company to improve roads leading to their village ,
while other Wayne County citizens worked intensively fo r
incorporation of a company linking the canal town of Clyd e
with Sodus Bay on Lake Ontario . 45 "The Good people of th e
western part of this state are bustling about wit h
unexampled activity," beamed one editor in 1826 . "Meeting s
are called in every quarter and on every subject . "4 6
Improvement projects soon became political issues, just a s
the building and administration of the Erie Canal had lon g
agitated the politics of New York state .
Religion, Domesticity and Reform
As the commercial revolution created economi c
opportunity and fostered a more intense and competitiv e
brand of politics, so too it brought a more egalitaria n
religion . The faithful, that is most of the population ,
tended to take a more active role in church affairs and i n
their own salvation . The Second Great Awakening of th e
early nineteenth century softened the deterministic tenet s
of orthodox Calvinism by emphasizing the importance o f
human efforts in spiritual conversion and encouraged fait h
in individual salvation . The Reverend Charles Finney foun d
upstate New York fertile ground for the new ideas, and th e
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great revivals of 1826 and 1831 coincided with his evan -
gelical efforts . Faith played a vital role in the Finney
philosophy, but he did not neglect the importance of goo d
works to personal salvation . Moral and social reform were
the weapons necessary to conquer the original sin of self -
interest . Once individuals abandoned preoccupation with
worldly affairs, they could begin the Christian life o f
charity and temperance . In what came to be known as th e
Burned-Over District (the western New York area wit h
Rochester as its hub) Finney ' s efforts " released and
coordinated the moral energies of a community alread y
throbbing with optimistic individualism ." 4 7
Religious enthusiasm produced general excitemen t
and revival meetings and promoted evangelistic influenc e
within churches . In 1815 and again in 1819 and 1821 Utic a
Presbyterians converted a large number of the town's resi-
dents to their cause . Freewill Baptist revivals occurre d
near Buffalo and along the shores of Lake Ontario in th e
early 1820s . Much of western New York soon caught the
fire, and by 1825-1826 many began to believe in the immi-
nence of the millennium . 48 Although camp meetings an d
other informal revivals did not ordinarily increase churc h
membership permanently, the evangelistic spirit entere d
denominations such as the Baptists and Presbyterians as a
lay revolt against clerical control . 49
Churches and religious organizations took root an d
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spread throughout Chautauqua and Wayne counties in th e
1820s . By the end of 1823, four houses for public worship
had been built in Fredonia village, and early the followin g
year the Pomfret Bible Society voted to become an auxiliar y
to the American Bible Society . 50 In Wayne County, a con-
vention of delegates from every town met in 1826 at the
Lyons Presbyterian Meeting House to organize a County Bibl e
Society that promised to distribute some 1,200 Bibles . In
1824 the Reverend Benjamin Stockton of the Palmyra Presby-
terian Church took up a collection for the formation of a
Juvenile Library for a Sunday School, and in 1826 he became
the president of the newly-formed Wayne County Sabbat h
School Union . 51 An address before the Lyons Branch Mis-
sionary Society by Graham H . Chapin in 1825 praised the
proliferation of benevolent societies as congruent with th e
new secular ideology :
There seems indeed to have risen thro-ou t
Christendom a kind of crusade to extend and diffus e
the light of revealed truth and the blessings o f
Christianity . . . . And it is an axiom in th e
science of government : that the general interest i s
nothing less than the aggregate interests of eac h
individual in the community, so that whatever may b e
affirmed of an individual, as such, may be predicte d
of a State, or nation, considered as a body politic . 5 2
Meetings for the support of the Greek war of inde-
pendence and county Fourth of July celebrations tie d
Christianity with political liberty in much the same wa y
that Antimasonry did later . Pro-Greek meetings exhorte d
the clergy to take up donations for the rebels and lend
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their presence to future meetings . Spokesmen condemned the
Turks not only as political and economic despots, but als o
as heathens who had ruined Greece, a once-powerful an d
admirable nation :
A deep interest in behalf of that suffering people ,
who are now probably making their last struggle to
regain those liberties which were once the pride an d
glory of their country, seems to be rapidly pervadin g
the whole Christian and civilized world .5 3
Christianity and local clergy played prominent roles in th e
celebration of American independence . Ministers took par t
in opening processions, along with the marshals of the da y
and patriotic orators . Devotional services usuall y
followed, emphasizing God's concern for the American caus e
and the young republic . After the delivery of patrioti c
orations, another minister offered a closing prayer . Only
then would citizens leave church grounds for the tow n
square or hotel, where some would then sit down to eat an d
toast the occasion . 54
The role of religion in the land of liberty, how -
ever, became a subject of debate . Argument in the polit-
ical presses soon helped transform these feelings int o
tests of party identification . The editor of the Clin-
tonian Jamestown Journal triumphantly declared, "Man is a
religious being, and the present is an age of religious
enterprise and exertion . No history of the times there -
fore can be complete that does not notice an interest s o
Important ." 55 The Bucktail editor of the Fredonia Censo r
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expressed skepticism and hostility toward the intentions of
religious organizations and evangelist preachers . H e
printed articles condemning foreign missions as a frau d
upon the poor which produced religious intolerance, made
artful men wealthy, and created "a moral force unknown to
our constitution ." 56 He likewise opposed the creation of
the National Tract Society as the first step toward a
national religion that would unify church and state, an d
by the methods of the Inquisition oppress those wh o
expressed independent viewpoints . He defended the charac-
ter of a Universalist preacher against attack from th e
large denominations and frequently included news of minis-
ters involved in moral turpitude . 57 He even expresse d
doubt concerning the likelihood of a second coming : "The
mill-ennium, as Mr . Irving says, is evidently at hand . A
Miss Lyon was married to Mr . Lambe . The 'lion and th e
lamb will now, of course, lie down together . '"5 8
Women played a significant role in the rise o f
enthusiastic religion in upstate New York in the 1820s .
With the decline of household production, women found thei r
economic obligations steadily reduced . With increase d
economic diversification and the development of villages ,
men increasingly found work outside the home as mechanics ,
merchants, manufacturers, and journeymen laborers . As the
home grew into an entity separate from the market economy ,
it became defined as "women ' s sphere . " The idea o f
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domesticity and the concept of "public and private" sphere s
stood in sharp contrast to the increasing competition and
dislocations of nascent capitalism . Since women became
identified with the home they were seen as removed from
the worldliness of brutal economic rivalry . Women alone
could regulate the unbounded passions of commercial-minded
men by instilling moral notions of self-control . 59 Such a
philosophy of domesticity reflected the emergence of a
middle-class ideal that condemned both the vanity of th e
wealthy and the promiscuity of the poor . 6 °
Women ' s new role as moral custodian received adde d
encouragement from early nineteenth-century Protestant
ministers . With the increasing secularization of society
and with women composing a majority in the congregations ,
ministers realized that their own interests lay in a n
appeal to their female membership . They stressed the duty
of women's domestic moral instruction in the preservation
of an orderly society .
Yet the emphasis on active reform as a means o f
achieving salvation, stressed by Finney and others, le d
many women to band together to help one another and figh t
sin . 61 They dominated revivals, prayer meetings, and
evening services, and put enormous pressure on thei r
husbands and other male members of the household to convert ,
to be born again . Women members of the Presbyterian Churc h
of Palmyra donated $20 to buy a life membership in th e
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American Tract Society for Reverend Stockton . Such activ-
ities allowed women prominent and often independent social
roles outside of the household . They also led to the
feminization of evangelical Protestantism . 6 2
One organization, the Female Missionary Society a t
Utica, proved especially influential in building this new
moral order . Assisting in the formation of such groups a s
the First Presbyterian Society in Pomfret, the Utica women
drew upon the advantageous connections of their socia l
standing . Many of them were married to merchant and lawye r
husbands who now maintained a separate business addres s
apart from their residence . Freed from assisting in any
household production, these women took advantage of exist-
ing economic and political ties in creating a network o f
societies that underlay and funded evangelical churches .
Even the founding of the Sunday school movement owed much
to the initiative of the daughters of this elite . 63 A
Fredonia man had no trouble rationalizing the extension o f
women ' s moral sphere beyond the fireside :
Next to mothers, the young ladies have th e
greatest agency in forming the character of th e
other sex . Young men, although their character s
are in a great measure formed, require some power-
ful restraint . The young females with whom they
then associate, are the guardians of their virtue ,
and accountable for most of the evil practices into
which they fall . 6 4
With the growing emphasis on moral instruction an d
motherhood, women increasingly came to be viewed as educa-
tors . Females had many qualifications for instructin g
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infants that men lacked, declared the Ladies Magazine in
1830 . With the decline of the Calvinist doctrine of grac e
many women now saw a duty actively to assist in thei r
children's salvation . If the individual could help deter -
mine his own salvation, early moral instruction of childre n
would further God ' s work while contributing toward an
orderly society . 65 A Jamestown resident arguing for th e
creation of a grammar school in the village, stressed th e
importance of providing a restraint on a child ' s will in
order to enforce morality . 66 In announcing the foundin g
of a female boarding school on the shore of Lake Erie i n
Pomfret, the Reverend David Brown promised instruction con-
sistent with the philosophy of middle-class parents ,
"without any of the rusticity and vulgarity of the country- -
with all the refinements, without any of the vices an d
foppery, of the city . "67 Miss Clark of the Buffalo Femal e
Academy pledged to continue her concern for the morals an d
habits of her charges while announcing that her siste r
would teach the higher branches of science . 68 Inevitably ,
female education began to widen the interests of women
while at the same time uniting them and thus threatened th e
restrictions of domesticity . 69
In view of these factors, women understandably
flocked to join the crusade against intemperance . Teachers ,
ministers, farmers and men of every profession regularl y
consumed a sizeable amount of liquor, especially whiskey . 7 0
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Drunken men regularly were found drowned along the Eri e
Canal in Wayne County . One Temperance address emphasize d
the disastrous effects of drunkenness on domestic life .
The inebriated husband could not appreciate the peacefu l
feelings brought by his wife, while the intoxicated mother
abandoned the entire household to moral chaos . 71 With thi s
threat against the social order, men formed temperanc e
societies to combat the problem, while both men and wome n
carried on the fight in " private " and " public " spheres .
As with attitudes toward the role of religion, the advocacy
of temperance eventually developed into a political issue .
Political Rivalry
Spurred on by economic developments which trans -
formed the nature of their societies, as well as b y
correspondent shifts in the beliefs of many citizens ,
western New York towns and villages experienced interna l
political strife which left devoid any lingering illusion s
of homogeneity . With responses to the commercial trans -
formation as diverse as the new economy itself, westerners
increasingly turned toward the electoral process as a means
of asserting their material and ideological interests . The
founding of partisan party newspapers insured that thes e
disagreements would eventually be encompassed within state-
wide political contests . Such incorporation as occurred ,
however, proved far from uniform . Local struggles often
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took overwhelming preeminence, while general agreement over
the dominant issue of internal improvement somewhat miti-
gated antagonism . While the underlying tendencies compos-
ing modern political parties undeniably took their root s
in this period, Antimasonry later became the crucial agen t
in both separating these tendencies and molding the charac-
ter of the second American party system in New York .
Although both Wayne and Chautauqua counties under -
went much the same process of economic and social change ,
and stood subject to similar statewide political stimuli ,
such party rivalry remained largely undeveloped in th e
canal county of Wayne, in contrast to Chautauqua County .
In one of the more outrageous incidences of land specula-
tion, canal commissioner Myron Holley bought lands in th e
village of Lyons and then tried to convert the place into
a new county seat . When an assembly committee accepted
the Lyons petition for division, the village became the
administrative center for the new county of Wayne, created
in April 1823 from two towns in Seneca County on the eas t
and six towns from Ontario County in the west and center . 7 2
The arrangement generated sharp competition between th e
western and east-central sections of the county, partic-
ularly between Palmyra and Lyons . These local rivalries
determined the nature of county politics--until the kidnap -
ping of William Morgan in 1826 .
Believing that the Lyons petition had succeeded
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because of conspiratorial maneuvering, men in Palmyra an d
in the western towns frequently petitioned for halfshiring
the county . The editor of the Palmyra Herald railed :
And we do not, we cannot believe that the member s
of our Legislature are so corrupt as to sacrifice
the rights of 16,000 of their constituents, merel y
to aggrandize the single village of Lyons, and t o
gratify the sinister views of certain individual s
in Canandaigua, who appear willing to go all lengthsto injure that hated rival, PALMYRA .7 3
When Lyons' Myron Holley failed to account for $30,000 in
public funds during the period he had speculated on lands ,
Palmyra politicos attacked him unmercifully . 7 4
Citizens of the western towns of Macedon and
Ontario met to complain of the distance of the Lyons court -
house and other public buildings from their homes, whil e
Lyons residents presented a petition against the halfshire .
Advocates for building a courthouse in Palmyra insiste d
that while village commerce had long been connected wit h
that of Canandaigua, little if any ties existed with Lyons ,
since the marshes of the eastern towns would never attract
enough settlers to match the population of the west . A t
still another meeting, delegates from four western town s
insisted that " the erection of the county of Wayne in it s
present shape and establishing the Court House at Lyon s
Village, was an act of injustice and oppression to th e
people of the four western towns, unparalleled in the
history of a free government . "7 5
The conflict intensified in July 1825 when county
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clerk Israel J . Richardson gathered up the books and paper s
of his Lyons office and loaded them onto a canal boat bound
for Newark, a few miles west, where he deposited them in
several locations . The Lyons Advertiser claimed Palmyra
halfshiring interests promised to remove the clerk's offic e
to Newark in exchange for votes and signatures on their
petition . He further accused the Palmyra activists of
forging names on the petitions, threatening to take up arms ,
defrauding the townspeople by using their taxes to fund
their lobbying efforts at Albany, and keeping "a score o f
idle and vulgar fellows whose business has been to haun t
taverns and packet boats, for the purpose of telling
malicious and foolish lies against a neighboring village ,
to the great annoyance of strangers and travellers .

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Halfshire advocates insisted that the money for the new
courthouse would be raised by voluntary subscriptions and
not, as Lyons claimed, by a tax on the citizens of th e
western towns . The bill passed in the assembly but faile d
to get senate approval, which the halfshire men of Palmyr a
ascribed to "the unexampled subtlety of the numerous spec-
ulating, ambitious young men of the village of Lyons ." 7 7
By the end of the year advocates again sought to renew th e
question .
Meanwhile, the voters of Wayne County faced a
choice between sectional candidates . In 1824 two separat e
delegations from Wayne County arrived at the Bucktai l
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seventh district senate convention . The Clinton conventio n
in October included delegates from only three towns, ye t
claimed in its address to represent political principle s
rather than localism . The Lyons paper interpreted the
victory of the county ticket nominated months earlier in
the village as a defeat for the halfshire advocates, bu t
Palmyra's press insisted that one elected assemblyman had
pledged not to oppose the measure . The following year th e
nominating convention referred to itself as the ticke t
against the halfshire, while those supporting the "western
ticket" resolved " to use all honorable exertions to over -
throw the contemptible aristocracy at Lyons . " The succes s
of the latter ticket in 1825 was heralded as a triumph o f
principle in Palmyra, while the Lyons Advertiser accused
the Palmyra party of promising offices to residents o f
other western towns in return for electoral support . 7 8
Although by 1826 the statewide struggles of Buck -
tails and Clintonians began to make an impression upon th e
course of Wayne County politics, little excitement existe d
there over party preferences . A letter to the Palmyra
paper declared that the Republican party must suffer a
permanent split to isolate the anti-democratic element, 7 9
while the year previous the editor of the paper condemne d
the nomination of attorneys for the assembly by the Lyon s
party as against the interests of the people : "The Lawyers
build themselves up upon the ruins and misfortunes of th e
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Farmers and Mechanics, and it is natural for them to make
such laws as will best promote their own interests, and
which of course must be injurious to the rest of the com-
munity . "80 In rivalries, the editor of the Lyons Adver-
tiser expressed his opposition to the candidacy of Andre w
Jackson .
The relative political apathy continued into 1826 .
No eastern delegates attended the Clintonian meeting a t
Palmyra in 1826, 81 while a western voter declared in
December, "I therefore see nothing in the result of th e
election to convince us of any change in the disposition
of our neighbors at Lyons, or the subsistence of forme r
sectional partialities . "$2 In 1823 only one-third of th e
Wayne County electorate had bothered to cast ballots, an d
in September 1826 leaders of a county nominating conventio n
postponed the meeting for days because of poor attendance 8 3
One observer remarked just days before news of Morgan' s
kidnapping reached the county, " Indeed our politics partake
of the general stagnation, and are quite barren of interes t
just now, as any other topic of news ." 84
Organized as a separate county in 1811, Chautauqua
experienced less controversy over the manner of its cre-
ation, and political competition between Bucktails an d
Clintonians developed relatively unencumbered by sectiona l
disputes . In 1826 the Fredonia Censor charged that th e
village of Jamestown had supported a split ticket for th e
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assembly nominations . 85 Not denying the allegations, the
Jamestown Journal warned ,
We do not wish to see prevailing here, the state o fthings that has occasionally existed in some sections
of our country, where every little neighborhood in a
district has a candidate of its own . Such a state of
things savours too much of a narrow, selfish spiri t
to suite our tastes . . . .8 6
Instead, parties in each town actively recruited adherents
to their cause .
Between 1824 and 1826 Clintonians received thei r
strongest support from the larger villages and most pop-
ulous towns of Chautauqua County, while Bucktails fare d
better in rural areas . Clintonian candidates carried
three of the four towns along Lake Erie in 1824 and 182 5
and won their largest majority from Pomfret, where house -
hold manufactures had declined most steeply and sho p
manufactures risen swiftly . They also gained victorie s
in the town of Chautauqua, with its village of Mayville as
the county seat, and Ellicott, with the growing village o f
Jamestown, at the opposite end of Chautauqua Lake . Buck-
tail candidates won small inland towns that contained no
large settlements and little industry ; in 1814 Samuel Young
received 70 percent of the votes of Mina and Villenova on
the Pennsylvania line . 8 7
Individual support of men for the two partie s
reflects the voting patterns of the towns . 88 Delegates to
both county conventions in 1825 had resided in the county
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for an average of ten years, nearly all were born or ha d
fathers who had been born in New England, and half in each
party had strong ties with diverse religious denominations .
Farmers were represented much more strongly in the Bucktai l
delegation than in the Clintonian camp . Men like George W .
Fenton, who had taught school over the line in Warren ,
Pennsylvania, and had traveled down the Ohio River as a
young man, had the ready cash to invest and the desire to
expand landholdings for speculation as well as production
for the commercial market . 89 Others such as Josiah H .
Wheeler and Samuel Shepard combined farming with invest-
ment in grist mills and saw mills . 90 A few men could be
described as merchants ; Elijah Risley, Jr ., opened the
first grocery in Fredonia, and William H . Fenton worked fo r
a time as a merchant in Jamestown . 91 Bucktails had thei r
share of attorneys and physicians . Commercial agriculture ,
though, stood as the dominant influence on the party .
A substantially greater proportion of Clintonian
delegates were shop owners and manufacturers . Horace
Brockway had just opened the first store at Findley ' s Lake
in Mina in 1824, Jonathan Cass ran the first tavern in
Westfield, James Haywood kept the first store in Delant i
in Stockton, and Titus Kellogg became a partner in an Ash-
ville store in Harmony . 92 Men owning substantial manufac-
turing concerns gave strong support to the Clintonian cause .
General Leverett Barker of Fredonia established the firs t
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tannery in the county in 1809, which he soon conducted "o n
an extensive scale . " When he bought an interest in a James -
town establishment, he ' took on fellow Clintonian Samue l
Barrett as a partner . Royal Keyes, the first cabinet make r
in Jamestown, owned a joiner shop where he worked in the
winter, while building the Dolloff mills on Conewango Cree k
in the summer season . Daniel Hazeltine, heeding hi s
brother ' s advice, arrived in Jamestown in 1816 and became
much more than a tailor . Through his brother ' s connections ,
he immediately erected a cloth-dressing shop, while putting
his fulling mill in front of Judge Prendergast ' s saw mill .
By 1823 he had acquired two carding machines, producing
2,500 yards of woolen cloth during the first year .
Perhaps Colonel Henry Baker, another Clintonian ,
represented the ultimate entrepreneur in the early years
He opened a shoe shop a few miles from Jamestown which
provided him with capital to purchase logs for the lumber-
ing industry . He continued to buy timber when he moved hi s
shoemaking business to Jamestown in 1820, employing journey -
men shoemakers to carry on the business . In 1823 he rented
and ran a tavern, while in 1825 he purchased land and buil t
a sawmill . He also purchased stock in the project tha t
built the steamer Chautauque in 1817 . 9 3
Although both Bucktails and Clintonians calle d
themselves the party of the people, their political
rhetoric reflected philosophical disagreements arising i n
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part from their differing occupational pursuits . Clin-
tonians feared the divisiveness of fierce politica l
competition :
We do not pretend to issue our address commanding
obedience in your part as the peril of denunciation ,
and dismemberment from the republican family .--Let
not party feelings, party prejudices and party par-
tialities mislead you . Look not alone at the " good
of the party , " but let a higher and holier sentiment ,
a pure patriotism, and an ardent attachment to our
state and country, prevail over the groveling zea l
for party men and party measures . 9 4
Party spirit had only led to the selection of men unfit to
serve :
So far is the fondness for political polemics carried
in many instances, that a talent for controversy is
considered the only test of Knowledge and fitness for
public employments . We have, however, long considere d
political zeal as a very unsafe standard of merit . . .
. . . And in weighing a man's ability, we should pa y
particular attention to his education and habits of
life . A man may possess great powers of mind, an d
yet in consequence of deficient education, be totally
unfit for public employment . 95
Declining Jefferson ' s invitation to portray the
independent farmer as the backbone of the republic, men
of the Clintonian coalition rarely paid tribute to th e
"yeoman . " In a letter to an editor of a Clinton (late r
Antimasonic) newspaper, "Leisure" castigated farmers fo r
complaining of their inadequate political influence . Non-
agricultural men simply have more leisure time to educate
themselves, he argued, and knowledge is power :
But instead of attributing their deficiency in thi s
respect to its true cause, their own indolence and
want of mental exertion, they exclaim against th e
intrigues and ambitious designs of their neighbors ,
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who, by greater assiduity and enterprise have fitte d
themselves for public employment .
An aristocracy of talents, he concluded, was less to b e
dreaded than one of rank or wealth . 96 In its second issue ,
a Clintonian paper in Lyons, Wayne County, gave farmers n o
more credit for either virtue or intelligence : "To a com-
mercial and manufacturing, more than an agricultura l
community, is a newspaper most valuable . Their wealth an d
success in business, depend in a great measure upon infor -
mation .

" 97
Bucktails, who justified party conflict as a
healthy development in a free republic, held little fea r
of the consequences of political rivalry or the nomination
of capable party men . 98 The editor of the Bucktai l
Fredonia Censor spoke out against the Clintonian practic e
of reporting nominations that had been decided by one o r
two votes in county conventions as "unanimous," claiming
" a strange perversion of this word ." 99 Nor would i t
surprise him, stated the editor, to find truth in th e
rumors of DeWitt Clinton ' s intentions to turn Bucktail ,
since there was much flexibility in his political prin-
ciples . 140 Little indecision existed in the editor ' s
philosophy, however, and he proved consistently receptiv e
to the concerns of the agricultural sector :
The farmers of this county have for sometime been
calling for a member of the Legislature, who woul d
be likely to devote himself to their interests .
They are tired of sending lawyers to represent them ,
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who show more inclination to be engaged in intrigue s
with the great men of Albany, than in attending t o
their honest duties .101
If subsistence and commercial farming had represented two
competing ways of life, the rhetoric of Bucktails an d
Clintonians, at least in Chautauqua County, offered
western New Yorkers different visions of the emergin g
commercial society .
This commercial transformation, in stirring th e
hopes and imaginations of thousands, had contributed t o
the optimism of citizens in the young republic . With war
and depression now behind them, western New Yorkers
proudly hailed the new freedom of their country ' s self-
sufficiency, while celebrating individual initiative .
Rising opportunity with freedom from economic restrain t
encouraged aspirations for successful competition in the
marketplace, tempered of course by the morality of domes-
ticity . Thus, economic liberty and Christianity came t o
be viewed as twin tenets of American civilization . Within
this context an 1826 kidnapping perpetrated by members of
a fraternity formerly thought harmless took on a symbolic
importance of demonic proportion .
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CHAPTER II I
MASONRY, MORGANISM, AND THE POLITIC S
OF PROSCRIPTION
Freemasonry has been defined as " a peculiar
system of morality, veiled in allegory and illustrated
with symbols . "1 Since guild origins in early seventeenth -
century London, the fraternity provided a refuge from
rapid political and socioeconomic change by offering an
alternative society of its own, based upon a quasi -
religious natural morality imposed upon and practiced b y
its members, whose standing rose according to a hierar-
chical meritocracy . It drew men from a rising middl e
class . But because of its Enlightenment belief in th e
universality of man, the conflict of its own moral univers e
with civil and religious institutions, and its secret an d
aristocratic demeanor, many western New Yorkers attacked
Masonry as a separate " shadow 'state "'2 that threatened th e
emerging American social structure .
Much of the prevailing Masonic ideology stemme d
from its English origins about 1720 . At the time of the
death of Queen Anne in 1714 powerful forces continued to
transform London society . A growing tolerance toward
dissenters within the established church, and the declin e
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of parental control within the family, lessened the effec-
tiveness of religion and family in forming and enforcing
social morality . The rise of free labor in the marketplac e
and the waning of the guild system brought a further sens e
of disinheritance to an important middle stratum of th e
populace . Masons working on a particular building sit e
came from a wide region and required different rules t o
govern their labor from those of settled guilds . Masons
and builders formed a club to preserve guild rituals and
history, while out of their rules grew a concept o f
morality that would last for centuries . Since skil l
determined a mason's role on the worksite, the new fra-
ternity sought to preserve and extend this same concep t
of meritocracy in its own organization . A rising faction
of men interested in philosophy and science helped put an
indelible stamp of rationalist universalism on the rising
fraternity that would limit moral instruction to the
interpersonal conduct of daily life . Both builder and
philosopher factions united on the ideas of charity an d
benevolence resting on mutual aid and individual need . 3
Although Freemasonry achieved a quick popularit y
on the Atlantic seaboard, certain sectors of American
society cast a wary eye toward the lodges . By 1730 a
Masonic chapter operated in Philadelphia, and in 1733 a
Boston lodge was opened . New Yorkers established their
first city lodge in 1737 . In that year the New York
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Gazette accused Masonic lodges of immoral practices an d
condemned oath taking and the " brutal death" that awaite d
those who betrayed its secrets . In Connecticut the
Masonic pattern of values clashed strongly with th e
Calvinist philosophy of the state-established Congrega-
tional Church . The latter orthodox view saw a univers e
created by God for His glory and unknowable to man excep t
through God . Inherently sinful, man stood totally depen-
dent upon divine will . Masonic doctrine held to the
Enlightenment vision of the Heavenly Father as the Grea t
Clockmaker whose well-ordered universe operated in favor
of the good of mankind . From this premise and their guil d
background came strong beliefs in education and individua l
betterment, personal freedom, and a liberal attitude towar d
recreation and self-enjoyment . 5
By the dawning of the Age of Revolution, America n
ambiguity toward Masonry developed into open hostility i n
some quarters . During the American struggle for indepen-
dence, Masonic chapters spread through the Continenta l
army and state militias . Most American lodges proved
strongly sympathetic to the revolutionary cause, althoug h
those formed by the "Antients," composed almost wholly o f
British soldiers and officials, remained Loyalist . 6 The
French Revolution, much more than the American rebellion ,
laid the groundwork for attacks on Freemasonry, foreign
and domestic . European lodges, many necessarily highl y
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secret, championed Enlightenment ideals and exerted a
progressive influence as part of the rising bourgeoisie . 7
As the fighting reached its thermidor, many churches bega n
to associate growing American deism, other religiou s
dissenters, the Genet-inspired pro-French clubs, and the
Republican-Democratic societies with "French infidelity . " 8
Christian piety had become a test of American patriotism .
The secrecy and unorthodox religious beliefs o f
Freemasonry provided a natural target for religious con-
servatives and reactionaries . Shortly after his appoint-
ment as Yal e ' s new president in 1795, Timothy Dwight warne d
of the political and religious dangers of Masonry . He ha d
recently come by a copy of Proofs of a Conspiracy Agains t
all Religions and Governments by the famous Scottis h
scientist, John Robison . Robison had focused his atten-
tions on the Illuminated Masons, or Illuminati, a secre t
Bavarian society designed to overthrow church and state .
By the means of international Masonic connections, he
argued, this group had spread their theories through French
Masonic lodges and helped ignite the French Revolution .
On the day of fasting and prayer recommended b y
President Adams in 1798, the Reverend Jedidiah Morse, Jr . ,
of Charlestown, Massachusetts, delivered a sermon indictin g
the Illuminati of America as the cause of all the nation ' s
strife and licentiousness . Although he attempted t o
distinguish between loyal New England Masons and th e
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Illuminati, whom he thought might have infiltrated certain
lodges and Genet clubs, his sermons and later pamphlets pu t
a strong stigma on Masonic membership . The publication o f
Mors e ' s first pamphlet coincided with the startling news of
the XYZ Affair, and newspapers throughout New England
trumpeted stories of the Illuminati threat to overthrow th e
young American government . 9
Two events contributed to stemming the tide of thi s
first wave of Antimasonry . First, the death of George
Washington in 1799 had provided enormous legitimation t o
American Freemasonry . The great man had appeared in
Masonic apron and sash in 1793 as the Grand Master of a
Virginia lodge that laid the cornerstone of a new capito l
building . Much of the American public watched large forma l
Masonic funeral dirges and gatherings in which member s
eulogized the General as their own fallen brother . Second ,
in much of New England where the strongest sentiments pre-
vailed, the concern of conservatives shifted from foreig n
intrigues toward the domestic political reality of Repub-
lican rule and the newly elected President, Thomas
Jefferson . Notions of conspiracy and infidelity, for th e
time being, were set aside .
An Association of Like-Minded Men l°
Although the Grand Lodge of England granted a
charter to the first Grand Lodge of New York in 1737, th e
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western part of the state had no lodge until Buffal o
received its charter in 1816 after the close of the war o f
1812 . During the next decade, however, Masonic lodge s
spread rapidly in the Genesee Valley and the wester n
frontier . Within a month after the Treaty of Ghent in 181 5
a dozen Fredonia Masons applied to the Grand Lodge for
authority to institute the first lodge in Chautauqua County .
Forest Lodge of Fredonia received its charter in June, 1816 .
A year later men in the eastern section of the count y
established Mount Moriah Lodge in Jamestown . Mayville
Masons met informally for years before successfully estab-
lishing the Summit Lodge in October, 1818 . In the two
years preceding the kidnapping of William Morgan five new
lodges opened : Hanover Lodge, Forestville, in February
1824 ; Sylvan Lodge, Sinclairville, in June 1824 ; United
Brethren Lodge, Busti, on July 4, 1826 ; Albion Lodge ,
Westfield, and Harmony Lodge, Ashville, in August 1826 .
Even a Royal Arch Chapter, that admitted Masons into a
variety of higher degrees, commenced meeting in James-
town . ll Growing rapidly, Freemasonry had firmly entrenched
itself in New York ' s western frontier .
Even before the establishment of the Buffalo Lodg e
in 1816, seven men in Pultneyville in the west-central
county of Wayne (then part of Ontario) petitioned and wo n
the right to establish a lodge near the shore of Lake
Ontario . The next year what would become the largest lodg e
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in the county, Humanity Lodge in Lyons, received its
charter from the state organization . Other branches o f
Freemasonry established themselves at the Mount Moriah
Lodge, Palmyra, in 1816 ; Galen Lodge, Clyde, in 1823 ;
Newark Lodge No . 83, Newark, in 1824 ; and Newark Chapter
No . 117, Newark, in 1826 . The Palmyra Eagle Chapter o f
Royal Arch Masons opened in 1823 . 12 In both Chautauqua and
Wayne counties the establishment and growth of lodges con-
stituted a rapid and conspicuous development .
Masons in these counties came from the larges t
villages to the rural wilderness . In addition to the
establishment of lodges in larger communities such as
Lyons, Palmyra, Fredonia and Jamestown, chapters arose from
the petitions of handfuls of settlers in the smaller settle-
ments of Pultneyville, Busti, and Ashville . In many towns
on the western New York frontier, men gathered to form
lodges before any other organizations, so strong were their
affiliations with the fraternity to the east . 13 With only
rudimentary transportation and the full moon to guide them ,
members traveled miles from one town to the next on meetin g
days . Calvin Lake, a farmer from Vermont, had to leave hi s
fields in Charlotte to travel to the lodge meeting a t
Sinclairville, l4 while Stockton farmer Peter Barnhar t
journeyed to Mayville to attend assemblages . 1 5
Freemasonry in no way represented strictly a
village elite, although it included a higher proportion o f
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influential and wealthy members than society at large . 1 6
Wayne County Masons included attorneys William Clark ,
Graham H . Chapin, and Ziba Lane ; merchants John Adams an d
Oliver Allen ; and physicians Alexander McIntyre and Richar d
P . Williams . Yet men from other backgrounds became
accepted Masons in good standing . Hiram Soverhill taught
school and served as a constable in Newark, while Alexander
Beard worked as a village blacksmith in Lyons . William
Popple owned a coffee house in Newark where the first town
meetings took place, and Caleb P . Tibbets ran a tavern jus t
north of the canal . Ziba Lane, a member of Harmony Lodge ,
traveled from Maine by cattle and wagon to Lyons after th e
war . He purchased land from the Holland Land Company ,
built a log cabin with timber and mud, and left his land
in the care of his son in old age . Peter Eisenlord
settled on a Lyons farm in 1806, but eventually sold i t
and moved on to Michigan . 17
Physicians, attorneys, millowners, and merchant s
belonged to Masonic lodges in Chautauqua, but so di d
farmers, ministers and tavernkeepers . Samuel T . Booth
farmed land in Charlotte after his arrival in the count y
in 1814, farmer Frederick Love bought out his father ' s
land in Ellery in 1825, and Ezra Convis helped manage a
farmers' store in 1826 at Silver Creek, Harmony, that ende d
a few years later in collapse, "many of the farmers having
become deeply involved by its failure ." 18 Paul Davis, the
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first pastor of the Baptist Church of Busti in 1819, and
Joy Handy, a missionary who arrived from Madison county ,
settled on the Canadaway Creek, and served as a ministe r
at the Fredonia Baptist Church, both found their applica-
tions accepted at the local lodges . Their Masonic brother s
included John Love, Jr ., who kept a tavern near Sinclair-
ville, and Nathaniel Wattles, who built a distillery in
Hanover in 1823 . 1 9
Although it included many politically prominent men ,
Freemasonry did not constitute a political force in itself .
Masons respected the rules against political discussion a t
formal lodge meetings, for the broader social functions of
lodges remained the most important concern . 20 Nor did
Masons in Chautauqua and Wayne especially associate wit h
any particular political party . Of fifty-three Chautauqua
County Masons whose political affiliations could be iden-
tified, twenty-seven supported the Bucktail cause, while
twenty-six were Clintonians . The fraternity remained a s
nonpartisan as possible, but the fifty-three of 187 mason s
who participated in party town nominations, or who serve d
on town delegation or vigilance committees for Clintonian s
and Bucktails, illustrate the political activism o f
Chautauqua Masons . 21 Of the seven county assemblymen
elected through 1826, five were Masons . As with their
occupations, the political standing of Masons tended to b e
greater than their numbers, but whether both resulted from
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Masonic influence or represented the attraction of an elit e
institution to men having already reached success remain s
unclear . In any case, Masonic membership did not guarante e
community leadership or account for political affiliation .
For many new members the fraternity provided a
sense of identity and security in frontier areas beset b y
the increasing mobility and individualism brought by th e
commercial revolution . 22 Asa Pierce, who served as th e
postmaster of Forestville in 1822 and worked as an inn -
keeper in different parts of the county, could find a
brother Mason wherever he located . Colonel Nathaniel Bird ,
a Revolutionary War veteran, arrived in Westfield in 181 5
and contracted to carry weekly mail on horseback from
Buffalo to Erie, Pennsylvania . Soon after he began running
stage-wagons along the route, which by 1826 ran daily nea r
the shore of Lake Erie . Gilbert Ballard started a stage
service from Jamestown around the east side of Chautauqua
Lake to Mayville, that by 1824 traveled tri-weekly carry-
ing the mail . In 1826 Obed Edson established a semi-weekl y
stage line between Fredonia and Jamestown . 23 All three o f
these men could rely on assistance from Masonic brother s
should a horse collapse or a wheel turn astray or if th e
often inclement weather required shelter and a hot meal .
Local lodges also promised to furnish economi c
security and camaraderie that rivaled the functions o f
family and church . Masonic charity resembled famil y
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assistance, if not a group insurance program, guardin g
against economic disaster during a period of rapid change .
Its very secrecy helped provide friendships based on th e
confidence of Masonic morality--relations perhaps not a s
easily corroded by the forces of expanding capitalis t
development . As with the cult of domesticity, Freemasonry ,
despite its strongly entrepreneurial composition, also
served as an impediment against the developing ideology o f
individualism . It may also have offered a haven to polit-
ical and religious dissenters, much as it had in the earl y
eighteenth century . The quasireligious origins and prac-
tices of Freemasonry probably attracted the Reverend Josep h
Bailey of the Christian Church at Delanti and Reveren d
Lewis C . Todd of the First Universalist Church of Ellery ,
who may have found the tolerant atmosphere and firm friend -
ships a welcome relief from the controversies of daily
life . 24
Yet more practical considerations often drew
members of the fraternity toward one another ; Masons wer e
often business partners . In Wayne County Joseph M. Demmon ,
who brought the first stock of goods to the village in 1813 ,
joined in the mercantile business with brother Jacob Leach
in 1824 . When Demmon later decided to open a livery stable ,
he took on Humanity Lodge member Nehemia Sprague as an
associate . A Galen Mason built the first canal boat i n
the county, and soon constructed others with a fraternit y
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brother . In Chautauqua County, merchants Augustin U .
Baldwin and Daniel Rockwell jointly opened a store and two
other lodge members combined to purchase a large plot of
land . Mason James Mullett, Jr ., arrived from Vermont in
1810 and worked in a Fredonia store, but by 1813 studie d
law with Mason and prominent attorney Jacob Houghton .
Whether business associations helped foster Masonic member -
ships or vice versa, many in western New York may have
noticed the connections . 2 5
More so than business connections, widesprea d
marriage and kinship relations between members of th e
lodges existed . Samuel Sinclear and his stepsons John
and Obed Edson all belonged to the Sinclairville Lodge .
Darius Dexter, who first came to Chautauqua in 1808 ,
became a Mason, and so did his three sons who accompanied
him. Samuel Berry's wife was the sister of Mason Richar d
Williams . Jonathan Cass married Asa Hall's daughter, an d
Eliphalet Dewey ' s daughter married Jonathan Sprague .
Abraham Winsor, a brother-in-law of Samuel Sinclear, gav e
his daughter in marriage to fellow lodge member Heman Bush .
John Mack also had two Masonic kinship relations ; his
daughters married Asa Hall and Richard Smith .
Perhaps the most outstanding circumstance o f
Masonic connections was that of William Colvill, Jr ., who
came to Forestville from Scotland in 1820 . Soon after his
arrival he entered into the mercantile business with Alber t
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H. Camp, whom his sister later married . Colvill himsel f
married a daughter of George Love, while his other siste r
wed Ernest Mullett . 26 One can visualize the evenings afte r
lodge meetings : the boisterous ribaldry, the tilting o f
glasses, and the betrothals suggested with a wry smile .
These kinds of connections must have drawn the envy and
hostility of other ambitious men .
Freemasonry exercised all the functions of a secre t
fraternity, yet its presence on the western frontier wa s
anything but inconspicuous . Members of the fraternity
invited the general public to attend ceremonies installin g
new lodges . Processions took place, Masonic minister s
preached sermons, and orators extolled the benefits o f
Masonry . Newspapers advertised and sold subscriptions t o
Masonic magazines and reported on installation of new
officers and the public processions and ceremonies of the
Grand Lodge at Albany . 27 The largest public displays of
the fraternity usually took place in June as a part o f
their festival celebrating the anniversary of St . John the
Baptist . In 1824 a procession of 120 Masons in Lyons
gathered in Humanity Lodge and marched to the court house ,
where prayers, band music, and an oration on the prophe t
were presented . The 1826 Jamestown celebration - began at
the lodge room at 11 :30 and assembled in the town squar e
where listeners heard similar sermons and orations . 28
Masonic participation in public ceremonies serve d
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to reinforce their own identity and morality as well a s
fostering good public relations . The cornerstone of th e
new Lyons courthouse was laid in Masonic form in 1823, an d
a public procession and celebration organized by three
Masons drew people from all parts of the county . 29 Masons ,
who like to regard their institution as " the Handmaid o f
religion," laid the cornerstone of St . Paul's Episcopal
Church in Mayville on August 1, 1826, a little over a month
before William Morgan's abduction . The Fredonia Censor
described the ancient ceremonies employed as "novel and
interesting" :
But few in this vicinity had ever enjoyed the pleasur e
of witnessing and participating in a similar scene .
Members of the different lodges in the county attended .
. . . The fraternity formed in procession at th e
masonic hall, (each brother appropriately decorate d
with the insignia of the order,) and proceeded by
martial music, repaired to Mr . Tracy's where they
were joined by the ladies and citizens there assembled .
After an Ode to Masonry was sung, a sermon reminded Mason s
that they mus t
regulate their lives and conduct by the strictes t
principles of morality and virtue, square thei r
actions by honesty and justice, and keep within th e
compass of moderation and self denial, that the y
might ever receive in needed supply, the Corn o f
nourishment, the wine of refreshment, and the Oil
of joy, and become duly and truly prepared, worthy
and well qualified to join hereafter, that better
Lodge above, where the grand Master A the Supreme
Architect of the Universe presides . °
Lafayette's western New York tour in 1825 brough t
out Masonic demonstrations of affection that further
publicized the fraternity . A welcoming committee, al l
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Masonic brothers of the Frenchman, met Lafayette in th e
Fredonia public square as cannons roared their salute an d
militiamen stood at attention . He responded warmly to th e
members of the committee and Revolutionary veterans . No t
until 10 :00 p .m . did the hero leave and then only after
repeated toasts, a sumptuous meal, and a 24-gun salute at
his departure . 31 Lafayette ' s journey impressed a young
William Seward, later an Antimason and prominent politician ,
who viewed the festivities in Auburn . "I had not even the n
a high appreciation of Freemasonry, " he recalled, "nor did
I understand what claim that order had to the prominent
position which was conceded to it in this and in like
political and social demonstrations . " The following day
he overheard a tinsmith and master of the lodge still wear-
ing his apron say, "You are a Royal Arch-Mason, Lafayetty ,
and so am I . You are our brother, and all Masons are gla d
to see you, Lafayetty . t,3 2
Certain Masonic public displays did not meet wit h
as much approval . Masonic funerals, such as the one hel d
by the Lyons Lodge in 1825 for John S . Tallmadge, 33 accen-
tuated the differences between Masonic principles and th e
ascendant belief structure brought about by the commercia l
revolution . The master of the lodge to which the decease d
belonged directed the quasireligious service, usuall y
supplemented by a minister or church of any denominatio n
to placate family members and the religious community .
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Masons mourned for their departed without regard or concern
for any sinfulness in his nature, believing that men shoul d
lead the good life, and with expectation of a genera l
resurrection . The more religious elements of society ,
however, still insisted that such an interpretation o f
saving grace for salvation be made by a minister . As the
values of domesticity took hold, death increasingly became
a family matter, and community and family decided whethe r
or not the lodge should participate in a funeral . 34 In
announcing the death of former editor Hiram T . Day, the
Lyons Advertiser reported, "He requested to be buried by
his Masonic Brethren, but not if his mother objected to
it . "35 As Masons attempted to justify the continued
exclusion of women from their paternalistic benevolent
activities, they increasingly ran against the grain o f
social change .
Indeed, Masons illustrated a hypersensitivit y
toward criticism . In a St . John celebration toast on e
rose to condemn "the enemies of Masonry--These speak evi l
of things which they understand not . " Editor Day reporte d
that a group of Irish Masons in Londonderry had been trie d
for a misdemeanor under a British statute outlawing the
public parading or exhibition of Masonic banners . 36 He
denounced as intolerant the decision by the ruling elder s
of a Lamot, Illinois, church to dismiss the pastor for hi s
refusal to relinquish his Masonic ties . Only a tota l
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ignorance of Masonic principles, he insisted, could hav e
caused such a reaction . 37 Lodges might unwillingly admi t
a person whose character might someday render him subjec t
to dismissal . Masons themselves could protect the genera l
public from these men . Just such a warning came in the
August 1826 Ontario Messenger when " the Masonic fraternit y
and other s " received warning against a man called "Captain
William Morgan, as he is a swindler and a dangerousman . "38
A Breach of Personal Liberty
Little is known about Morgan ' s life before his
fateful decision to publish the secrets of Masonry . Orig-
inally from Virginia, he had worked as a stonemason and ha d
earlier joined the fraternity . He had attended meetings a t
the Batavia Lodge, but for some reason had been denied
entry early in 1826 . The disagreement probably prompted
Morgan to write his expose . David C . Miller, publisher of
the struggling Batavia Republican Advocate, who had himsel f
entered into minor scuffles with members of the fraternity ,
announced plans to publish Morgan's work in early summer
1826 . 39 Revenge, as much as profit, drove them on .
They did not, however, surpass the Batavia lodge in
zealousness . Once news of their intentions circulated ,
Batavia Masons determined to punish Morgan and Miller b y
frightening them into abandoning the project . Both under -
went harassment and prosecutions for petty debt . With the
cooperation of the Genesee County sheriff (a Mason), Morgan
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was temporarily jailed and many of his papers confiscate d
under pretended legal sanction . Men thought to be Mason s
from other areas of the state and even Canada passe d
through the villages of western New York . Local Masons
organized a mob to destroy Miller's printing offices o n
September 8, but the men turned away when they heard tha t
Miller and his supporters were armed . Two nights late r
Miller ' s men foiled a midnight attempt to set his office s
on fire . 4 0
Local Masons, even angrier over their frustration ,
decided on more drastic action against their two enemies .
At dawn on September 11, 1826, several Masons, including
Sheriff William Thompson, arrested Morgan at his home ,
this time on charges of petty larceny . They spirited him
away forty-eight miles east to Canandaigua, where they
imprisoned him for debt . The following night some
Rochester Masons paid his fine and he was released, bu t
men immediately seized him on the street and forced him
into a carriage . After a long westward journey with many
stops on the way, the abductors arrived with their victi m
at old Fort Niagara, where Morgan was briefly incarcerated .
It is believed that on or about September 19, he was
weighted and dropped in the middle of the Niagara River . 41
At the same time a LeRoy constable and his posse arreste d
David Miller on obscure charges and confined him in a lodg e
room in a nearby community . As they took him to LeRoy ,
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Miller ' s friends followed and finally convinced the con -
stable to release him . 4 2
The large numbers of conspirators involved in the
abduction and the wide geographic area encompassed by the
travels of the captive Morgan contributed to the widesprea d
excitement brought by the news of the kidnapping . Upon
hearing that her husband had been taken to Canandaigua ,
Mrs . Morgan journeyed to that place, only to learn that h e
had again disappeared . Back in Batavia she told her story
to neighbor Timothy Fitch, later a member of the Anti -
masonic state central committee, who undertook to gathe r
testimony from those who had recently seen Morgan . 43
The evidence associated his vanishing with Masonry .
Public meetings were held in Batavia on September 26 and
October 4, the second of which appointed a committee to
gather depositions from witnesses . Committee members sent
copies to Governor Clinton with the demand that he take
action in bringing the guilty parties to justice, and pub-
lished an appeal for public cooperation to determine whether
the unfortunate Morgan had been murdered . 44 The publi c
appeal emphasized the crime as a violation of domesticit y
and called for assistance to lessen the suffering of Mrs .
Morgan : "His distressed wife and two infant children, ar e
left dependent on Charity for their sustenance . "45 Men in
other towns along Morgan ' s route excitedly called publi c
meetings, which created new investigating committees .
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Excitement gripped Batavia with a special intensity .
After the first public meeting the Masonic editors of th e
Batavia Times described efforts to publish secrets of the
fraternity as a "great moral turpitude" and "depravity . "
It had not yet been ascertained whether the criminal
charges against Morgan were justifiable, and if so, the y
argued, why should people proclaim his innocence? No
grounds existed for a general condemnation of the Masonic
fraternity, despite David Miller ' s claims that his person
and property were in danger . "We cannot, therefore, dis-
cover any reason for all this mighty uproar, as though
heaven and earth and hell, were soon to be mingled in on e
common ruin . " 4 ~' The Batavia Advocate likewise bemoaned the
growing hostility to Freemasonry in general while address-
ing their readership in apocalyptic tones : "The world i s
aroused to the impending danger, which threatened destruc-
tion to our civil and religious institutions . " Encourage d
by the indictments of the mostly Masonic Genessee County
Grand Jury, the newspaper hoped that social conflict coul d
be avoided :
Composed, as said that jury was, of a majorit y
of Masons, if their honorable acts cannot wipe out
entirely the deep stain impressed upon the orde r
of which they are members, they go to prove the
never to be forgotten fact that it contains withi n
its bosom men whose principles cannot be contam-
inated . It is with the most heart felt sorrow tha t
we hear some men assert that they never will yield
their confidence to any of the Masonic Order . This
is unjust and ungenerous . It is visiting upon th e
innocent, the crimes of the guilty . Do, depend
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upon it, as they will hereafter do, separate th e
worthy from the unworthy . This justice--humanity ,
and every enobling virtue of the heart demands .4 7
Newspapers in Wayne and Chautauqua counties ini-
tially treated the Morgan story as something approachin g
farce . Morgan ' s Illustrations of Masonry was dismissed a s
"a harmless little matter, " hardly warranting the violent
outrage against its author . From its contents Masoni c
ceremonies appeared moral and generally admirable ; 48
perhaps the entire kidnapping had been part of a scheme to
promote the book that David Miller now hawked for on e
dollar per copy : " But we believe the Book to be as great
a hoax as was ever attempted, and our opinion is, that
after Miller shall have accumulated a snug fortune from
his sales, say $20,000, Morgan will return, unharmed, an d
leisurely participate in the enjoyment of the same . "49 As
late as May 30, 1827, one editor speculated that Morgan
continued in good health and that his disappearance consti-
tuted "but the effects of the operation of a gigantic
machine, whose impulse his finger has created . "5 0
Meanwhile the slow progress and inconclusiv e
results of the Morgan investigations and trials in th e
western counties provided an argument for Masonic manipula-
tion. The Genesee County bills of indictment in th e
October sessions accused four men of falsely imprisoning
David Miller, three of whom were convicted six months later .
All were sentenced to terms of six months or less, whil e
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James Ganson, the wealthiest and most conspicuous defen-
dant, gained acquittal . Part of the jury and two of th e
four county judges belonged to the lodge, one of whos e
members served as a defense witness . Of twenty-six men
indicted by Genesee grand juries between 1826 and 1830 ,
only six ever came to trial . In the controversial gran d
jury sessions of 1826-1827, five of six foremen were
Masons . 51
The criminal justice system appeared " fixed " in
other counties as well . The Masonic sheriff of Monro e
County appointed a Mason as foreman of a grand jury in
December 1826 . Masonic witnesses refused to testify, an d
no indictments came forth . Sheriff Eli Bruce, a Niagar a
County Mason, had helped in the kidnapping of Morgan, an d
was eventually convicted and jailed . Yet for many months ,
he protected himself and others by packing grand jurie s
with fellow Masons . When three defendants pled guilty t o
conspiracy to kidnap Morgan at the January sessions o f
Ontario County, a belief quickly arose that the men ha d
" taken the rap" to avoid providing new information tha t
might incriminate others . More than 200 witnesses who had
arrived in Canandaigua, some from 100 miles away, now made
their way home through severe winter weather . 5 2
The state government proved little better than th e
counties in pushing forward the investigations . After
citizens protested the light sentences received by the
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conspirators, Governor Clinton approved legislation in
April 1827 taking away the power of sheriffs to form gran d
juries and investing that duty in town supervisors . He
also consulted with Canadian officials and offered larg e
rewards for information concerning Morgan . But when a
special legislative committee headed by Francis Granger ,
later an Antimasonic candidate for governor, recommended
that the state appoint a joint legislative committee t o
investigate the situation in the western counties, the
proposal was vilified by a strongly Masonic lawmaker and
soundly defeated . 5 3
Many men still continued to express confidence tha t
justice would eventually expose any guilty party . The
Monroe County Grand Jury promised that if Morgan had met a
foul end, he would be avenged : "The spirit of enquiry i s
abroad, and publick justice cannot rest until her offended
laws are vindicated by the full exposure and ample punish-
ment of all persons concerned in the outrage committed upo n
William Morgan ." 54 After the results of the trials, the
Lyons Advertiser sought to temper inflamed passions b y
citing the necessity of following the rules of the criminal
justice system : "We cannot wish that the forms of law ha d
been disregarded, and the safe barriers which are forme d
by the rules of evidence, overleaped, for the purpose o f
giving the full length of the reins to public indigna -
Lion . "55 The Morgan abduction had been an outrage, argue d
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another, but the existing laws were adequate to punish the
guilty and no need existed to take extraordinary measures .
The excitement produced by the trials not only stood com-
pletely unjustified, but actually disturbed the judicial
process by preventing the discovery of guilty parties and
destroying all prospect of a fair trial . 56
Masons in the two counties met to condemn the
kidnapping and to disclaim any culpability . Fredonia ' s
Forest Lodge found the Morgan affair " just cause for publi c
indignation, " and denied that any Masonic code authorize d
the power of taking the "life, liberty or property o f
another ." The rules of Masonry stood in consonance with
the laws of civil society, and the kidnapping of Morga n
violated both . 57 A resolution of the Lyons Royal Arc h
Chapter defended their creed in much the same way :
That we hereby declare unto the world that Mason s
acknowledge no laws which contravene the constitutio n
and laws of their country, and that the Masonic Insti -
tution claims no right to inflict corporal or othe r
punishment upon its members, except suspension and
expulsion . 5 S
A month later the Sylvan Lodge in Gerry promised to guar d
against the "contaminating influence " from guilty member s
of other lodges . As they criticized the "time serving "
and "recreant" members who had seceded from the institu-
tion, they also held them up before the public as evidenc e
of the " little influence" Freemasonry had held over them .
A final resolution thanked the citizens of Gerry for their
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tolerance during "the present excitement ." 5 9
While excitement continued to rise, many dreade d
the effects of heightened controversy on community and
commerce . Some newspapers attempted to conciliate growin g
factionalism by declarations of neutrality : "As there i s
a great diversity of tastes among our readers, " wrote the
Wayne Sentinel, "especially in reference to the dishes
which are weekly served up by some editors, of this ' unfor-
tunate individual, ' we have endeavored to pursue a kind o f
neutral course in relation to the business .

"6C The
Jamestown Journal declared that although Morgan had prob-
ably been murdered, the entire fraternity could not be hel d
responsible . Those devoted to one side of the issue coul d
read The Masonic Intelli encer or The Morgan Investigator .61
Either the intense feeling would abate, declared the Lyons
Advertiser, or violence and civil disorder would result :
But it is of immeasurable importance that the peace
of this community should not be hastily disturbed ,
and that the generosity of public feeling should no t
be abused and hurried into acts of injustice an d
violence, by partial statements or inflammator y
denunciation . And while we would urge the strictes t
vigilance in discovering the real violators of th e
law, we appeal to the good sense of the community to
prevent the commission of greater outrages . . . .
6
Another view also received an airing . Shortly
after the 1826 election a Chautauqua newspaper reprinted
an article on the Morgan affair by Solomon Southwick, soon
to be an Antimasonic leader . Not only was Morgan denied
his right of free speech, he claimed, but had also been
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denied liberty and property without due process of law .
The crime had also been committed against the feelings of
his wife, apparently all the more hideous because of her
"unspotted character ." Meanwhile the sheriff had admitte d
that he presumed Morgan had been arrested under a fals e
pretense, but still served in his capacity as the chie f
law enforcement agent of the county . Although he revere d
the principles of Freemasonry, Southwick issued a prophetic
warning : "Masonry is unknown to the constitution ; and
however meritorious in itself, or benign in its conse-
quences, it exists by tolerance, and not by prescriptio n
of law ." 6 3
Mounting frustration over the course of the trial s
and the constant state of animation existing in western
New York communities led only to more heated discussion an d
a call for meetings to address the situation . A meeting
called in the Wayne County town of Macedon sought to pas s
resolutions on the institution of Masonry itself, and a
gathering of Harmony citizens in Chautauqua County met a t
Clark's Inn in March 1827 to consider the Morgan outrages .
The resolutions at Harmony condemned the inaction o f
Governor Clinton, who had served as Grand Master of th e
New York Masons from 1806-1820 . They also condemned the
light punishments given to those found guilty at the
Canandaigua sessions but " treated more as marten s
to a glorious cause, than as the perpetrators of a horrid
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crime ." The men pledged to support the laws of the govern -
ment and constitution, and then came perilously close to
passing a resolution not to support Masons for office :
That we will use our best exertions at all popular
elections, to exclude from office all men, whethe r
Masons or otherwise, who do not publicly and sin-
cerely declare a decided abhorrence and disappro-
bation to a transaction fraught with iniquity, both
in degree and extent, which is unparalleled in the
annals of our country .
The next resolution quickly added that they equally dis-
approved of those who condemned innocent Masons wh o
expressed abhorrence of the crime . 64 On that point, they
would soon change their minds .
Hearing first, second, or even third-hand report s
of the trials and surprised by Masonic defensiveness and
intransigence, much of the public turned with hostility
against the fraternity . A Chautauqua paper observed ,
"If a certain portion of our population had not treated
this matter with unreasonable coldness and indifference ,
we believe the undue excitement and intemperate zeal o f
which they complain, in another portion, would never hav -
existed ." 65 A Macedon meeting in March 1827 was the firs t
in Wayne County to condemn Masonry . There they expressed
shock at the "cold way" Masons treated the abduction, an d
claimed that the institution corrupted young men by provid-
ing them with a baseless false pride that distracted the m
from becoming "valuable members of the community . " It s
first resolution would in some form be repeated in hundreds
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of meetings throughout the state :
That we view the Institution of Freemasonry as o f
dangerous tendency inasmuch as it is a secret society ,
and we believe has assumed powers which are not recog-
nized by the constitution of our country . Therefor e
we think it not proper to give our suffrages to an y
person who continues to support the Institution . 6 6
Although Bucktails claimed Antimasonic leaders were nothin g
more than office-seeking opportunists, 67 they recognize d
that the new party had unwittingly performed a beneficia l
service : "The present instance is the first which ha s
occurred since the erection of our county, of a Conventio n
having met to nominate candidates for office, withou t
suffering the clashing and discordant claims of local o r
sectional interests . .

„68
Chautauquans also gathered at town meetings to
denounce Masonry in 1827 . Several assemblages along th e
shore of Lake Erie pledged never to give their vote t o
Masonic candidates, and some of them also resolved tha t
they would never again listen to the preaching of a Masoni c
clergyman . 69 As in Wayne County, preparations were made
for a county convention to nominate non-Masonic candidates .
County Bucktails refused to take the new party seriously :
" It is office and honour alone they court and which they
expect to win by means like these .--The contest is not ,
will not be a political one ." 70 As the Regency men under -
estimated the support for an Antimasonic Party within th e
county, they had also not yet arrived at the realizatio n
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that a strong basis for statewide organization existe d
among the investigating committees of western New York .
While the feelings of county voters proved broader tha n
their desire to vote for any particular candidate, oppor-
tunist or not, the range of concerns shared by many in the
investigating committees eventually went beyond the bound s
of proscribing the institution of Freemasonry .
Taking Up the Ballot Box
As early as January 1827 men from differen t
counties had met to compare notes and to unearth the facts
of the Morgan conspiracy . Members of seven investigating
committees sent delegates to Lewiston, the village wher e
Morgan's death had supposedly been arranged . For four day s
they compiled a narrative of the outrages which, along wit h
the bloody obligations of the higher Masonic degrees com-
piled in Morgan ' s book, shocked and enraged public feel-
ing . 71 Known as " the Lewiston Convention, " the gathering
constituted more an informal affair, with private consul-
tations and without a set organization . The result of the
meeting, however, provided a skeletal framework which late r
developed into the leadership apparatus of the Antimasonic
Party . Delegates selected a central corresponding com-
mittee of three Rochester men and appointed local commit -
tees headed by one member . 7 2
Antimasonic sentiment first permeated the politica l
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arena in the town election of 1827 . Although variou s
committees continuing to work announced no further dis-
closures, feeling "grew more and more bitter and vindic-
tive . "73 Beginning in January western town meetings passe d
resolutions against voting for Masons . They also appointed
correspondence committees that communicated with the
Lewiston central committee and other town organizations .
Another result of these spring elections provide d
an inadvertent stimulus to political antimasonry .
Frederick Backus, for years treasurer of Rochester, ha d
been a member of the Lewiston convention . Running for
reelection unopposed, he suddenly found himself defeated .
Excited villagers condemned this as yet another Masoni c
conspiracy and became convinced that Masonr y ' s power coul d
only be neutralized through vigilance at the ballot box .
Thurlow Weed later observed ,
The coup d ' etat, so secretly and successfully accom-
plished, awakened immediate and wild excitemen t
throughout the village . It was like a spark of fir e
dropped upon combustible materials . "The blow wa s
struck but the hand concealed," according as it was
alleged, to the obligations of the Order ./ 4
Weed, as with most Antimasonic leaders, was a youn g
but experienced politician . A printer and junior editor o f
the Rochester Telegraph, he became a local leader of th e
anti-Regency People ' s Party in the fall of 1823 . Hi s
editorial support of the town's efforts to gain a charter
for a village bank impressed local leaders, and they sent
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him to Albany and gave him a free hand in lobbying for
legislative approval, a method that rendered positiv e
results . 75 He had been instrumental in securing th e
nomination of Samuel Tallmadge as De Witt Clinton ' s running
mate in the successful 1824 election . His party efforts ,
in addition to a "natural conservatism bolstered by hi s
concern for internal improvements , "76 won him a seat in th e
state assembly in the fall .
By the end of the session Weed had made useful
political connections . He borrowed $2,500 to purchase the
Rochester Telegraph himself, but his efforts in 1826 to
support both John Quincy Adams and De Witt Clinton, who wa s
rumored as leaning toward the Jackson camp, brought con-
troversy and disappointment . 77 "I have never befor e
experienced such a sickening defeat, or even been abandone d
to such an utter political hopelessness and despondency, "
he told the unsuccessful Clintonian senate candidate Alber t
H. Tracy . Tracy advised Weed to continue the Telegraph
and patiently ride out the political turbulence of th e
times . " The purposes and combinations of political men, "
he observed, "are not only undeveloped but probably in a
great measure unformed . " When Tracy asked for Weed ' s views
on Antimasonry a year later, the young editor had already
become part of the movement . 7 8
Weed showed initial reluctance to involve himsel f
in the Morgan controversy, but his political acumen soo n
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made him aware that the situation provided a unique oppor-
tunity if it could be turned against Van Buren and the
Bucktails . In the summer of 1826 he turned down an offe r
to print Morgan's revelations of the first three degree s
of Masonry, largely because his partner belonged to th e
lodge . When shortly after the kidnapping he printe d
"Excitement at Batavia, " surmising that the men respon-
sible "must have been over-zealous members of th e
fraternity, " Masonic patrons descended on the offic e
demanding that their papers and advertisements be cancelle d
immediately . 79 Nevertheless, Weed pursued a moderate stand
on the issue, asking Masons to surrender the guilty indi-
viduals and making light of Solomon Southwick and other s
for their radical stands against the fraternity . But by
spring, which brought the mysterious defeat of his goo d
friend Backus, Weed joined the Rochester Morgan Commit -
tee . 80
By September the committee had assumed the leader -
ship of Monroe County "Republican Anti-Masonick Ticket"
for the state legislature . While the investigating com-
mittee practiced their political invective, their ow n
efforts to locate Morgan became part of the politica l
campaign . When a decomposed body was discovered floatin g
on Lake Ontario, the committee at once sought to determine
its identity . Although they claimed they had foun d
Morgan's body, stories of Weed bending over trying t o
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pull out the whiskers of the dead man began to circulate .
" I t ' s a good enough Morgan until after the election , " Weed
reportedly remarked . 81 One Antimason pleaded with Weed
that he should speak out if he had second thoughts on th e
victim's identity . 8 2
Weed's conscience did not seem to interfere with
electoral politics . On October 17, 1827, the committe e
issued a supplementary report confirming that they had
found Morgan, "beyond the shadow of a doubt . "88 Whether
or not Weed's strategy had a beneficial effect in stimulat-
ing the emotions of voters, Antimasons carried the five
counties the captive Morgan had traveled through . Party
leader Frederick Whittlesey later recalled, " The resul t
astonished all--even the anti-masons themselves--and opened
the eyes of politicians to the growing power of this ne w
party ." 8 4
Two conventions in LeRoy, Genesee county, early in
1828 broadened further the scope of the fledgling organiza -
tion . On February 19 and 20 a large group of disenchante d
Masons who had seceded from the fraternity met to discus s
their next step . One Rochester leader wrote Millar d
Fillmore, urging him to send as many honest Masons as he
could, as the meeting constituted " the most important step
that has yet been taken to overthrow the institution o f
Masonry ." 85 Rather than a strictly political gathering ,
the former lodge members recounted the rites of th e
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fraternity, proceedings which covered over 100 pages an d
which were ordered ready for publication at a later meetin g
of July 4 . The disclosure of some of the higher degrees o f
Masonry and the public renunciation of the institution b y
several respectable and prominent men stimulated furthe r
hostile feeling toward the lodges . Antimasons quickly
accepted these men into their ranks where their politica l
status found shelter . Calling for the destruction o f
Masonry, this seceding group proved a catalyst to th e
politicization of the movement . As Weed described it in
his autobiography ,
The pressure for political action was most earnes t
from seceding Masons, a large class of influential
men, who insisted that the ballot was the onl y
weapon that could be successfully wielded agains t
the fraternity, and who insisted that by no othe r
means, and in no other way, could they be protecte d
from the "vengeance " of the institution which they
had renounced . 8 6
Of even greater import was a convention called b y
the Rochester committee of seventy-seven delegates fro m
twelve western counties, who assembled in LeRoy on Marc h
6, 1828 . Although no specifically political resolution s
passed, leaders hoped the gathering would further polit-
icize towns across western New York . The delegates, chosen
at county meetings, resolved to meet at Utica on August 4 ,
instructed towns to elect committees of correspondence, and
agreed on a "General Central Committee of Correspondenc e
and Publication" that included Weed and four others fro m
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Rochester . Neither in March at LeRoy nor in the Jun e
agenda did Antimasons mention a gubernatorial nomination ,
but it was "very generally understood " that one woul d
occur and that the candidate would likely be Francis
Granger, a prominent National Republican and Adams man .
That Wee d ' s entire ambition lay in uniting Antimasons wit h
the older anti-Regency groups in a coalition against Va n
Burenites, while favoring the cause of National Republican s
on the presidential question, is spelled out in a letter t o
Daniel Webster immediately after the close of the LeRo y
convention : " The Convention embraced the talents, charac-
ter, and influence of the 'Lion of the West . "'8 7
Cementing such a coalition proved more difficul t
than the ambitious Weed imagined . In not advertising thei r
intentions to nominate a candidate for governor, Weed an d
other Antimasonic leaders had hoped to surprise the Adam s
men and pressure them to support the same candidate so a s
to avoid a split in the anti-Regency ranks . However ,
National Republican leaders quickly rescheduled their
convention to meet a few days ahead of the Antimasons, an d
despite the machinations of Weed, narrowly nominated Judg e
Smith Thompson over Francis Granger, who was selected fo r
lieutenant governor .
Antimasonic delegates from twenty-three counties ,
meeting at the Utica Baptist Church, could not swallow
Thompson88 and vowed "wholly to disregard the two politica l
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parties, that at this time distract this state and th e
union, in the choice of candidates for office ; and t o
nominate anti-masonic candidates for governor and lieu -
tenant governor . "$9 They then proceeded to nominate
Francis Granger and John Crary . Placed in an awkwar d
situation, Granger accepted the first nomination fo r
lieutenant governor, leaving the new Antimasonic Party
without a candidate . Determined to field their own candi-
date, delegates later met to nominate Solomon Southwick, a
man popular with many of the people, but dismissed b y
others as an eccentric . 90 Some Antimasonic leaders even
believed that the nomination of Southwick had been " a
project of the Jackson folks ." 91 Angry and humiliated, th e
Machiavellian Weed nonetheless placed Southwick ' s name a t
the head of the part y ' s ticket of his Anti-Masonic Enquirer .
Weed had lost this particular skirmish, but his eventual
ambition to become the party ' s undisputed leader would no t
be denied .
Yet party leadership implied only limited contro l
over its development . Antimasonry, as with Masonry ,
attracted like-minded supporters, and their attitudes t o
some extent had been shaped by past political affiliation s
and their responses and relations to rapid commercial
development . As Antimasons increasingly took over the rol e
of anti-Regency party from the faltering National Republi-
cans, they impressed these attitudes upon the party the y
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had created . The condemnation of a violent kidnapping gav e
rise to a political philosophy that would attempt to
reconcile the necessity of a growing commercial marke t
with an overwhelming desire to build a united and mora l
community . Inevitably, in a society of such divers e
conditions, others would strongly disagree with thes e
ideas .
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CHAPTER IV
WHO WERE THE ANTIMASONS ?
THE SOCIAL BASES OF PARTY SUPPORT
In his much-quoted Autobiography of 1883, Thurlow
Weed asserted, "While the Anti-Masonic sentiment was strong
among the farmers, it was weak in the villages, especiall y
among the wealthy and influential classes ." 1 Weed may have
been a political genius, but he did not reach this conclu-
sion by utilizing modern social science techniques . Yet
nearly all historians have accepted the statement as accu-
rate and pursued their research from the point of this
assumption . They have repeated the contention that Anti -
masonry received its " chief support in the countryside an d
not the city, " that the movement illustrated a "rura l
jealousy toward urban superiority, " and even that it
"represented an impassioned, leveling attack by members o f
the 'lower classes ' against the village and urban 'aristoc-
racy ."' 2 Town voting tabulations and evaluations o f
politically active Antimasons and Bucktails demonstrat e
that this was not the case in Wayne and Chautauqua counties .
In fact, some of the social basis of Antimasonry lay in
urban manufacturing communities .
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The Rural Myth and Town Voting Return s
By using the 1830 United States Census, the 183 5
New York State Census, the 1832 county tax figures paid by
each town, the value of articles manufactured within each
town recorded in the 1832 state census, and the 183 2
official voting returns by town for the two counties, it i s
possible to gain some insight into the social basis o f
political Antimasonry . Even these records cannot com-
pletely illuminate the intense community divisions an d
religious fervor which so especially characterize the move-
ment . Yet in an age when every political group claimed t o
champion the rights of the honest yeoman farmer, these dat a
provide insights into the nature of the controversy impos-
sible to glean from a quick perusal of the party presse s
and help to put rhetorical differences in a wider, mor e
meaningful perspective .
An analysis of town voting in Wayne County illus-
trates that one source of Antimasonic support came from the
larger manufacturing towns (see Table 2) . Lyons, Galen ,
and Macedon, the leading manufacturing towns, together pro-
duced nearly half (49 .3%) of the value of manufactured
products in the entire county . All three returned sizeable
majorities for Francis Granger, the 1832 Antimasonic guber-
natorial candidate . Of the fifteen towns in the county ,
Macedon ranked first, Galen second, and Lyons sixth in per-
centage of Antimasonic vote . Lyons' grist mills produced
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TABLE 2
WAYNE COUNTY TOWN WEALTH AND ANTIMASONIC VOTING PERCENTAGES, 183 2
1835 183 2
Per Capita Est . Per Capita Antimasonic
1835 Value of 1832 Tax Vote
Town Pop . Manufactures Rank Pop . Assessment Rank (in percen- Rank
(in dollars) (in dollars) tages )
Macedon 2190 33 .15 3 2062 .666 1 68 .6 1
Galen 3775 50 .06 2 3665 .371 4 62 .3 2
Ontario 1626 7 .74 11 1614 .282 12 62 .0 3
Marion 2043 5 .58 12 2124 .286 11 60 .9 4
Rose 1715 20 .52 5 1662 .241 14 59 .6 5
Lyons 4013 64 .23 I 3788 .348 6 58 .8 6
Williamson 2017 17 .25 7 1880 .370 5 52 .9 7
Walworth 1798 2 .76 13 1814 .424 3 52 .8 8
Savannah 1324 00 .15 15 1067 .306 8 51 .6 9
Wolcott 1792 32 .28 4 1392 .263 13 44 .1 1 0
Huron 1831 10:_12 10 1379 .291 10 42 .0 11
TABLE 2--Continued
1835 183 2
Per Capita Est . Per Capita Antimasonic
1835 Value of 1832 Tax Vot e
Town Pop . Manufactures Rank Pop . Assessment Rank (in percen- Rank(in dollars) (in dollars) tages )
Palmyra 3326 18 .00 6 3373 .633 2 38 .5 1 2
Sodus 4079 13 .26 9 3708 .317 7 38 .4 1 3
Butler 2160 1 .86 14 1909 .238 15 34 .9 14
Arcadia 4102 15 .52 8 3908 .293 9 27 .2 15
SOURCE : United States Census, 1830 provides information on population ; New York
Census, 1835 provides information on manufacturing as well as population . The tax
assessments are taken from the abstract of town accounts in Elial T . Foote, Super -
visors Proceedings and Civil History (Fredonia, New York : W. McKinstry and Son, 1868) ,
p . 256 . The official returns for the 1832 election are from Lyons Countryman ,
November 14, 1832, for Wayne County, and from Fredonia Censor, November 14, 1832, for
Chautauqua County .
$211,432 worth of flour and grain, almost half the valu e
for the entire county . Its iron works and saw mills ranked
second among the towns . Lyons ' importance soon equalled
that of Canandaigua as the most important town in north -
western New York between the Oswego and the Niagara rivers . 3
A glass factory in Galen, the only one in the county ,
accounted for $72,000 of the town ' s production . The town
ranked second in the output of its fulling mills and third
in carding machines . Macedon stood third and second i n
the same categories, respectively . The Erie Canal greatly
aided the development of these towns, yet they might b e
described as manufacturing rather than commercial towns .
Other manufacturing towns, such as Palmyra and
Arcadia, sided as strongly with the Bucktail cause a s
Macedon, Lyons and Galen leaned toward Antimasonry, how -
ever their economic prosperity centered much more on th e
Erie Canal . While the construction of Clinton ' s Ditch
stimulated the growth of other county villages, Newark i n
the town of Arcadia owed its entire existence to the ne w
waterway . From hastily constructed warehouses and dock s
built along its banks, the new settlement grew into th e
largest village in the county and soon provided the town
of Arcadia, ranked fourth in total value of manufactures ,
with the county ' s largest population . On some occasions
before the building of railroads, fifty or more teams
waited to unload produce at Newark . 4 In Palmyra, ranked
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fifth in total manufacturing, the large number of merchants ,
some with their own freight boats, became the leading men
of the community . Probably the most telling figures ar e
the canal tolls reported by collectors . Philip Grandin ,
the Bucktail collector of Palmyra, found that $76,944 ha d
been collected in the village in 1826--some $20,000 les s
than Rochester . In Lyons only $26,393 was collected . 5
Indeed, the political divisions in Wayne County seemed t o
verify Judge Van Ness' prediction at the 1821 New York
Constitutional Convention that commerce and agricultur e
must entrench themselves against the manufacturers . 6
The poorer, more agricultural towns themselve s
could hardly be described as teeming with angry Antimasoni c
debtors . Butler, with the second lowest value of manufac-
tures, gave the Bucktails their second highest majority in
1832 . Neighboring Savannah manufactured the least numbe r
of articles in the county, yet its support for Antimasonry
in 1832 ranked only ninth . Walworth, in the far western
end of the county, produced the third lowest value of manu-
factures, yet its citizens' vote for the Antimasonic Party
only stood eighth out of the fifteen towns . According to
the traditional arguments, such towns should have serve d
as hotbeds of Antimasonry .
Neither does the old contention of a rural rebel -
lion against a village elite find any substantiation fro m
Chautauqua County figures . Although Ellicott, the larges t
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manufacturing town with the highest assessed tax, provide d
Antimasonry with one of its weaker majorities, the domi-
nance of the lumber industry renders it worthy of specia l
consideration . Saw mills multiplied rapidly in the 182 0 ' s ,
and many Ellicott men became rich sending vast quantitie s
of lumber, boards and shingles down the Conewango Creek to
the Allegheny River . By way of the Ohio and Mississippi ,
Chautauqua County timber reached Pittsburgh, Cincinnati ,
Louisville, St . Louis and New Orleans . Saw mill produc-
tion, then, accounted for over 40% of the value of Elli-
cott ' s manufactured goods . Regular trade with Pittsburgh
and other places gave Ellicott and its village of James -
town a commercial character unique in the county . James -
town hardly typified a burgeoning community of smal l
manufacturers ; its central business section stood in a
swamp . Bucktail support came from other manufacturing
towns . Third-ranked Hanover gave the Bucktails thei r
sixth largest percentage . Fourth and sixth in production ,
Charlotte and Carroll gave the party its fourth and secon d
strongest totals . 8
Several of the other manufacturing towns, however ,
gave much greater support to Antimasons . Mina, the secon d
greatest per capita producer, ranked ninth of twenty-tw o
towns in percentage of Antimasonic vote . The seventh ,
eighth and ninth manufacturers, Harmony, Ellington an d
Pomfret, ranked third, eighth, and fourth respectively
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TABLE 3
CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY TOWN WEALTH AND ANTIMASONIC VOTING PERCENTAGES, 183 2
1835 183 2
Per Capita Est . Per Capita Antimasonic
1835 Value of 1832 Tax Vote
Town Pop . Manufactures Rank Pop . Assessment Rank (in percen- Rank
(in dollars) (in dollars) tages )
Ellery 2395 8 .51 14 2159 .201 21 93 .9 1
French Creek 353 3 .00 20 393 .451 2 84 .3 2
Harmony 2915 15 .42 7 2359 .246 15 78 .3 3
Pomfret 3981 13 .39 9 3624 .2956 8 77 .2 4
Arkwright 1293 1 .31 21 1073 .242 16 75 .8 5
Sheridan 1909 4 .70 16 1763 .2958 7 72 .9 6
Portland 2178 3 .65 17 1934 .286 11 72 .5 7
Ellington 1773 13 .82 8 1477 .170 22 72 .1 8
Mina 798 38 .69 2 1152 .363 3 72 .0 9
Busti 2079 3 .12 18 1840 .221 17 70 .9 1 0
Cherry Creek 923 3 .03 19 714 .278 12 66 .0 11
Westfield 3036 22 .47 5 2700 .292 9 63 .8 1 2
Gerry 1340 9 .10 13 1202 .217 19 63 .7 13
Clymer 843 9 .43 12 677 .299 6 62 .1 14
Stockton 1943 00 .93 22 1740 .2212 18 60 .5 15
TABLE 3--Continued
1835 183 2
Per Capita Est . Per Capita Antimasonic
1835 Value . of 1832 Tax Vot e
Town Pop . Manufactures Rank Pop . Assessment Rank (in percen- Rank
(in dollars) (in dollars) tages)
Ellicott 2355 42 .48 1 2203 .528 1 59 .0 16
Hanover 3520 25 .88 3 2976 .257 14 55 .8 1 7
Chautauqua 3119 12 .08 10 2713 .289 10 54 .5 1 8
Charlotte 1208 24 .95 4 1015 .272 13 53 .4 1 9
Villenova 1453 11 .14 11 1257 .205 20 52 .1 2 0
Carroll 1414 18 .36 6 1175 .321 5 47 .5 2 1
Ripley 2003 6 .10 15 1789 .339 4 42 .4 22
SOURCE : United States Census, 1830 provides information on population ; New York
Census, 1835 provides information on manufacturing as well as population . The taxassessments are taken from the abstract of town accounts in Elial T . Foote, Super -
visors Proceedings and Civil History (Fredonia, New York : W . McKinstry and Son, 1868) ,
p . 256 . The official returns for the 1832 election are from Lyons Countryman ,
November 14, 1832, for Wayne County, and from Fredonia Censor, November 14, 1832, for
Chautauqua County .
in their backing of the new party . Fifth in manufactures ,
Westfield voted 64 percent Antimasonic, a figure tha t
ranks only twelfth in a county nearly totally dominated
by the crusade against Masonry . 9 The social basis of Anti -
masonry, at least in Wayne and Chautauqua counties, canno t
be described as "rural . "
County taxes paid by each town in 1832 illustrat e
as weak a correlation with voting behavior as manufactures .
In Wayne County the two leading Antimasonic towns, Macedo n
and Galen, ranked first and fourth in per capita tax, ye t
the next three party strongholds placed among the five
weakest manufacturers . The two firmest Bucktail towns ,
Arcadia and Butler, the latter burdened with swamps an d
poor soil, ranked ninth and last in taxation . Yet the next
two party majorities came in towns with the seventh and
second highest assessments . In Chautauqua County the tw o
strongest Antimasonic towns,Ellery and French Creek ,
included the second lowest and second highest county tax .
The two leading Bucktail towns ranked fourth and fifth in
per capita taxes, but the next two ranked twentieth an d
thirteenth . It appears highly unlikely from such figure s
that the mass of poor and debtor farmers rallied to Anti-
masonry . l0 If socioeconomic factors separated Antimasons
and Bucktails, the division lay within towns rather tha n
among them .
Likewise geographical background cannot explain
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party strife . Not all Yankees rallied to the Antimasoni c
camp . New Englanders may have held great desires fo r
improvement both economic and moral, but Antimasoni c
strength differed widely among towns that experienced th e
heaviest direct New England settlement . Among these town s
were the Bucktail strongholds of Palmyra and Wolcott a s
well as the Antimasonic towns of Macedon and Ontario . In
mostly Yankee Chautauqua County Bucktail towns Ripley and
Carroll had equally overwhelming immigration from New
England as the Antimasonic areas of Ellery and Harmony .
Concerned with social progress though they might have been ,
New Englanders in western New York nonetheless disagree d
upon which direction such progress lay . l l
Antimasonry, then, was much more complicated than
a simple egalitarian crusade against a village elite .
Existing political influences, ties, and preferences ,
religious and social values, and a general "huzzah spiri t "
that pertained at least as strongly to Antimasonic cru-
saders as to Jackson partisans also helped swing men to on e
camp or the other . The issue of Antimasonry forced people
within each town to make a political decision involving th e
often painful judgment of friends and neighbors . In such
an intensified environment the number of Masons within a
town and the ability of each to conciliate his fello w
townsmen may have had an important influence on the fina l
votes cast by a given town . But in making such a decision
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townsmen consulted their conception of the good society, a
vision based upon their past experiences and their presen t
role in the community .
Production and Piet y
A survey of the backgrounds of individual Anti -
masonic activists demonstrates that those whose lives ha d
undergone the greatest change as a result of the commercia l
transformation were most likely to side with the crusad e
against the fraternity . Information on Antimasons and
Bucktails who attended town meetings or who served o n
county convention delegations and vigilance committees i n
both Chautauqua and Wayne counties clearly refutes the vie w
of Antimasons as egalitarian-minded agrarians . 12 Anti-
masons tended to be younger than their political opponent s
but had resided longer in their counties than Bucktails .
A greater number of former Federalists embraced Antimasonry
than the Regency . Ethnicity and geographic origin ha d
little effect on party preference . Politically active
church members and officers more often supported Anti -
masons over Bucktails . And probably most importantly ,
occupational profiles illustrate an unmistakable preferenc e
of artisans and nascent manufacturers for the Antimasoni c
cause .
The growing specialization within the commercia l
economy had begun to divide politically men of varying
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economic interests . Table 4 lists the occupations of 17 2
Antimasons and 146 Bucktails . 13 The most striking trends
are evident within the artisanal category : building and
clothing trades, smithing, shoemaking/leatherworking an d
haberdashery . Some 23 .3 percent of Antimasonic activist s
were composed of men of these classes, while they repre-
sented only 11 .6 percent of the Bucktail stronghold . Their
interests in a protective tariff and a stronger moral orde r
reflected their concern for profit and a dependable labo r
force . Recent studies have demonstrated that this risin g
group of artisans figured prominently in the religiou s
revivalism and changes in the internal family order tha t
helped create and define the bourgeois ideology of the
northern antebellum middle class . 1 4
By the opening of the Canal such men enjoye d
prosperity and respect . Daniel Hazeltine, an earlier
Ellicott supporter of Clinton, owned a custom wool-carding
and cloth dressing factory in Jamestown which dressed fro m
16,000 to 20,000 yards a year between 1829 and 1833 . Asa
Hall, a carpenter and joiner in Westfield, served as town
clerk in 1814 and had even belonged to a Masonic Lodg e
before his resignation after the Morgan abduction . In
Wayne County Thomas P . Lusk ran a furnace with his father
and brothers near the Newark Hotel in Arcadia . He figured
as a leading Antimason in a town that provided the larges t
Bucktail majorities in the county . In Marion, Antimaso n
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TABLE 4
OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF ANTIMASONS AND BUCKTAIL S
Antimasons Bucktails
Occupation*

Chautauqua Wayne Total Chautauqua Wayne Total
Artisans 13 (11 .1) 16 (15 .2) 29 (13 .1) 11 (8 .7) 6 (9 .8) 17 (9 .1 )
Bankers 1 (0 .9) 0 (0 .0) 1 (0 .4) 4 (3 .2) 0 (0 .0) 4 (2 .1 )
Farmers 46 (39 .3) 41 (39 .0) 87 (39 .2) 53 (42 .1) 12 (19 .7) 65 (34 .8 )
Manufacturers 8 (6 .8) 8 (7 .7) 16 (7 .2) 4 (3 .2) 2 (3 .3) 6 (3 .2 )
Merchants 23 (19 .7) 22 (21 .0) 45 (20 .3) 29 (23 .0) 31 (50 .8) 60 (32 .1 )
Officeholders 4 (3 .4) 2 (1 .9) 6 (2 .7) 11 {8 .7) 2 (3 .3) 13 (6 .9 )
Professionals 22 {18 .8) 16 (15 .2) 38 (17 .1) 14 (11 .1) 8 (13 .1) 22 {11 .8 )
Totals 117 105 222 126 61 18 7
SOURCE : George W . Cowles, ed ., Landmarks of Wayne County, and Andrew W . Young ,
History of Chautauqua County .
*The categories above include the following occupations : Artisans (blacksmiths ,
building trades, leatherworks, and tailors) ; Bankers ; Farmers ; Manufacturers (glass -
makers, ironmakers, shoemakers, and textile producers) ; Merchants (grocers, innkeepers ,
livery/saddlers, and shopkeepers) ; Officeholders ; Professionals (attorneys, clergymen ,physicians, teachers, and veterinarians) .
Elias Durfee constructed and operated a furnace, whil e
serving as town supervisor from 1829 to 1833 . Israel J .
Clapp of Butler worked as a carpenter and stood " prominen t
in town affairs . " Lyons cabinet maker William Voorhee s
served as town Justice of the Peace in 1833, while Marvi n
Rich of Marion owned a cabinet shop in the village wher e
he was "a very prominent citizen ." 15
The Bucktail prominent were more often merchant s
than artisans . Small merchants, including grocers, shop -
keepers and innkeepers composed 32 .1 percent of Bucktai l
activists and 20 .3 percent of Antimasonic leaders . A
stronghold of the Bucktail coalition, most of these me n
eschewed the protective tariffs championed by manufac-
turers and artisans and held general old Republican notion s
concerning free trade . Among these merchants, nearly twic e
as many innkeepers favored the Bucktail cause over Anti -
masonry . Perhaps this lopsided division can be accounted
for by the propensity of anti-Regency men to support th e
temperance crusade in the late 1820's . Owners of tavern s
and hotels certainly had the greatest contact with " out-
siders" and have often been viewed with suspicion b y
conservative members of society concerned with order an d
community .
Western New Yorkers, however, held equal concer n
for their own salvation, and religious convictions playe d
a vital role in the Antimaaonic controversy . Some 14,35 8
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Baptists in 144 churches, 13,075 Presbyterians in 20 3
parishes, and 9,003 Methodists in 83 circuit stations
existed in the region by 1830 . 16 In Wayne County by 183 0
thirteen Presbyterian ministers served 1,000 church mem-
bers . By the time of the formation of the Wayne Baptis t
Association in 1835, 1,046 faithful worshipped in fourteen
churches . Methodists did not secure large followings in
Wayne County until later . 17 Evangelical religious group s
also established themselves in Chautauqua County . Pres-
byterian churches of the Buffalo Presbytery were built i n
most towns, and served some 700 citizens . Methodist s
boasted of an equal following . The Chautauqua Baptis t
Association, formed in 1823, exhibited the greatest growth .
Thirteen years later 1,430 members attended thirty-five
churches . Most of these structures were built in th e
1820 ' s, during a decade noted for numerous conversions . 1 8
Much of the battle over Freemasonry took place not at the
polls but in the pews .
Relatively few activists of either party could b e
identified as churchmembers . Of those located, Antimason s
held a small majority over Bucktails (see Table 4) . Of
those Antimasons on whom information was available, 30 . 7
percent belonged to various churches . Churchgoers repre-
sented 24 .5 percent of Bucktail leaders . In addition
slightly more Antimasonic members than Bucktails hel d
offices in the varying denominations (clerk, trustee ,
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elder, vestryman, etc .) . 19 Antimasonry`s religious com-
ponent, as with other antebellum reform movements yet to
come, politicized the new mass electorate .
While Antimasons exhibited a somewhat greater
religious bent than Bucktails, church members of bot h
parties came evenly from among a variety of denominations .
In both political camps, Baptists, Presbyterians, and
Methodists were represented commensurate with thei r
strength in the two counties . However, the greates t
difference in the divisions reflects the tendency o f
religious minorities to support Antimasonry (4 .5%) rather
than the Regency ( .9%) . Five Antimasons attended th e
Christian Church, while two more associated with the
Protestant Church of New York . Others included Cyrus
Smith, a member of the Hicksite branch of Quakers, Marti n
Harris, an early and prominent Mormon, and carpenter Israel
J . Clapp of the Disciples Church, a Campbellite who denie d
scriptural authority for the ordaining of ministers . 20 The
religious attack against the Masonic fraternity, it seemed ,
came from people who held varied, if devout beliefs .
Interestingly, three of the five renouncing Masons who
became active political Antimasons belonged to a church .
Of those Masons who became Bucktail leaders, only four o f
twenty-four affiliated with a particular denomination . 2 1
The nearly uniform representation of sects among Anti -
masonic and Bucktail activists helps explain the severit y
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TABLE 5
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS OF ANTIMASONS AND BUCKTAIL S
Denomination Antimasons Bucktail s
N Percent N Percent
Baptist 25 (9 .5) 16 (7 .5 )
Presbyterian 18 (6 .8) 15 (7 .1 )
Methodist 12 (4 .9) 11 (5 .2 )
Episcopal 6 (2 .3) 6 (2 .8 )
Congregational 6 (2 .3) 1 (0 .5 )
Christian Church 5 (1 .8 )
Trinity Church 3 (1 .1) 1 (0 .5 )
Universalist 1 (0 .4)
Mormon 1 (0 .4)
Hicksite Quaker 1 (O . .4)
Campbellite 1 (0 .4)
Unidentified Church 1 (0 .4)
Unknown 183 (69 .3) 162 {76 .4)
Total 264 212
SOURCE :

George W . Cowles, ed ., Landmarks of WayneCounty, and Andrew W . Young, History ofChautauqua County .
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of intradenominational disputes over Masonic members and
the fraternity in general . As the controversy spread t o
every church in the counties it carried the issue into th e
most remote rural towns .
In addition to religious and occupational differ-
ences, age and length of time in the county separated th e
activists of the two parties . As befitted a movement tha t
included a new, rising artisanal and manufacturing class ,
Antimasons were on the average two years younger (averag e
date of birth in 1793) than their Bucktail counterparts
(average date of birth in 1791) . 22 Despite their relative
youth, however, they had spent an average two years longe r
in the two counties (average year of arrival in 1814) tha n
Bucktail leaders (average year of arrival in 1816) . 23 Thi s
trend may help explain the greater Antimasonic concern fo r
what they viewed as a decline in morality and orderly
society, changes engendered by the same social processe s
leading to their own upward mobility .
Geographical origin and ethnic background seeme d
to have had little influence in determining politica l
affiliation (see Table 6) . Despite the emphasis placed
on the ideological baggage of the Yankee migration by some
historians in explaining the fervor of the crusade agains t
Masonry, an equal percentage of New England migrants com-
posed the leadership of Antimasons and Bucktails . 24 About
70 percent of activists in both parties began life in Ne w
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England, while those born in eastern New York made up abou t
19 percent . Interestingly, a higher percentage of Anti -
masons (8%) than Bucktails (4 .2%) came from other states ,
including New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland . As both
a social movement and a political party, Antimasonry repre -
sented much more than a product of the Yankee disposition .
TABLE 6
BIRTHPLACES OF ANTIMASONS AND BUCKTAIL S
Birthplace Antimasons Bucktail s
N Percent N Percen t
New England 70 (70 .0) 49 (69 .0 )
New York 21 (21 .0) 17 (23 .9 )
Foreign 1 (1 .0) 2 (2 .8 )
Other States 8 (8 .0) 3 (4 .2)
SOURCE : George W . Cowles, ed ., Landmarks of Wayn eCounty, and Andrew W . Young, History ofChautauquaCounty .
Salvation and Social Contro l
The leading role played by Antimasons in religious
and reform associations reflects their strong belief i n
creating a Christian commonwealth that would encompass an d
regulate the competition of the marketplace . Of thos e
party activists serving as officers and on committees of
Bible Societies, Antimasons outnumbered Bucktails by two to
one . Of the nine officers elected at the first meeting i n
15 6
Wayne County to form a local chapter of the American Bibl e
Society, members chose four Antimasons and no Bucktails . 25
Chautauqua County residents had formed a society as earl y
as 1820, but by 1829 Antimasonic County Corresponding
Committeemen Chauncey Tucker and Anselm Potter served a s
President and Secretary, respectively . In the nine year s
of its existence, the organization had distributed some 80 0
Bibles and 1,600 testaments . 26 A study of Oneida County
found that the wives of the merchants, artisans, and
attorneys who composed most of the society ' s leadership ,
paid visits to the " deprived" families and helped fund the
society as we11 . 27 This same network probably operated i n
Chautauqua and Wayne counties .
Women also participated widely in the Sunday Schoo l
movement, where Antimasons held a slight edge over Bucktai l
members . 28 Sunday School organizations were founded i n
1826 in Wayne County and 1828 in Chautauqua County, wit h
ministers holding many of the offices . With condescending
attitudes similar to those of the Bible Societies, the
Chautauqua County Sunday School Union resolved to appoin t
committees "in the principal villages and towns in this
county, whose duty it shall be to visit destitute neighbor -
hoods and aid in the establishment of Sabbath Schools, and
encourage suitable persons to take charge of them as super-
intendents and teachers . "29 Anselm Potter served a s
treasurer for a time, while Antimasonic assemblymen Abner
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Hazeltine and Nathan Mixer also charted the course o f
godliness in the county .
Despite a tendency toward Sabbatarianism displaye d
within much of their following, Antimasonic leaders showe d
no more inclination to curtail transportation of the mai l
and the opening of post offices on Sunday than Regency men .
At two Chautauqua County meetings in January, 1830, con-
cerned citizens, including ten Antimasons and ten Bucktail s
met to condemn any ban on Sunday mails . 30 At an Ellicot t
meeting in which Antimasons Phineas Palmiter, Jr . served
as secretary and George W . Tew helped draft resolutions ,
the assemblage agreed " [t]hat any attempt whatsoever, b y
congress to interpose, legislate or control, in matters
of conscience, would be in direct opposition to the bes t
interest of civil and religious liberty .

"31 Eigh t
more Antimasons attending a county meeting later that month
found that such proposals "would ultimately lead to a union
of church and state . "32 Piety, apparently, was one issue ;
disruption of business quite another . 3 3
By far the worst threat to the hopes of economi c
advancement lay in intemperance . Concerned with the forma-
tion of an orderly and sober society, Antimasons (56%)
outnumbered Bucktails (44%) in the leadership ranks of the
Wayne and Chautauqua county temperance societies . 34 The
membership chose three Antimasons as president, vic e
president, and secretary at the first temperance meetin g
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in Lyons, Wayne County in 1828 . Antimason Abraham Spea r
became the first president of the temperance society in
Palmyra in 1830, when the town voted overwhelmingly fo r
Bucktail candidates . By 1832, William H . Adams, another
Antimason, won election as president of the county
society . 35
The first attempt to create a county temperanc e
society in Chautauqua County came in 1826,-but not unti l
1828 did the organization take hold . From that time on ,
Antimasons increasingly dominated the society . John
Birdsall, a judge and 1831 delegate to the Antimasoni c
national convention, and Abner Hazeltine, for years an
Antimasonic state assemblyman, both served as president o f
the organization . Three Antimasons, including Anselm
Potter of the county corresponding committee, served a s
vice presidents . Two other members of the party ' s cor-
responding committee became temperance leaders, one serving
as secretary . At the 1831 meeting, Antimasons won election
to president, vice president, secretary, and to two of th e
four positions as "managers . "3 6
The response of men to Antimasonry and Masonry wa s
strongly shaped by the new relations to production and b y
changing religious and social ideas brought by the commer-
cial transformation . Rather than an egalitarian battl e
against any Masonic privilege or elitism, the Antimasoni c
crusade reflected the changing modes and relations o f
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production and the ideological responses of men and women
faced with the task of reconciling their beliefs with the
new society . As the political struggle ensued, party
presses and citizens' meetings entered into a prolonge d
debate, not confined to the existence of American Free-
masonry alone, but concerned with the power of the commu-
nity to circumscribe the actions of dissenters, whil e
encouraging what it considered proper standards of behavio r
and belief . Antimasons struggled to find the means t o
maintain order and enforce morality in a new era o f
economic freedom and opportunity coupled with political
democracy .
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CHAPTER 5
"LAW, ORDER, RELIGION AND MORALITY" :
THE ANTIMASONIC ASCENDANCY
While Abner Hazeltine asserted that Antimason s
"have a higher object in view" than simply bringing the
Morgan kidnappers to justice, l Bucktails attacked the
leaders of the new party as unprincipled opportunists .
The movement certainly had its share of demagogues, yet the
background of the investigations and trials, and the almos t
revolutionary transformation of western New York society i n
the 1820's had given rise to a distinct political and
social philosophy . Both restorative and reform-minded, a
" strange mixture of idealism and conservatism," 2 Anti-
masonic rhetoric sought a return to a united patriotism of
the Revolutionary Age while endeavoring to reconcil e
increased economic and political divisions under an all -
encompassing message of community and morality . The kid-
napping and murder of Morgan did not merely illustrate the
evils of Freemasonry ; it exemplified the degradation o f
the modern age .
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Secret, Separate and Subversive
The different economic and political interest s
created by economic expansion and diversification of th e
canal era unnerved western New Yorkers . They saw the rapi d
change as a prelude to chaos . Antimasonic leader and former
Federalist Myron Holley pleaded for "the just restoration o f
harmony to social intercourse and the preservation of th e
character and rights of the nation . "3 With the passing o f
the Founding Fathers, especially after the deaths of Jeffer-
son, Adams and Madison, the separation of the new generation
from the Revolutionary fervor and patriotism whic h
allegedly flourished in the first days of the Republi c
seemed all the more complete .
At the first presidential nominating convention in
American history, in Baltimore in 1831, party delegate s
named statesman William Wirt, a selection "intended to mak e
the strongest possible demonstration of an honest wish fo r
the restoration of harmony . . . ." 4 Writing to Richard
Rush shortly after the convention, Wirt described the coun-
try as corrupted and dishonored .
I long, [he said,] for an old-times administration lik e
Mr . Madison's--straightforward work--with no othe r
object in view than the happiness, the honor, the dig-
nity of our country . Will that golden age of virtue and
patriotism ever return? Alas! I fear not . But it is
worth a struggle . . . . 5
The rise of special interests implied selfishnes s
and machination, characteristics that Antimasons immedi -
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ately identified with Freemasonry . Secrecy of lodge meet-
ings and rituals meant, ipso facto, conspiracy and
indecency counter to the public interest . A Fourth of July
orator at Weedsport declared, "Standing secrecy always
implies shame and guilt ." 6 Since public discussion an d
debate furnished one of the bulwarks of republicanism ,
private associations must exist only for the articulation
and dissemination of ideas subversive to the good o f
society . Without the suppression of Freemasonry "wha t
happened in France is likely to occur in this country, "
warned Adolphus Fletcher of the Jamestown Journal . 7 A
Wayne County resolutions committee in 1831 found ,
That in our estimation the masonic society can fur-
nish no reasons for secrecy, but its crimes and it s
indecencies, and that a genuine attachment to liberty
and the rights of man, as it is honorable to the
character of all who cherish it, naturally court s
publicity and the open co-operation of all reputable
citizens . $
Antimasons enthusiastically greeted the news that the
Harvard University chapter of Phi Beta Kappa had agree d
to relinquish its secrets . 9
Antimasons declared themselves the friends o f
"LIBERTY and LAW" against the "BLOOD-STAINED " murderers o f
Morganl ° and the enemies of civil liberties . By obstruct-
ing the judicial process, they argued, Masonry had sough t
to control the civil power, ll one seceding Mason claiming
that the fraternity " had well nigh overthrown civil liberty
itself ." 12 A Chautauqua County paper believed the 182 8
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election would decide "whether our free constitutions, o r
the constitutions of the ' ancient ' order of freemasonry ,
shall be the supreme law of the land .

"13 Antimasons
repeatedly had to defend their possibly contradictory
assertion that secret societies were incompatible with
civil liberty . 14 They claimed to oppose any measure that
might interfere with liberty and the private rights o f
citizens . Public opinion alone would call for the over -
throw of Masonry in a constitutional way . 15 Private rights ,
apparently, did not encompass the freedom to form or t o
participate in a secret society .
Men who had undertaken the oaths and obligations o f
Freemasonry or other secret societies could not consis-
tently swear to fulfill the requirements of civil duty :
"The distinct and specific charge against the masonic
institution," according to the Journal, "is that it assumes
an authority over the conduct of its members, in their
civil relations, superior to the . . . laws of the
country . "16 Pointing to the Morgan trials, Antimason s
argued that lodge members should be forbidden to sit a s
judges or jury members . And because of their oaths o f
secrecy, Masons should be barred from all office holding .
One writer justified the exclusion on the grounds that by
joining the international order Masons had " sworn alle-
giance to an alien power ." 17 More commonly they describe d
individual Masons as the tools of a mysterious " Executive "
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or "unknown superiors" knowing all the mysteries and wield-
ing power in pursuit of a grand Masonic design . 18
Regardless of any other tendencies toward corrup-
tion, the very structure of Freemasonry provided the insti-
tution with excessive influence, especially political power ,
in the eyes of its opponents . A letter to the editor of
the Western Advertiser feared the extent of Masonic organ-
ization :
The masonic constitution, and the singular structure
of masonic obligations, give the institution a
peculiar and alarming power over the character and
standing and the property of all its opposers .- -
This order of men, too, from the nature of the insti-
tution, act promptly, connectedly and privately, i n
every cause . l 9
A Chautauqua County Antimasonic Young Men ' s convention in
1830 claimed that the state government had been " sold" to
the Freemasons, who constituted " a lump of lazy leeches . "2 0
A church elder and former Mason in Livingston County
insisted that he had been reprimanded at the lodge fo r
supporting the opponent of a fellow Mason standing for
Justice of the Peace . 21 The LyonsCountryman claimed tha t
the Masonic " usurpation of political power " had " cheated"
county citizens "of our inheritance . "22 After Antimasoni c
victories in the Wayne town elections in 1830, the paper
rejoiced that the Masonic sign would no longer prove a
passport to office . 23
Masonic power, Antimasons argued, pervaded every
aspect of the community . Its vaunted secrets consisted
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merely of "ingenious contrivances to obtain unjust advan-
tages over all, who are not members of the fraternit y
u24 The Jamestown Journal extended this power to
include a control over business success and a restraint o n
social mobility :
[Ml any honest and industrious tradesmen and mechanic s
have lost one customer after another, without any
probable cause, on the appearance of a mystic brother
of the same calling . An invisible agent has been
behind the scenes cutting off the sources of hi s
support, poisoning the ears of his customers, givin g
the secret signal, and throwing obstacles in the wa y
of his honest industry, in order to "cast a penny"
in the way of some rival, who, relying more on hi s
masonr than his merits, has planted himself by his
side . 2'
Antimasons gained enormous success in describin g
Masons as aristocrats . A senatorial convention accused
lodge members of preferring knightly and aristocrati c
titles to republican equality . 26 The brave Antimasoni c
yeomanry, according to this legend, labored to suppor t
"the strippling aristocrats who live in palaces, erecte d
with money paid out of the public coffers . "27 Attempts
were made to convince citizens that George Washington had
really resigned from his lodge . 28 Even the party' s
legislative report to its constituents emphasized the
regal and pretentious nature of the threat to the America n
system :
Freemasonry contravenes the spirit of Democracy .
It is monarchial in all its structure, anti-republican
in its government, purposes and all its exhibitions .
If Republicans wish to prepare for the overthrow o f
their government, no more measure could be more
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effectual than the toleration of the institution o f
Freemasonry . 2 9
Short of revolution, but nearly as serious t o
Antimasonic writers, the existence of the lodges and other
secret societies threatened to disrupt further communitie s
already under the strain of commercial and industria l
dislocation . 30 Such separate organization presented a
danger, men argued, "because they divert us from serious
civil occupations and lead to idleness and useless activity ;
because they soon become a place of rendezvous for al l
adventurers and idlers, and favor all sorts of political ,
religious and philosophical fanaticism . . . " 31 Masonr y
inflated young men with a false pride, drawing them awa y
from worthwhile activities that would otherwise have mad e
them valuable members of the community . 3 2
Antimasonic philosophy condemned everything tha t
failed to fit their mold of community . When one of their
on party put his name forward as a candidate for county
clerk, seeking to avoid the machinations of political
intrigue, the party press condemned his individual actio n
"as having a direct tendency to corruption ; and that every
advocate of public morals is called upon to discountenanc e
them ." 33 The party blamed its overwhelming defeat in
Palmyra in 1830 on the traveling boatmen and canal drivers
prevalent in the village whom Masonic forces " procured to
vote „34 In the same year, when the party sought a coali -
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Lion of sorts with the newly-formed Workingmen's Party ,
the Jamestown Journal praised the New York City mechanic s
for rejecting the ideas of Robert Dale Owen, Thomas Skid -
more, and Fanny Wright . The editor then proceeded to
attack Bucktails, not for the alliance with aristocrati c
Freemasonry, but for taking sides with the radical working -
men's faction, "who contend for the wild notions and dis-
organizing projects of the fanatics we have mentioned .- -
Their love of religion and social order is a littl e
singularly manifested by their course in this respect an d
many others ." 3 5
Antimasons repeatedly distinguished between thei r
attacks on Freemasonry and a rote condemnation of all it s
members . At the same time references to Masonic individ-
uals grew increasingly conciliatory . The Wayne County
convention of 1827 resolved that resigning lodge member s
who had openly denounced Masonry "are entitled to ou r
warmest gratitude, "36 while the state convention of the
following year congratulated seceders on their individua l
courage . 37 The Jamestown Journal continued to condemn the
institution, but promised to champion those who ha d
resigned from lodges . 38 By the time of the party ' s state
gathering in 1829, delegates had resolved that the conven-
tion "cherish every feeling of good will and persona l
respect for those of its unoffending members, who hav e
been incautiously drawn into the society or yielded their
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assent to its principles without fully investigating their
character and tendency ." 39 By 1830 party leader William
H . Maynard was suggesting that convention resolutions shoul d
be mild and conciliatory, allowing members simply to with -
draw from Masonry without going through the "dread ordeal "
of a full-scale renunciation as proof of their conversio n
to the Antimasonic cause . 40
Party leaders were also at pains to justify the
politicization of the social movement . Denying charge s
that their own party organization existed mainly to obtain
offices for its leaders, party members insisted that th e
public good required the use of the ballot box as a las t
resort to insure the safety of the republic . 41 In order
to keep Masons out of office, Antimasons required unite d
action on the same scale of the complex network of Free -
masons . Even Antimasons had to compromise their ideals t o
meet the dictates of party politics :
Hence we see the propriety of state, district, and
county conventions, and the necessity of acquiescing
heartily in their results, although they may not b e
just such as we had anticipated, or the best calcu-
lated to advance local objects . The lesser good mus t
give place to the greater ; and the paramount objec t
being secured, w should not be overzealous fo r
securing others . 4 2
Strict party organization and discipline proved a constan t
source of tension within Antimasonry, for many of it s
adherents held feelings as hostile to centralized party
authority as toward the " unknown superiors" who manipulated
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individual Masons to serve their own ends . Evangelical
rhetoric attacking political parties strikingly resemble d
denunciations of Masonry . 43
"A Christian Party in Politics "
If asked to summarize his philosophy, no Antimaso n
would have separated political and religious beliefs .
Republicanism and Christianity joined to form a millennia l
belief in the divine mission of the United States to
regenerate a sinful world . By its moral influences, the y
contended, religion would uphold a free government ; no
free government could exist in its absence . 44 .Our repub-
lican institutions could not survive the loss of thos e
religious and moral sentiments . .

."45 The Jamestown
Journal reprinted an article claiming, "Without the Bible ,
constitutions and bills of rights were but waste paper . "4 6
Although most Antimasonic party leaders oppose d
the suppression of Sunday mails as inconsistent with the
rights of private property, 47 much of the mass of the move-
ment ' s supporters favored a strict observation of th e
Sabbath . The editor of the Journal favored restrictions ,
disagreed with the actions taken by prominent party leaders ,
and only reluctantly agreed to print the proceedings o f
county anti-sabbatarian conventions . 48 Sunday stage
arrivals interrupted public worship and encouraged trave l
on the Lord ' s day . 49 The action of Congress in 182 5
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extending postal services to include the Christian Sabbath ,
evangelicals argued, only encouraged the decay of moralit y
manifested in the murder of Morgan . Interestingly, Anti -
masonic Sabbatarians frequently turned their wrath agains t
canal forwarders, who composed an important part of the
Regency stronghold in Wayne and Chautauqua counties . 5°
Antimasons firmly agreed with the Reverend Charles
Finney and others who preached the need for social reform
as a Christian duty . They responded positively to Phila-
delphia ' s Reverend Ezra Stiles Ely when he suggested th e
notion of "a Christian party in politics," which would
foster cooperation between religious men of all denomina-
tions in choosing government officials . 51 Republican
virtue required " the indispensable condition of improve-
ment and happiness, ordained by the Most High ." 52 Indeed
many believed that Antimasonry and the party that i t
spawned had fulfilled this role :
The principles of free government are founded i n
the essential nature of men . But they are more
indebted to the New Testament for their just compre-
hension, and practical establishment than to any
other source . . . . It never should be forgotten ,
that political duty constitutes one of the mos t
essential branches of moral duty, and that the per-
formance of all duty is the requirement of religion ,
or the command of God . How then can men professing
to be religious, excuse themselves in the neglect o f
their political duties? . . . Professors of the reli-
gion of universal love, of equal rights, and of
individual responsibility, we respectfully ask you ,
can you forbear the use of political means to suppres s
freemasonry? 5 3
Although Freemasons had claimed for years tha t
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their institution served as the "Handmaid" of religion ,
Antimasons condemned the society as blasphemous and
unchristian . The Le Roy Convention of Seceding Mason s
concluded that the ceremonies were degrading and blas-
phemous and that the principles of the order constitute d
a system of religion opposed to Christianity . 54 The editor
of the Lyons Countryman asserted that the lodges impaire d
the moral sense of every member, 55 while Elder Powel l
argued that masonry was founded on infidelity . 56 Neither
could masonic society be religious in any case since the y
did not worship God publicly . 57 Beriah B . Hotchkin summed
up the Antimasonic religious argument against Freemasonry :
(1) it prostituted Holy Scriptures to unholy purposes ;
(2) the required oaths were unchristian ; (3) masonic
ceremonies were sacrilegious ; (4) it assumed religiou s
titles to which it had no claim; and (5) it made a religio n
of the performance of outward duties . 5 8
Antimasonry ' s religious rhetoric contained a n
immediatism, single-mindedness, and apocalyptic qualit y
later characteristic of slavery agitation in the burned -
over district . 59 Myron Holley, later an antislaver y
advocate and one of the founders of the Liberty Party ,
cried that the battle against Masonry should be waged "wit h
a purity and singleness of purpose becoming our caus e
" 60 The struggle against the institution wa s
nothing less than " the cause of MORALITY against vice ,
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and the cause of Christianity against Deistical philosophy
and infidelity ." 61 The resultant victory would bring con-
ditions necessary for millennial expectation : "Then, shal l
we walk together, in gladness, upon all the high places o f
our freedom ; and partake with restored harmony, and Chris-
tian reverence, of the solemn feasts of religion . " 62 After
the election of 1828, Solomon Southwick estimated the
number of Christians in New York at 33,335, just the number
of votes he received as Antimasonic candidate for gover-
nor . 63 The Antimasons, he claimed, were fighting "under
the banner of Jesus CHRIST, and the TESTAMENT of the
ETERNAL GOD ! " 6 4
Seceders most often stressed the unchristian natur e
of Masonry . Phinehas Crouch of the Newark chapter claime d
that a Royal Arch Mason had disclosed the plans of the
Morgan abduction to him shortly after taking the secon d
and third degrees and had claimed they were doing "God' s
services . " Crouch called the ceremonies sacrilegious, the
oaths blasphemous, and the fraternity itself anti -
Christian . 65 In a letter " to the Christian public, "
Samuel Alvard of Clymer, Chautauqua County confessed hi s
earlier sinful connection with the Fraternity, and urge d
those "who are adherents to the order to investigate it s
principles and unite in purging the church of God and th e
world from the errors of Freemasonry . "66 When announcing
his withdrawal from a lodge in Washington County shortly
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before the Le Roy Convention, Robert Harper found that h e
"could not pursue the labors of the craft and at the same
time enjoy the rich blessings of the religion of the
Saviour .

. ." His concern centered not merely on hi s
own association "with the Deist and Infidel, the Intem-
perate and Profane, " but included "a duty which I con-
scientiously feel to owe to the Christian community and
the cause of vital religion . + ,6 7
Antimasonic members of evangelical Protestan t
churches initiated struggles to expel Masons from their
congregations . The 1829 Sparta circuit conference i n
Livingston County expressed satisfaction that the stat e
conference had found "that Freemasonry is a moralevil, "
but insisted on action that would remove the fraternity' s
influence on the church : "That we will not recommend to
the District conference for license to preach the gospel ,
nor give license to exhort, nor elect to any office in our
church, any person who advocates for, or adheres to, the
institution of freemasonry . . . "68 The Presbyterian
Church of Plattsburg resolved to require its Masoni c
members to withdraw from lodges, asserted that it woul d
hereafter receive no Mason into its body, and threatened
to dismiss any one who united with a local chapter .
As with many of the Protestant churches, hostility
toward Masonry partly stemmed from the perception of it s
competitiveness as a quasi-religious institution . The
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Presbyterian Church at Plattsburgh, New York, resolve d
that "the institution, of freemasonry, by claiming to b e
divinely instituted does place itself in direct hostilit y
to the church of Christ ." Unlike the community spiri t
which they claimed churches fostered, "the boasted benevo-
lence of free-masonry is nothing more than supreme selfish-
ness, and love of party ." 69 A Presbyterian Synod in 183 0
recommended that its ministers and members publicly resign
from Masonry ' s "religious pretentions," ironically suggest-
ing that prospective church members swear to a " formula"
stating that they had no connections with freemasonry. I t
was careful to distance itself, however, from " the politi-
cal forms of this question ." 7 0
Perhaps no one so effectively brought the issue s
of religiosity and community to the fore as the Reveren d
David Bernard ; his efforts to exclude Masons from Chautau-
qua churches help to explain the early emotional intensit y
in the country . Born in Utica, New York, Bernard became
an itinerant Baptist minister and Freemason . Shocked at
the intrigue leading up to the Morgan kidnapping, h e
claimed to be the first Mason to renounce the order afte r
Morgan's disappearance . He served as convention secretary
of the "Declaration of Independence Convention " of Le Roy
on July 4, 1828, and received encouragement to publish a n
expose of Masonry at the Antimasonic state convention i n
August . The result, Light on Masonry, bettered Morgan ' s
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earlier attempt by compiling oaths, penalties, and othe r
Masonic secrets and providing a directorate of all lodge s
across New York in the 1820's . Describing the order a s
subversive and anti-Christian, he characterized his action s
as "calculated to promote God's glory and the best goo d
of community ." 71 Responding to criticism, he could reach
levels that even the Jamestown Journal found "a little to o
severe" :
0 wicked man though shalt surely die . . . .
Though you may expect to mount up as an eagle o n
your boasted God, you will find that the Almighty
will dash you to pieces like a potter ' s vessel! !
Be warned then, be wise and flee from masonry- -
flee from the wrath to come--flee at the gushing
side of that Jesus whose blood you are ever tramp -
ling under your feet . He can save you, for he is
merciful . 7 2
Of all the denominations in which Antimasonry
created discontent and controversy, Baptist churches under -
went the greatest upheavals . This turmoil has been
attributed to traditional zealousness and revivalisti c
tendencies . The Baptist belief in the church as a democ-
racy and the absence of a central control may also hav e
allowed for the growth of Antimasonic strength within it s
churches . 73 However, other considerations may have been
vital in the divisions that occurred in Chautauqua County .
In an 1825 letter to the United Domestic Missionar y
Society, the First Presbyterian Society in Pomfret bemoane d
their financial status and complained that the Baptist s
encompassed many of the oldest settlers, and enjoyed "the
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influence and pecuniary aid of our most wealthy citi -
zens . . . ."74 in addition, many of the active members o f
the Chautauqua Baptist Association were Masons . 7 5
Struggles over social status in an organization with an
inordinate number of Masonic members may have been more
important in creating such a severe division than any
innate tendencies toward democracy and revivalism .
Clashes within twelve congregations created an ope n
schism within the Chautauqua Baptist Association in 1829 .
Masonic delegates at the 1828 meeting combined to defeat
any motion that would exclude them from church fellowshi p
and helped pass a resolution denying the right of the
association to pass any judgment upon Freemasonry . Anti -
masonic delegates decided to boycott the 1829 gathering an d
formed a separate body known as the "Chautauqua Baptis t
Conference" which excluded lodge members . In the new
body's first meeting in 1829, David Bernard provided th e
keynote address and helped draw plans to create separat e
benevolent societies . However, in a second meeting called
to organize the seceding members of Baptist churches i n
Chautauqua, many delegates balked at formal creation of a
new organization . Alarmed at the situation in the west ,
state church officials sought a compromise to restore har-
mony at a convention in Whitesboro . Resolutions stated
that although Freemasons belonging to the church should
withdraw from the lodge, local churches could not requir e
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them to condemn openly the institution or disclose Masonic
secrets . 7 6
The Whitesboro decision had little effect on th e
Baptist brethren in Chautauqua, and the conflict intensi-
fied after pastor Elder Tucker of the Pomfret churc h
conducted a funeral service with full Masonic ceremony .
That public appearance in Masonic dress convinced Anti -
masons that his renunciation of the institution appeared
rather unlikely, and Masonic members suggested that the
dissenters withdraw from the church . By September, 1830 ,
the Chautauqua Baptist Conference claimed that the seces-
sionists represented the true county Baptist Association .
Meetings throughout the country in 1831 denounced Masonry
as anti-Christian, while religious revivals augmented the
membership of the Harmony Baptist Church and David Ber-
nard ' s First Baptist Church in Pomfret . Antimasonic
Baptists now simply met as the Chautauqua Baptist Associa-
tion, and in 1832 state authorities finally recognized the
group as the legitimate Association . 77 In the Antimasonic
efforts to impose their concept of community upon count y
residents the Baptist Church, one historian has written ,
"had been transformed from a democratic body to an extremel y
judicatory and self-righteously probing organization which ,
in its search for Ultraistic purity, seriously violate d
individual membership privileges ." 7 8
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Safeguarding Moralit y
Antimasons also employed the temperance cause a s
part of their quest for a more stable and moral community
and took the Masons to task in this area . In 1830 the
Jamestown Journal charged that "Masonic Lodges have bee n
astonishingly fundamental in spreading the vice of Intem-
perance ." 19 The many exposes and public renunciations ha d
acquainted western New Yorkers with charges of the use o f
wine (sometimes quaffed from human skulls) in Masonic cere -
monies, and they had viewed the lengthy toasting o f
fraternity members on the festival of St . John the Baptis t
as well as on patriotic occasions . Yet many refused t o
believe that those who struggled against the fraternit y
held a monopoly on community virtue . "If the Antimason s
are such great sticklers for temperance as they woul d
induce others to believe , " suggested a Bucktail paper, "why
do not they resolve that they will not support any one for
office who is in the habit of getting intoxicated?" 8 0
The following year Henry Dana Ward had a suggestion
for William Seward : "We are all temperate men, as well as
a temperate party . I should be exceeding happy to have
one celebration of our Independence without arden t
spirits . . . . Antimasony will do its work, Antimasonry
will regenerate the nation ." 81 Party leaders never
seriously studied this suggestion, but its members figure d
prominently in the movement against "Prince Alcohol . "
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As they had stressed the need for religion to pro-
tect American democracy from Masonic blasphemy, the part y
faithful now embraced temperance reform to guard agains t
the mysterious and silent enemy, drunkenness . Abner Hazel -
tine warned the Jamestown temperance society that drinkin g
would undermine American patriotism : "The firm foundations
of our freedom would be subverted ; and the noble temple o f
liberty, erected by the sacrifices and virtues of our
fathers, would be prostrate in the dust . "82 Everyone who
treasured the nation ' s free institutions as well as it s
natural wealth and prosperity must surely support the
cause . 83 Antimason Anselm Potter claimed that drunkennes s
would subvert the religious and moral sentiments on which
the republican institutions of the nation were based . 84 A
New York City temperance paper echoed these sentiments ,
declaring in its prospects : "It will therefore seek to
build, on the basis of MORAL REFORM, the edifice of general
philanthropy and the citadel of the PEOPLE'S RIGHTS ."8 5
Temperance had other uses, as well . It would help
in shaping a more reliable labor force for the new economi c
era . Abner Hazeltine claimed that intemperance "afford s
ailment for the growth of every crime," 86 while Anselm
Potter pinpointed drunkenness as the cause of increasing
crime and public taxes : "Exclude intemperance from ou r
land, and one half of the public tax that is now paid fo r
the support of the poor, for criminal prosecutions, and for
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prisons, might be appropriated for other purposes ." $7 In
addressing themselves to heads of households and to men
with capital burdened by taxation, society spokesmen viewed
themselves as self-appointed upper class regulators o f
working-class drinking . 8 8
Temperance leaders believed that their Christia n
and civic duty required that they restrain working men whos e
drunkenness threatened the nascent capitalist society . In
Rochester alcohol became a symboic force of cultural inde-
pendence when dramshops sprang up in autonomous working -
class neighborhoods and threatened the ability of cit y
authorities to impose social control . 89 At the same time
workers experienced anxiety with the loss of traditional
relations among craftsmen and the growth of the factory
system . 90 In addition a new class of rootless, mobil e
workers, such as canal laborers in Wayne County and lumber-
jacks in Chautauqua County, turned ever more to alcohol in
frustrations which often led to violence . 91
Temperance propaganda promised to reassert the
diminishing power of employers over their labor force :
"Masters of apprentices, employers of laborers and clerks ,
we call upon you as men of influence, to combine with us in
a cause of the deepest importance to those who are unde r
your charge . "92 In 1832 an advertisement announcing work
for laborers on the improvement of Dunkirk harbor warned ,
"None need apply but sober, healthy and industrious persons ,
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and agree to a total abstinance from all kinds of SPIRITOUS
LIQUORS, as it will not be furnished nor allowed about th e
works on any pretense ." 93 At the Baptist Meeting House in
Williamson, Wayne County, temperance advocates agreed no t
to supply liquor "for the entertainment of our friends o r
for persons in our employment ." 94 In 1831 the Palmyra Tem-
perance Society appointed a committee to help enforce the
law against unlicensed sellers of alcohol . 9 5
Advocates of sobriety openly courted female cooper-
ation and support . Chautauqua County reformers urged young
women of the "rising generation" never to permit thei r
children to imbibe . 96 Another plea similarly urged woma n
to use her domestic influence within the family : "Mothers ,
daughters, sisters, wives, we entreat you to throw your
gentle influence around society, to hold it back from the
enchanted cup of death . "97 Wayne County reformers openl y
requested both women and children to become members of the
county society98 in order to further their own domesti c
interests : "Resolved, That we deem the influence o f
females important in this cause, and hereby earnestl y
recommend to every female in the county of Wayne to unit e
with a Temperance Society, and thus aid in removing an evi l
which has been eminently productive of domestic misery . " 9 9
Woman's new role of maternal socialization led temperanc e
advocates to urge male self-control, emphasizing their
position as family breadwinners . 100 Myron Holley went so
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far as to commend the gatherings of both men and women
that the temperance society brought together . 101 The
ironic extension of women's sphere by the cult of domes-
ticity is nowhere better illustrated than in the followin g
notice in the Fredonia Censor in 1831 : "The women wil l
soon be obliged in self defense, to do what they can fo r
the promotion of temperance . We have within a week seen 3
new cases of women being killed by drunken husbands ." 10 2
The growing role of women as the moral force in
society and the vision of woman as the regulator of men' s
passions contrasted sharply with Masonry's secretiv e
sessions and claims to moral influence . One Massachusett s
Mason complained that his wif e
could not be reconciled to the idea, that I shoul d
know something that she could not .--But when the
sound of Morgan's book came floating on the aeria l
current down the canal and Hudson, and then i n
extensive undulations spread far and wide, all th e
fair daughters of Eve simultaneously exclaimed ,
that is the grand desideratum! We shall now know
as much as our husbands!10 3
If Masonry was beneficial, argued Antimasonic assemblyman
George Washington Patterson, " Why deprive the fair sex from
a participation in its benefits--Have they no souls?" 10 4
A letter to the Lyons Countryman condemned both the secrec y
and immoral behavior that husbands kept from their wives :
But if evils were confined to families alone ,
I think they would far outweigh all its boasted
or rather, all its real benefits . Woman you know
is designated as an help meet for men, " and thos e
who answer the design are fit to be entrusted, wit h
all his virtuous and proper secrets . If therefore ,
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the institution be a good one, good wives should
know its contents : but this would soon have upse t
their applecart, long before the birth of Willia m
Morgan: for sure had some kind elf but whispered
only in one fair ear, and obligingly have shown
her sturdy partner, in all the awkward, silly forms ,
and obscene attitudes--with all the childis h
manoeuvres he performed--U! yes, it would have been
too good to keep! So here I find an incongruity ,
as well as grounds of just complaint on the part o f
females . 10 5
The double-edged sword of domesticity led women t o
support actively the crusade against the lodges . When the
widow Ely of Penfield, New York, became proprietor of th e
Anti-Masonic Star, the Bucktail press of Wayne Count y
reacted sarcastically : "Her Ladyship will find able and
useful auxilliaries in 'Prince Alcohol' and 'Elder Powell, '
who have hitherto done much towards keeping up the literary
character, and sustaining the political reputation and
popularity of that orb of anti-masonry ." 106 A meeting o f
women in Wheaton, Monroe County, shortly after the Morgan
abduction resulted in a series of resolutions against the
institution, one of which resolved That every mother shoul d
duly consider the degrading disadvantages, and unmerite d
contempt, to which they consign their daughters by thei r
union with Free Masons,--men arrogating to themselves ligh t
and knowledge, with which our sex may not be entrusted ." 10 7
An Antimasonic address "by a single Lady" went even further
in questioning the practices of the male organization :
Women, Sisters, Mothers : If we derive our exis-
tencm a common origin of the human species, ma y
we not without offense against the modesty of our
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sex, fairly claim an intellectual equality wit h
those of the other, one brethren by commutal affec-
tion of the same parentage and fashioned by the
same Almighty Artist who made man? Whence then
arises the ungenerous wish to exclude us from a par-
ticipation in all that can improve the understanding ,
exalt the thought, or expand the soul?--In short ,
what reason can masonry render that the casualty o f
sex alone should exclude at least one-half of al l
the human family from a knowledge which, they sa y
is calculated above all other systems of science ,
morality, or religion, to produce happiness? 10 8
Perhaps no one better related the Antimasonic
belief in female domestic morality with political conserva-
tism than Myron Holley . As part of the resolutions com-
mittee at the 1830 Wayne County convention, he claimed "th e
' sign of the times ' are portentious of good to the friend s
of law, order, religion, and morality ." 109 A native o f
Salisbury, Connecticut, he removed to Canandaigua where h e
served as Ontario County Clerk from 1810 to 1814 . Electe d
to the assembly as a Federalist, he soon championed the
cause of a canal . He served as an Erie Canal commissioner ,
counselling the construction of the middle section running
from Utica to Syracuse . Writing to his brother in 182 0
Holley expressed the wish for a "third party, which shoul d
occupy the ground of the old, respectable and ever vener-
able federalism . . . . "110 Although the scandal over his
public default of the canal funds tarnished his future as a
political candidate, Holley became an early and leadin g
Antimason . His admiring nineteenth-century biographe r
attributed his immediate attraction to the movement as muc h
to his domestic ideas as his conservative political
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principles :
For a man to whom the family was the focus o f
human happiness, and justice the vital principl e
of human society, an institution which segregate d
a body of men from the rest of the world, including
the wives and daughters of their own families, under
oaths of secresy, backed by horrible penalties ,
could have no attractions .--But when it became plai n
that such an institution could be used and had been
used, not only against the family, but against free
government, he became its uncompromising enemy . ll l
Holley became Antimasonry's leading spokesman an d
orator, writing the party's national and New York stat e
addresses . His address at the 1829 state conventio n
stressed the protection of property against Masonic crimina l
behavior :
A great crisis has occurred in our social condition .
The peace of this community has been extensivel y
disturbed, the domestic security of its citizen s
openly violated, their property unlawfully invaded ,
and the life of one of them, without doubt, feloni-
ously destroyed . And these calamitous events have
proceeded from a source which threatens our mos t
valuable institutions, and all those possession s
which make life desirable . 11 2
Holley replaced the editor of the Antimaaonic Lyons Country -
man after the latter stepped down . A featured speaker on
all political occasions, he also conducted Sunday scriptura l
readings and discussions at the county court house in
Lyons . 113 His conception of an Antimaaonic Fourth of Jul y
celebration, although it never occurred, perfectly capture d
the sentiments of those loyal to the cause :
Next week our readers may expect a detaile d
statement of the arrangements adopted for the glori-
ous festival of freedom, which we trust will b e
attended by most of the patriotic fathers, mothers ,
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sons and daughters of the county . Suitable provi-
sion will be made for the accomodation of women and
children, as well as men . Neither danger, nor rude-
ness, nor noise, nor intemperance will mar the
scene . It is intended that the celebration shal l
embrace the same pious gratitude, patriotic ardour ,
and becoming order, which in times of old, were
associated with the Jewish feast of tabernacles .
And it is hoped that the friends of civil and reli-
gious liberty, of temperance and their country, wil l
concur, on this occasion, in introducing a new an d
better fashion of celebrating our national freedom :
--a fashion which both sexes and all ages,--the
decently gay, and the soberly pious, may equall y
participate in and approve . It is humbly believed ,
that this is the way to scanctify the celebration ,
and make it a savour of truth and virtue to the jus t
restoration of harmony to social intercourse, and
the preservation of the character and rights of th e
nation . 114
Antimasons, Anti-Bucktail s
As described earlier, most politically active Anti -
masons did not become involved simply to eliminate Masonry ;
their various interests led them to oppose the policies o f
New York's Albany Regency while favoring those measure s
collectively known as the American System . Nevertheless the
rhetorical salvos toward the political enemy came from high
moral ground . Colonel Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky made
an easy target : "[W]e cannot for our lives see, how a ma n
who cohabits with a woman of color, not his wife, can
possess a morality and deportment of the highest order, o r
'behave well in his domestic relations .'" 11 5
Rather than attempting to ferret out the political
alignments and implications, and passing by an opportunit y
to condemn President Jackson as a military man incapable of
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leading the nation, the Chautauqua Association press too k
the Peggy Eaton Affair at face value and launched into a
moral tirade :
It is also placed beyond a doubt, that the com-
manded resignation of a part of the cabinet wa s
owing to the fact that these members of it and their
families refused to acknowledge a degraded woman a s
a fit associate .--If these things fail to convinc e
our people, that righteousness exalteth a nation ,
that virtue in morality at least are becoming i n
rulers, we shall expect, that the debauchery, th e
violence and bloodshed that disgraced arbitrary 11 6governments are likewise to tarnish ours . . . .
Antimasonic leaders expressed equally righteou s
indignation over the Van Buren controlled banking system .
Identifying the Masons with the Albany Regency, the 182 9
Antimasonic state convention drew up a farcical circular
announcing the application for "THE MASONIC BANK OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK ." 117 The Buffalo Patriot complained ,
"Thus, in one bank after another, falling in the hands of a
set of political brokers, and speculators at Albany .--The
people cannot be permitted to hold bank stock and manage
their pecuniary affairs in their own way . "118 Thurlow Wee d
charged "these wretches design to enslave us through th e
corrupted influence . "119 Conspiratorial rhetoric agains t
Freemasonry was now employed in the battle against th e
banks :
This monied monster evidently aims at the destruc-
tion of all that offers the slightest resistanc e
to its lawless graspings for PECUNIARY and POLITICAL
SUPREMACY .--Links are forged daily, in the chai n
with which the Regency and Bank demagogues design to
enslave the people . l2D
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Western New Yorkers who had rallied before to th e
standard of canal champion De Witt Clinton now turned t o
the Antimasonic Party as the defender of their interest i n
improving the canal system . The party's official paper in
Albany grumbled ,
The Regency adhere to their determination of resist-
ing all projects of improvement, excepting only th e
project to improve their salaries . They mean to
divide the "spoils, " enjoy them in idleness, an d
leave the people to take care of themselves . 12 1
A Palmyra man charged that by raising the tolls the Albany
Regency had set upon a policy deliberately to destroy the
canals . He urged those whose interests had been adversely
affected to work for the Bucktail governor's removal . 12 2
The first resolution at the Chautauqua County convention in
1830 assailed the Regency for " the squandering of the cana l
funds and upholding a system of despotism in the canal com-
missioners . . . ."123 The address of the Antimasonic
legislators in 1831 gloomily portrayed the fate of the
canals under the Regency-controlled Canal Board : "The whol e
system of internal improvements is decried and discoun-
tenanced ; the old spirit of hostility to the canals, whic h
so much obstructed their commencement and completion, i s
revived under the auspices of the same sectional influenc e
which then prevailed ." 12 4
As early as 1830 the fate of Morgan and support for
his widow had taken a decided back seat to attacks on the
Regency ' s economic policy and praise for the American
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System . Southern men, Antimasons observed, had earlier
helped to establish a national bank and protective tariffs ;
Northerners would now fight to maintain them :
In vain will southern statesmen of southern feel -ings, or southern men with southern sympathie sdemand of us, for their gratification on the relin -quishment of the boon which their policy conferred .
The abandonment of the American systemA would nowproduce extended desolation and ruin . 1 5
Claiming that farmers and mechanics principally compose d
their party, Antimasonic leaders at the 1830 state conven -
tion declared "That the prosperity of the state of New-Yor k
is identified with the policy of the protecting system, an d
works of internal improvement ." 126 The Seneca Farmer
declared simply, "Antimasons are almost universally th e
friends of the tariff, and of American manufacturers . " 12 7
Reflecting the manufacturing interest within thei r
constituency, Antimasonic party leaders encouraged plans t o
support growing domestic industries . They praised th e
state's Tariff Convention as "dear to every patrioti c
American who can look upon the prosperity of the whol e
nation with pleasure .

. ."128 Responding to the millers
in Lyons and other important Antimasonic strongholds, part y
legislators introduced a bill to reduce fees for inspectin g
flour which would have " relieved to a large extent " manu-
facturers of flour . 129 Wayne and Seneca counties nominate d
Joseph S . Colt, a Palmyra merchant, for Congress in 1832 .
Bearing a classical and legal education and mindful of th e
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interests of "all the relations of society," he to o
advocated the American System : "Mr . Colt believes in the
protection of American industry and in the adaption o f
measures that will produce and secure a steady market fo r
the productions of the artisan, the mechanic and the farme r
of this country .-' 3 '
Men who had long championed the intervention o f
government in actively promoting business and industr y
eagerly seized upon the excitement of the Morgan turmoil a s
a rallying point against the Regency . As early as 182 1
future Antimason John C . Spencer bemoaned the "image prob-
lem" of the anti-Regency forces :
But above all, the bucktail leaders hav e
neither property, talents, character or any othe r
thing to set them up as objects of suspicion . They
are therefore identified with the people . On the
contrary our side presents best too many object s
for popular jealousy ; we have lately been driven
into opposition to the convention, and we are iden -tified with the federalists and their old principles .
The causes then on bucktail success and of our
failure, both unite to point out the remedy . Wemust be democratic, we must be on the side of th e
people ; if our adversaries are republicans, we must
be democrat' ; if they are democratic, we must bejacobinal . l,,i
Leading Antimasons expressed pleasure and relief i n
finding that President John Quincy Adams had never become a
Mason, but the events of 1828 had convinced Weed that con -
structing a united opposition against the Regency woul d
take time : "The game is played out, and as an administra-
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Lion party we are beat . Now what is to be done? I shal l
reply, as I have long done, upon the power of Anti-Masonry .
This can yet save the State .

. ." Weed expressed
regret that men in the eastern part of the state had no t
fully appreciated the potential political power of th e
western movement, and resolved to go it alone until practi -
cal political necessity led them to accept Antimasoni c
leadership . 13 2
But the rapid development of Antimasonry into an
anti-Bucktail party had the effect of driving Masoni c
Clintonians toward the Regency camp . Masons and uncompro -
mising National Republicans united in Chautauqua County an d
elsewhere "against intolerant and all-proscribing politica l
antimasonry . " 133 While Millard Fillmore believed early in
1829 that the new party would win a majority in the nex t
assembly,l34 by September Thurlow Weed admitted, "I have not
expected a majority in the next house, since the coalition
between the Regency and the Fraternity . " 135 Nevertheles s
Antimasons successfully elected Albert H . Tracy as thei r
first state senator, while gaining substantially more vote s
east of Cayuga Lake . 13 6
The strategy of identifying Masonry with Regenc y
won converts, for if Masons had not before united politic -
ally, the whole institution now stood conspicuousl y
partisan . Antimasons in the senate and assembly recom-
mended measures for an investigation of the Morgan
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kidnapping and its aftermath . In January, 1830, Livingston
County assemblyman Fhilo C . Fuller confided that Anti -
masonic legislators would move for the appointment of a
committee to consider repealing the charter of the Masoni c
Grand Chapter of New York on grounds that it had abused its
power . The new party, he believed, would " feed and grow
fat from opposition .' ' l37 The Regency-controlled legislatur e
impeded progress on this memorial, limited the investigative
power, and cut the salary of special prosecutor John C .
Spencer .
The association of the fraternity with the state ' s
majority party became even more pronounced, and Antimasoni c
presses wasted little time in employing the new politica l
capital . The Regency, they cried, "have taken Freemasonr y
under their special attention ." 138 The official part y
paper asserted ,
This shows a more intimate connexion between fre e
masonry and the government than many have been
willing to believe, or even suspect, but the candid
will not shut their eyes to the testimony . .
It is worth while for all thinking men to pause ,
and reflect upon the dangerous character of an
institution which thus obtains control over ever y
department of government, influencing them even t o
the protection of the violators of our laws and th e
offenders against public justice .l3 9
Long before the expanded inroads against th e
Regency occasioned by the Spencer affair, Weed and company
had paved the way for another extension of Antimasonry ' s
influence . Against the objections of those who sought onl y
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to eradicate the lodges, party leaders at the 1829 stat e
convention resolved to hold a national Antimasonic conven-
tion at Philadelphia on September 11, 1830, the fourt h
anniversary of Morgan's abduction . A delegation of 96 men
with an "array of learning and talents" composed the firs t
national party convention . 140 Under the firm control o f
the New York leadership, the resolutions committee carefull y
inserted praises of the American System and statements o n
national issues between denunciations of Masonic character
and activity . Taking another step toward national power ,
the delegates resolved to nominate a presidential candidat e
at a convention in Baltimore in September, 1831 . 14 1
Meanwhile Regency policy and Antimasonic praise for
the American System provided party leadership with realisti c
hopes to capture the governorship in 1830 . Another member
of the state central committee enthusiastically wrote Weed ,
The Canal Tolls have made Enemies to the Regenc y
who will fall into our ranks next fall--indee d
since the Election some of the Masons have come
to me and said they begin to think Anti-Masonr y
is bearable if it will have the Effect to bring
down the Regency and begin to Entertain the ide a
of voting with antimasons at the general Elec-
tion . 142
Having decided to nominate Francis Granger for governor ,
the leadership next struggled with the problem of a running
mate . James K. Livingston suggested "a respectable and
substantial man who will take and unite the vote of the ol d
Federal counties of New York .- 143 In the end they chos e
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Samuel Stevens, a popular New York City alderman active in
the struggle against Tammany Hall and prominent in the new
anti-Regency Workingmen ' s Party . The problems of reconcil -
ing the old Federalist counties in the Hudson-Mohawk Valle y
continued, and eastern Clay men complained when Antimasoni c
intrusion split the anti-Regency vote . 14 4
When Granger lost by only 8,000 votes to Bucktai l
Enos T . Throop, Antimasons had no difficulty in explaining
the outcome .

"The high and strictly adhering Clay masons ,
are our most deadly enemies . They are the men that have
defeated Mr . Granger, not so much from love to Mr . Clay, as
from malice towards Anti-masonry ." 145 The party even
gathered together a committee to investigate the election ,
and in March following they expressed shock at "the exten t
to which the votaries of masonry sacrificed their politica l
principles and attachment to the controlling and paramoun t
requisitions of their masonic obligations . " 146 One Anti-
masonic leader wrote Henry Clay (a Royal Arch Mason )
expressing his frustration at the eastern betrayal of th e
anti-Regency coalition :
They could not but know--they did know, that w e
here, were almost to a man American system men- -
That we were not Antimasons of the proscribin g
order--that we, by mixing freely with them no t
only gave tone to their politics but served t o
restrain their virulence . 14 7
Meanwhile, local public pressures had forced lodge s
throughout the state to surrender their charters, while
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many individual Masons seceded or ceased to attend meetings .
In September, 1829, the Jamestown Journal reported that som e
1000 Masons (including eighty ministers) had openl y
renounced the fraternity . 148 By March, 1829, eight lodge s
in Ontario and Monroe counties had dissolved, 149 whil e
nearly every chapter in Chautauqua and Wayne counties had
disbanded by the end of 1831 . 150 Most Antimasonic presses
insisted that Masonry had not been uprooted, that lodge
members continued to meet secretly . Yet it grew increas-
ingly apparent that the movement ' s original goal woul d
eventually succeed .
By mid-1831 the Antimasonic Party had reached the
apex of its influence . It had nearly won the gubernatorial
election, clearly outstripping the remnants of the Nationa l
Republicans as the leading anti-Bucktail force in the
state . Its constituents had succeeded in closing down
lodge after lodge, while convincing others that Masonr y
held sway over the Regency government . Antimasons gained a
majority for the first time in Wayne County in the 183 0
election, and Antimasonic candidates ran unopposed in th e
1831 Chautauqua fall election . Millard Fillmore receive d
widespread congratulation when he introduced his bill t o
abolish imprisonment for debt in 1831, while Bucktails fel t
" somewhat piqued that it should measureably owe its succes s
to the Antimasons . . . „15 1
The party, armed with a highly talented centra l
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organization and a grass-roots following of active zealots ,
looked toward nominating a presidential candidate at Balti-
more in September, 1831, and presenting its formula o f
conservatism and idealism to a national electorate .
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CHAPTER VI
POLITICS, PRINCIPLES AND PRAGMATISM
From its investigative origins, political Anti -
masonry had derived both its major strength and its chie f
weakness . The initial excitement had attracted men from
varied backgrounds, inflamed by the Masonic "stonewalling "
tactics in the Morgan affair that non-Masons viewed as a n
obstruction of justice . l The efforts of Thurlow Weed and
other political professionals to direct and shape the move-
ment into the leading anti-Regency party in New York ,
despite their acknowledged skills at forming coalitions and
forging compromises, ended in frustration and failure .
Internal bickering, already a central feature of the Anti -
masonic Party in 1828, reached fatal proportions as party
leaders increasingly sought to merge the war against th e
lodges with approval of measures championed by National
Republicans and friends of Henry Clay . Bucktails and
Jacksonians attacked the tenets of Antimasonry while
denouncing the coalition as indicative of the power -
mongering intentions of its leadership and the party ' s
lack of principle .
Still, Weed ' s success in outpolling the Nationa l
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Republicans in New York state gave his party a decide d
edge in the coalition against the Van Buren men in 1832 ;
and Antimasons would play a decisive role in formally
launching the Whig Party early in 1834 .
The Leadership Gains Contro l
Outraged citizens and seceding Masons had deal t
Weed and other anti-Regency men a severe blow in 1828 when
they disregarded the advice of the party leadership and
nominated Solomon Southwick for governor at the Baptis t
Church of Utica . Yet as Weed and others placed Southwick ' s
name at the head of the ticket in the Antimasonic press ,
they stressed the necessity of party discipline, confi-
dent that they would soon gain a controlling power . Com-
ments in the Jamestown Journal followed the political axiom
of " obeying in order to command . "2 The paper lamented that
Granger had not been replaced through the regular channels ,
but insisted it would follow the apparent direction o f
public opinion . 3
The Antimasonic leadership, however, sat back i n
disgust during the months of the campaign . After the elec-
tion Weed accused the National Republicans of damaging th e
Antimasonic cause, 4 yet party leaders knew well where the
greatest problem lay . "What is to be done with Southwick? "
asked Thomas C . Love rhetorically . "In the first plac e
Southwick must be seen and told the truth, that he is to o
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much of an old political hack for the cause to prosper
under his particular auspices .

. "5 No anti-Regenc y
coalition could be created without political control ove r
Antimasonry, and party leaders acutely understood the need
to tread lightly .
The first campaign of future President Millard
Fillmore was greatly tempered by the advice of anti-Regenc y
politicians in Buffalo and Erie counties . In October, 1828 ,
one correspondent advised the young lawyer to refuse an
Antimasonic nomination because some of "the anti Masoni c
men (I am told) in this place have heard that you are
rather waving in your faith, and therefore do not place s o
much confidence in you as formerly . "6 Another feared tha t
Fillmore was "acting dishonestly relative to the Ant i
Masonick question , " making " the people think you are at on e
time Anti Masonick and at another time Masonick . " He
advised Fillmore to give a strong public declaration o f
his stand . 7 A third correspondent counseled prudence, and
urged Fillmore to pursue a middle course in order to thwar t
Regency efforts to divide his support . 8
Though most party leaders provided Fillmore with a
wide variety of advice, most important Antimasons pleaded
with Weed, as editor of the Rochester Anti-Masonic Enquirer
and later of the Albany Evening Journal, not to alienate
sections of the movement ' s mass following . As early a s
April, 1828, a New York City Antimason complained to Weed ,
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" I have frequently to fight for you here .

. by swearing
you are truly honest in all your antimasonic notions ." 9
In June, Albert H . Tracy advised Weed " to keep cool" for a
while on state politics : "Perhaps it may be well from tim e
to time to indicate that the paramount interests of anti -
masonry cannot be sacrificed to any political considera-
tions . ." 10 Some feared that Weed ' s more grandios e
national ambitions, as well as his removal to Albany in
1830 to edit the party's new state press, had hindered hi s
powers to direct supporters in the west . Frederick
Whittlesey, a central committeeman from Rochester, warned ,
"I fear you look at things through a doubtful and cloud y
atmosphere at Albany, distorting all correct views of ou r
situation and darkening all the bright hopes which suc h
situation holds out . "1 1
Although Weed shrewdly returned to the good grace s
of the party faithful, his outspokenness and enthusias m
often created problems for the leadership . At the Albany
state convention in February, 1829, the resolution callin g
for the national convention at Philadelphia was surrounde d
by " an outward show of Antimasonry with all its verbiag e
and proscriptive declarations . "12 Solomon Southwick opened
the meeting with a long speech, and resolutions inquirin g
into the financial status of Morgan's widow won approval .
A further resolution designed to reconcile radicals dis-
avowed connection of the movement with other political
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parties . Yet days later, Weed's visit to Utica undermine d
most of what the resolutions may have gained, to the bitter
chagrin of local leaders :
A report is in circulation here that you declared
publicly a few days ago in this place that the prin-
ciple object of Anti-Masonry was to prostrate Va n
Buren. I repelled it as a slander on the motives o f
Antis and was offered a list that numerous affidavit s
of the fact could be procured . . . .
I have no idea that you have made such a remar k
seriously but if you have said any thing while her e
bordering upon it I beg you will inform me under wha t
circumstances it was made . 1 3
Weed nevertheless continued toward his goal with an
undaunted optimism : "Anti-Masonry grows like a young
turkey . It is heartsease to see things go so swimingly .
We cut loose from the National Republicans at the witching
moment ."l4
Coalition and Dissent
With the rise of the Workingmen ' s Party, a rival
anti-Regency force stemming from opposition to Tammany Hal l
in New York City, Weed and the Antimasonic leadership move d
quickly to bring the group under their control . First they
hoped to nominate Samuel Stevens, a "Workey" and popula r
New York City alderman as Antimasonic candidate for Lieu -
tenant Governor . At the same time they took steps t o
support legislation favorable to Workingmen ' s Party inter-
ests . The Albany Evening Journal condemned convict labor ,
complained that the higher canal tolls would hurt New Yor k
City, and endorsed the American System that favored " the
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interests of our own mechanics and workingmen to the
interests of British subjects ." 15 Early in 1830 a
Rochester Antimason complimented Weed, now a member of the
state assembly, "We are pleased with your bill exemptin g
Mechanics tools from tax, and I hope as you intimate tha t
you will say something on the Tax Subject as I anticipate d
it is a very Popular Measure

"16 The correspondent
also mentioned party involvement in local meetings t o
abolish imprisonment for debt, an issue pressed by the
party that culminated in Millard Fillmore ' s successful
bill . National Republican politicians also looked wit h
favor upon the Workingmen, most of whom could be found i n
the Adams camp two years before . Peter B . Porter wrote
Henry Clay that the "' Working Men's Party ' . . is already
spreading itself throughout the state . It will contain
most of the friends of the late administration and partic-
ularly your friends, and will form a rendezvous for al l
those, who detest and despise Jacksonism or Antimasonry .
It promises well ." 17
With the Antimasonic organization encompassing th e
weak National Republicans, Clay ' s friends now angled for
Antimasonic support . In May, 1830, Peter Porter informe d
Clay that the only political contest in western New Yor k
pitted the Antimasons against the Jacksonians, and tha t
Clay could not hope to carry the state in 1832 withou t
seceding from Masonry or strongly condemning the Morgan
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kidnapping . 18 Many Antimasons would rush to support Clay ,
but the fanatical element required accommodation . "The
more discreet and decent of them wish to support you, "
reported Porter, but the violent ones objected . "I say
you are a Mason, but like most other of the old and mos t
intelligent members not too serious about the institution "19
Although Porter entreated him to send a letter of his view s
that might be circulated among anti-Regency leaders, Cla y
balked at the suggestion, claiming to have lost interes t
in the " harmless institutio n " and having "long since cease d
to attend . " Yet he insisted upon taking the high ground :
After saying this much, I must add that I woul d
not renounce or denounce Masonry to be made Presiden t
of the United States not for any Force or any obliga-
tion which I stand under to it, but from the force o f
a much higher obligation that of honor . Still, I do
not think, my dear Sir, that such an explanation of
my feelings in this would do any good, and I therefor e
request that you will not use it . 20
For those Antimasonic leaders who had believed tha t
coalition with the National Republicans and Workingmen ' s
Party would lead to victory, the campaign of 1830 ended i n
bitter disappointment . At the party ' s convention in
February, Samuel Stevens of New York City received hi s
nomination in a speech that called for obtaining all pos-
sible votes, "whether Antimasons or not ." With an eye to
winning the old Federalist counties of the Hudson Valley ,
Antimasonic state senator William H . Maynard advised a
colleague that future convention resolutions should b e
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"mild, conciliatory, and inviting to individual members "
of the Masonic fraternity . 21 Delegates passed resolutions
championing the American System of the National Republica n
platform . The Southwick faction of "pure Antimasons "
angrily denounced this loss of principle, and unsuccess-
fully sought to hold separate nominations . 22 As early as
May, Weed reported, " The Workies are flagging, and will, I
think, die out, " and gubernatorial nominee Francis Grange r
found New York Workingmen to be in a complete chaos . 2 3
After the defection of Masonic Clay men in the east in
1830, the Antimasonic executive committee secretly met t o
decide that, although they could not support Clay directly ,
Antimasonic papers should abstain from attacking him and
attempt to conciliate his friends . Furthermore the Anti -
masonic fold must extend to include those ex-Masons who had
not formally renounced their membership . 24
Clay himself continued to hope that he migh t
receive Antimasonic support in the presidential campaign o f
1832, if National Republicans gave full backing to Anti -
masonic candidates in the state election . 25 Yet Clay
supporter and future historian of New York state politic s
Jabez Hammond observed that National Republican infidelit y
to the Antimasonic organization seemed "perfectly designe d
to commit Antimasons against Clay ." 26 Despite his refusa l
to issue a statement regarding the fraternity, Clay com-
pletely understood the situation in New York :
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The leaders of that party are undoubtedly aimin g
at political power, whilst the great mass of it i s
actuated honestly by the solid motive of pulling down
Masonry, which they believe to be a great evil . I t
would be perfectly consistent with the object of th e
leaders to support any candidate for the Presidency ,
Mason or Anti-Mason whose election they could secure .
But the difficulty with those leaders, in supporting
a candidate who was a Mason, would be that they coul d
not carry with them the body of their party .27
Thus, despite its political talents and fierc e
determination, the executive committee could not move t o
widen its constituency without alienating the large segmen t
of western men who had shown reluctance to support any
political party . Even the Lyons Countryman affirmed :
"The anti-masons will not ' swallow ' Mr . Clay ; but whether
his friends will 'swallow ' them, time alone can only deter -
mine! As a party, the anti-masons will never be guilt y
of as great a political sin, as it would be to suppor t
Mr . Clay for the Presidency ." 28 Solomon Southwick, th e
greatest critic of leadership maneuvers, did not accep t
his demotions from party power lightly . Leaders had not
only " talked to " Southwick concerning his future in Anti -
masonry, they had used their patronage power to replace hi s
National Observer with Weed ' s Albany Evening Journal . By
the end of 1830 Southwick referred to the man he had onc e
employed as a printer's apprentice as " the rank, foul and
profligate Weed of intrigue and corruption ." Antimasonr y
had come under the control of the unprincipled heathen :
[T]owards the close of the year, the cloven foo t
began to show itself, on the part of some of th e
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leaders of the party, and the banner of private ,
secret, and malignant hostility towards us, wa s
unfurled . The canting cry of carping hypocrites ,
was raised, and individuals, who are as destitut e
of private worth, private honesty, and politica l
independence, patriotism and sincerity, as they
are of moral and intellectual qualifications ,
meanly spread, in secret, their dastardly an d
cowardly insinuations . 2 9
Angry early adherents succeeded in passing a reso-
lution at the 1831 state convention warning the leadershi p
that they had not succumbed to party discipline : "Tha t
inasmuch as very erroneous sentiments respecting the views
of the Antimasonic party have been industriously circulated
by its enemies, we do hereby declare that we will not sup -
port any man for office under the state or General Govern-
ment who at the time of his nomination is an adherin g
Mason ." 30 That party leaders never accepted such a resolu-
tion as binding is evidenced by their search for the mos t
nationally prominent man to head the presidential ticke t
in Baltimore .
A National Party
A few party leaders spent much of 1831 decidin g
whom the delegates would "choose" at the national conven-
tion in September . The Antimasonic junta sounded out John
Quincy Adams and Daniel Webster, both of whom would likely
have accepted a nomination had the party seriously con-
sidered them . By August leading Antimasons had narrowe d
the field to John McLean, Supreme Court Justice ; Richar d
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Rush, Adams ' running mate in 1828 and his Secretary o f
the Treasury as well ; and John C . Calhoun, now totally a t
odds with President Jackson, but not yet the infamous
nullifier . Francis Granger appealed to Weed in despera-
tion :
Who are we to nominate? is a question put by al l
and as far as I can learn, answered by none . Tracy
has returned from Ohio and, it is said, brings word
that McLean has not the moral Courage to take a nomi-
nation in such manner as to do himself or us any good .
Tis just as I feared, he is anxious for our nominatio n
as a mere political Canal upon which to cruise around
and see what other Cargo he can take on board . I t
seems to be between Rush and Calhoun . My feelings ar e
with the former, but could the latter be placed upo n
the ground he occupied in 1822 he is the stronges t
man for any party .3 1
A Boston Antimason wrote Seward that a Rush nomina-
tion would draw much National Republican strength away fro m
Clay : "Should he be nominated at Baltimore, thousands o f
Tariff men will cordially support him in preference to Cla y
whom they have heretofore considered as the only man abl e
to defeat Old Hickory . „3 2
This strategy went no further, for Seward soon
received word from Pennsylvania that Rush had withdrawn
his name for consideration, further limiting Antimasoni c
prospects . 33 Calhoun, although he opposed Masonry, refuse d
to endorse Antimasonry openly . With the growing importanc e
of the tariff issue, Weed and company slowly turned awa y
from the idea of a Calhoun candidacy . Despite McLean ' s
ambiguous remarks concerning his intentions, Antimasonic
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leaders finally agreed upon him as the part y ' s presidential
nominee . New York City ' s leading Antimason, Henry Dan a
Ward, enthusiastically informed Thurlow Weed :
I wish you to know that on a careful perusal o f
the correspondence, Mr . Rush thinks Judge McLean ha s
already said enough to bind him in honor, to accep t
our nomination ; and he thinks with the judge at our
lead we can beat the Nabobs of Masonry on the firs t
trial .--I wish to keep Rus h ' s name before the public ,
and McLean ' s not out of sight ; then when the nomina-
tion comes, shift the scenes, and astonish th e
masons .3 4
Most Antimasonic delegates journeying to Baltimore in Sep -
tember were determined to vote for McLean . 3 5
They never had the chance . Before the convention
assembled on September 26, 1831, word came that Clay ha d
decided to accept the National Republican nomination i n
December . Wasting little time, McLean wrote to Albert H .
Tracy, by now in Baltimore, withdrawing his name . 36 Seward
confessed that the declination "fell like a wet blanke t
upon our warm expectations ." 37 Weed arrived "much embar-
rased" by the letter 38 but still very much in control o f
the New York delegation, whose members commanded most o f
the important offices and committees at the gathering .
Weed and the party leaders convinced Chief Justice John
Marshall, then in the city, to sit as a spectator at the
convention, but failed to lure him into a nomination . With
the selection already delayed one day, the leadershi p
agreed that William Wirt should serve as the party ' s stan-
dard bearer . 39
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The nomination of Wirt, an able lawyer who had
served as attorney general under James Monroe and John
Quincy Adams, constituted a last-minute effort by leader s
to unite anti-Jackson forces . Not only was Wirt a Mason ;
he also had been selected as a delegate to the Nationa l
Republican convention . Antimasonic leaders informed Wir t
that they did not expect him to make statements condemnin g
Freemasonry, and in a confidential letter Wirt assented to
the nomination "upon the terms he had avowed . "40 He
characterized the institution as "harmless " and the issue
of Masonry and Antimasonry "as a fitter subject for farc e
than tragedy . . . ." The power of the presidency ought
not " to be prostituted to the purpose of a blind and unjus t
proscription, involving innocence and honour with guilt and
treason .

"41 The Antimasonic leadership read this
strange acceptance with the hope that National Republicans
would see the logic of unity against Jackson and nominate
fellow delegate Wirt rather than Clay . By January, after
the nomination of Clay, and ill in his bed, Wirt longed t o
withdraw, insisting that "I consented to be nominated for
the single purpose of union . " Yet Clay, Weed, and Wir t
himself knew that such a move would only cause a separat e
nomination by Antimasonic dissenters . "[T]here is no more
chance for Clay with the Anti-Masons, " observed Wirt ,
"' than for the Pope of Rome . "' 4' 2
The selection of Wirt seemed to please both th e
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Antimasons and the Jacksonian opposition . Philo C . Fuller
expressed his satisfaction and relief to Millard Fillmore :
I believe for myself the nomination is as strong
as any one which could have been made under any cir-
cumstances--At all events under those which did exist ,
we were most fortunate . . . .
Thank God it is done--and I believe well done :
but I tell you, the fewer National Conventions we
have to nominate Presidents and Vice Presidents the
better .43
If Fuller exhibited weariness, Amos Kendall seemed
jubilant over his employer ' s prospects for re-election .
Writing to a New England Jacksonian, Kendall urged th e
party presses to do all they could to widen the Antimasonic
schism :
In relation to the nomination of Baltimore, I
think the Jackson papers in your quarter shoul d
boldly take the ground that the honest antis have
been betrayed by a few political managers who go t
into the Baltimore convention and are attemptin g
by nominating a mason without renunciation to sel l
and transfer the party for the benefit of a fe w
political aspirants . The facts of the case thrus t
home upon them in every shape would make a strong
impression on the undesigning rank and file o f
their party . Indeed, if this event be well handled ,
it will go far to destroy that party . 44
Even without the Baltimore convention, the cours e
of state politics in 1831 further weakened the hold o f
Antimasonic leaders over many New Yorkers, especially i n
the western strongholds . The state convention at Albany
provided an account of the recent trials at Lockport, whil e
delegates complained that the expiration of the statute o f
limitations had frustrated their attempts to punish thos e
guilty of the Morgan murder :
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The probabilities are now strong, that the catas-
trophes of this wide spread conspiracy will never b e
judicially established, which leads us to the alarm-
ing conclusion, that freemasonry has been bold enoug h
in this land of laws, to perpetrate a deed of blood ;
and powerful enough in the strength of her appalling
oaths, to successfully set at defiance the require-
ments of justice .4 5
The sense of betrayal was not an invention of Amo s
Kendall . One Antimasonic leader from Lockport bitterl y
attacked Weed for refusing to publish the convention reso-
lutions, including the one prohibiting the party fro m
nominating an unrenounced Mason : "I see you do not like
the Resolutions of the State Convention .

. They bring
in five fast friends where they drive one from us . I t
began to be a matter of general inquiry here, why you did
not publish the Resolutions . Milk is good for babies ; but
men require something more substantial . "46 Solomon South-
wick, meanwhile, spent the 1831 campaign lecturing in
Albany, on " proving Christianity to be a Divine Revela-
tion ."47
With his eyes on the presidential election of 1832 ,
Weed's interests in the 1831 state election centered aroun d
retaining the Antimasonic organization while holding th e
National Republicans to a secondary anti-Regency force .
"Nothing can be done this year, in New York," he wrot e
William Seward . "I advised strongly against any nomina-
tion of our friends, but they seem anxious to try thei r
strength, of which they will expose their weakness . "48 To
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Granger he confided, "The prospect now is that our Ticke t
will beat the ' Nationals . ' This is all we want to begi n
with ." 49 To the Antimasonic faithful Weed insisted, "Al l
mere personal considerations should be merged in the ques-
tion of duty .' .5 0
In the shorter term, however, leadership polic y
managed to alienate both Clay Masons and "pure" Antimasons .
"What are the causes of this unexpected check in th e
advance of the ' blessed spirit? '" asked Seward following
the November election . " Clay masons voted the Jackson
ticket--those Clay men who weren't Masons did not vote- -
the motive . . . to break down Antimasonry and thereby com-
pel the withdrawal of Mr . Wirt in favor of Mr . Clay and
compel also Mr . Calhoun ' s friends to come to the standar d
of the Kentucky Chief ." 51 Frederick Whittlesey reporte d
the loss of Wayne and Seneca counties " over which we ough t
to have had undisputed dominion, " and attributed the
decline of party fortunes to voter apathy . 52 Weed bemoaned
the losses in the party strongholds : "In some of the west -
ern counties, where Antimasonry is as firmly established a s
the rocks and the mountains, we have been beaten--no t
because our opponents have increased, or our friends
diminished in numbers ; but solely because antimasons di d
not go to the polls ." 5 3
From the packet boat Paragon plying the tranqui l
waters of the Erie Canal, Albert H . Tracy reflected upon
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the effect of party politics upon the movement arisin g
from the Morgan excitement :
I never believed it possible to succeed by th e
influences of political action alone . Nothing short
of an ardent enthusiasm, producing a fanatic spiri t
of proselytising could supply the requisite energy to
make head against an organized and efficient party
always in possession of place and powers . . . .
Political organization has been necessarily resorted
to as its substitute and it was inevitable that as the
question assumed more and more the character of a
political struggle individual zeal and excitemen t
would diminish .5 4
Men who had risen against the hierarchy and power o f
Masonic lodges had now begun to condemn and secede from
what they viewed as a corrupt, manipulative organization
that their support had helped foster .
The Siamese Twin Party
Despite the many problems, by 1832 Weed and other
party leaders had formed an electoral alliance with th e
stat e ' s National Republicans, creating what Regency presses
labeled a "Siamese-twin Party . " In February a prominent
National Republican excitedly reported to Clay a projec t
in which the fortunes of the organizations would unite ,
with the Antimasons selecting presidential electors pledge d
to Clay in return for National Republican support for th e
Antimasonic gubernatorial ticket . "Only the old Federal-
ists could effect this bond, " he observed, and asked Cla y
to correspond with such old patroons as Chancellor Kent ,
General Van Rennselaer and Abraham Van Vechten . 55 Anti -
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masons expressed approval of their plan shortly before th e
state convention in June . Orville L . Holley voiced hi s
confidence to Seward :
The decided expediency of putting in nomination
an unpledged electoral ticket seems to be assente d
to, and I think will prevail . . . . The nomination
will be ours, an Antimasonic nomination ; and no
pledges will be asked, because it would give needles s
offense and produce needless difficulty and embarass-
ment, and being satisfied with the names ourselves ,
we hope our friends in the interior will receive them
cordially, the certain result being favorable ,
eminently favorable, to the general and permanen t
interests of the Antimasonic cause as well as th e
cause of the country .5 6
Samuel Stevens insisted that Antimasonic delegates concil-
iate the Clay men, 57 while Albert H . Tracy thought, "Very
much depends on the character of our state convention to
keep the nationals quiet ." 5 8
After the delegates had met, organizational prob-
lems arose . Many counties neglected to send delegates ,
while resolutions avoided the topic of Masonry to placate
Masonic National Republicans . 59 Nevertheless, quarrel s
threatened to break out between the two organizations i n
local elections . Weed recalled the great "difficult y
experienced in aranging local nominations--a difficulty
which rendered it necessary that an influential Clay man
as well as a Wirt man should attend district and county
conventions . "60 Meanwhile, former Federalist theoreticia n
Chancellor Kent headed the coalition electoral ticket .
Peter Porter told Clay that the great dilemma lay i n
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securing Masonic support . 61 Even important Antimason s
began to question the coalition strategy, with Sewar d
refusing to "agree to the scuttling of Wirt" 62 and Tracy
fearing " that the antimasonick enthusiasm which has give n
us such overwhelming majorities in some of the western
counties will flag . .

"63
Men who had utilized every vile epithet printabl e
in party presses spent the next few months commending eac h
other . Antimasonic zealot Myron Holley calmly observed ,
"To sacrifice unessential differences of opinion for the
public good, every liberal mind will acknowledge to b e
commendable and patriotic . "64 Fredonia Censor editor Henry
C . Frisbee, formerly an anti-Clintonian but now a Clay ma n
and an unrenounced Mason, observed that National Republi-
cans and Antimasons held many views in common . 65 When no
opposition had been mounted against Chautauqua Antimason s
in 1831, he had cried, " Give them rope " ; 66 but as the 183 2
elections neared he asked, "where will you find a mor e
genteel or better 'proportioned' gentleman than Frank
Granger?" 67 The Jamestown Journal perceived the logic of
a National Republican alliance : "Coinciding with us in
most public measures, they can have no objections to our ,
candidates, except on the ground of their being anti -
masons . "68 The Antimasonic New York Whig, in an
apparent appeal to eastern and Clay Masons, temporarily
laid aside the usual rhetorical rubbish regarding "hones t
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yeomanry" :
Our friends, however, in other states, will no t
despair of New York, although antimasonry has her e
taken strong hold of the upper classes . Our ticke tin this state is composed of characters so high, a s
to command the unqualified support of the honest me n
of a party opposed to antimasonry .--Having a ready
interest with the lower classes, and a mighty gri p
upon the most eminent men in our country, anti -
masonry advances towards the goal of victory, wit h
accelerated velocity . 6 9
The rhetoric of the two parties regarding Andre w
Jackson and the Albany Regency proved nearly identical .
Both parties in Chautauqua County condemned Jackson' s
defiance of the Supreme Court in the Cherokee case and hi s
Bank veto, while approving of the Senate ' s rejection o f
Martin Van Buren as Minister to Britain . 70 Antimasoni c
presses continued to turn the religious tendencies of thei r
readers to political advantage : "At one place, peacefu l
and pious missionaries, faithfully discharging their Chris-
tian duties, doing good and removing evil, are seized an d
thrown into Prison with Felons and murderers, though them -
selves blameless of all offense, except that of obeying th e
instructions of their Divine Master!" 71 Antimasons attacke d
the Regency for retarding internal improvements and main-
taining a high schedule of tolls on the canals . 7 2
Perhaps the predominant issue of the campaig n
centered on the Regency banking system, an entity appar-
ently so evil that it replaced the monster of Masonry . In
the party ' s legislative address, Seward condemned th e
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politicization of state finances :
The bank commissioners are active and zealou s
partizans, and the facilities for exercising politi -
cal influence afforded, by the nature of thei rduties, render them eminently useful . The increas e
of their salaries was therefore sustained by their
partizans in the senate .7 3
Antimasons condemned the Regency "money changers," whil e
lauding the United States Bank as "one of the most impor-
tant institutions of the country ." 74 Whereas widows and
orphans owned a large part of the foreign holdings of th e
Bank of the United States, Jacksonian office holders ha d
employed violent foreign mercenaries to terrorize innocen t
voters at the polls :
Axes, knives, paving stones and bricks, werethe arguments used by the FOREIGN mercenaries whowere under pay by Albany Regency . American citi-
zens, in the peaceful discharge of their electora l
duties, were attacked with knives, and assaulte d
with paving stones .
Our rights and our liberties are not only gone ,
but our LIVES are at the mercy of abandoned foreigners ,
instigated by the still more abandoned offic eholders .7 5
The use of the foreign issue for the benefit of economic
interests not only drew the appeal of the conservative an d
religious adherents of Antimasonry ; it foreshadowed the
later attraction of western New Yorkers to Anti-Catholi c
and nativist movements .
For "pure" Antimasons the true mercenaries were
those who had betrayed the crusade against the fraternit y
to the interests of party politics . In announcing the
publication of an Antimasonic paper at Lockport in May ,
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1832, the new editor promised never to deviate from th e
cause :
That all doubt as to the objects of the propose d
print may be obviated, the Editor pledges himself
that not the most remote allusion shall be made in
its columns to any one of the many other distract-
ing topics which now engage the attention o f
politicians . Pure and unadulterated Republican
Anti-Masonry he repeats, shall alone be the them eof his labours . 7 6
One party adherent inquired of Granger :
Was it right for such men as did bargain with th e
Clay leaders, that if they would support Grange r
and Stevens, they would bring the Antimasons tosupport Clay electors . Are you friendly to thes e
proceedings? Will it not be the ruin of our party
if acquiesced in by the people .7 7
Other expressions of discontent, such as John
Crary's broadside, wreaked greater damage to the party' s
electoral performance than on the collected conscience o f
its leaders . The running mate of Southwick in 1828 ,
"Honest John," had also repudiated the later path taken by
the Weed faction and described himself as one of the "mar-
tyrs in the cause of antimasonry ." He condemned " the
necromancy of modern parties " in shunning ideals for sel-
fish ambition :
The policy at present pursued, and which is
most likely to be continued, must forever preven tthe triumph of antimasonry ; for it can only succeed ,
not only by making it political, but by considering
it politically paramount to every other subject . . . .
In 1828, the object was the destruction of free-
masonry--now it is the protection of it, for th e
benefit of all those who will connive at the hypoc-
risy of the party . In 1828, antimasons abandoned
their political parties for the cause of antimasonry
--now they abandon the cause of antimasonry for the
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sake of resuscitating the old Adams party for th e
benefit of Mr . Clay, and unite with the masons wh o
are in favor of him . 7 8
Even established party leaders began to questio n
the course laid out by Weed . George Boughton had feare d
that a coalition might disillusion western voters and swing
counties into the Jackson camp . 7g Weed, he said, could no t
afford to ignore the issue of Masonry : $ 0
It is a truth that the people do fear there i s
something more than the spontaneous and unpledge d
support of the Clay men of our ticket, and they ar e
"ill at ease" on account of it . And i am sorry to
say that your paper is not calculated to allay thos e
fears in the infected district . You have of late so
little antimasonry and so much Jackson and Van Bure n
and occasional plaudits of National Republicans that
fears will crop into good men's hearts, tho they le t
them not . 81
John C . Spencer, who had presided at the Baltimor e
convention, insisted that continued success depended upo n
" genuine principles , " and urged Weed to print excerpts from
local Antimasonic papers to give them "heart and hope ."8 2
He emphasized that Weed ' s course lacked pragmatism as wel l
as principle : "I know the delicacy of your situation, but
I am persuaded you can lose nothing and may gain much, b y
avowing firmly our anti-masonic principles ." 8 3
The Antimasonic elite nervously suspected that th e
contagion of "ultraism" had invaded their circle, fearin g
the course they might pursue at the party ' s convention .
Seward, who had expressed reservations on the coalition
himself, suspected Spencer ' s fidelity : "He will go to the
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Convention I fear ultra in his course as to Anti Masonry .
Discretion is a virtue very important to be exercised jus t
now . Weed writes in rhapsodies about our prospects at th e
East . "84 William Maynard feared that Antimasonic stalwart s
would ruin chances of coalition at the state gathering :
But if they misbehave and do foolish things, the y
will ensure our defeat and stop the progress o f
our cause . I hope they will do nothing excep t
simply perform the acts for which they are appointed .
There is always more danger in doing too much rather
than not enough .8 5
In October, 1832, the Chautauqua County Antimasonic
corresponding committee issued a broadside defending the
coalition from external and internal attack . Granger and
Seward had carried the county in 1830 despite "the misrepre-
sentations of a licentious and corrupt press, the falsehood s
of bold and unprincipled electioneers mingling among us ,
and the free circulation of perjured affidavits and forge d
reports of trials ." National Republicans, who had onc e
united with the Regency against the Antimasonic majority in .
the county, had now repudiated their former ties in ligh t
of the abominable practices of the Regency :
Divide and conquer, is the watch word of our
adversaries . Our strength has been too well ascer-
tained in the repeated defeats they have suffered ,
to allow them to hope for success while we remai n
united . Various expedients have been resorted to ,
and none will be left untried, to induce a portio n
of you, either to desert your candidates and remai n
at home during the election, or drive from the
support of your class of politicians, of whose ser-
vices, in this state, they have heretofore, mos t
gladly availed themselves in their time of need, but
who have since been severed from their association
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by the abuses and corruptions they have witnessed ,
and who now come forward with a generous devotion t o
the public welfare .

it
. .
The Regency strategy may have helped in defeating
the coalition, yet Weed's attempt to walk the politica l
tightrope had been doomed at the start, alienating both
loyal Masons and Antimasons . Granger wrote : "I mourn in
bitterness that the nincompoopery of the order should have
thrown this proud state from us ." 87 Disappointed by the
National Republican showing in the east, Granger now
expressed concern for the Antimasonic counties in the west :
We have suffered a perfect Waterloo defeat . .
Clay Masons who have cost us two votes for one ,
have played false . . We now have no way t o
show our people that they were not betrayed by us- -
we must devise some means to show it was a Wir t
ticket . 8 8
Western Antimasons, however, had already defecte d
in droves . A Rochester party man deplored the loss of a
" great many of the honest thinking farmers in the county
who have heretofore been the backbone of our party ." 89
Granger likewise lamented that the defectors came "from the
pure 'best cut' Antimasons," and observed in a confidentia l
letter to Weed, "We shall lose more in the west by the Clay
men that all we shall gain by them ." 90 Tracy decried th e
permanent damage that the temporary coalition had brough t
upon the party :
Paltering with the Nationals for their coopera-
tion was a false step . We should have been as much
and more beaten if we had not--but afterwards ther e
would have been "some ground of principle to rall y
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on" . . . . Besides it was our business to have
known we could not succeed anyhow and to have kep t
in reserve for the future instead of sacrificing al l
for the impracticable present .91
The Counterattack a&ainst Antimasonry
The exterior assault against the doctrine of Anti -
masonry, though dictated in part by practical politica l
necessity, arose from the same changes and conflicts tha t
had produced the struggle against Masonry . The first thrus t
concerned the new party ' s activists : the charge that the y
were broken-down politicians and opportunists unfit fo r
office . Their only motivations, declared the delegates a t
the Wayne County Regency meeting in 1831, stemmed from " a
common desire to win the honors and emoluments of office" 9 2
and their lust "for the golden streams which issue from th e
fountain of the Treasury ." 93 Henry C . Frisbee of the
Fredonia Censor charged his Antimasonic counterpart with
blatant opportunism :
Is there any man who, in his sober senses, does not
believe Mr . Newcomb would without the least compunc-
tions of conscience, murder William Morgan in col d
blood, if he had the opportunity, rather than hav e
him return to destroy the excitement which he i s
endeavoring to promote, to his own advantage? W e
venture to predict there is not one .9 4
Opponents of political Antimasonry, especiall y
Regency men, realized just as quickly that politicians wer e
busily molding the excitement into an organization tha t
could present a challenge for state power . In August ,
1828, the Albany Argus called attention to the motivations
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of Weed in promoting Antimasonry :
He is the stipendiary tool of Mr . Clay, a mason o f
the highest rank, and the go-between of the Cabinet ,
nearly all of whom are high masons . . . . [H] e
visited Washington, and after a closer and mor e
fraternal understanding with his employers, obtained
means for the establishment of pretended anti-masoni c
presses . 9 5
Antimasons formed a "[c]oalition party waiting for oppor-
tunity, "96 and the alliance with the Workingmen in 1830
constituted "a miserable bribe, an odious coalition o f
parties that have intrinsically no fellowship with each
other ." 97 The Baltimore nomination of a mason, William
Wirt, presented "a precious farce, " 98 eagerly taken up b y
Antimasonic opponents .
In 1832 a Wayne County convention of Regency
supporters again cited Antimasonic support of Masons and
appealed to the party following to take heed :
The avowed enemies of masonry are in fraterna l
embraces with the supporters of a Royal Arch Mason .
It is a barefaced union of physical numbers, fo r
the sole and flagrant purpose of obtaining Office
and Power .--Can honest men who vote for it know
whether they are giving their suffrage for Mr . Clay
or Mr . Wirt--for a friend or a foe? 9
The Wayne County Regency convention of 1829 issued a typi -
cal appeal to those "honest Antimasons" :
We entertain charitable and respectable feel-
ings toward very many members of the antimasoni c
party--we believe them to be actuated by pur e
motives ;--but when we call to mind who their prin-
cipal leaders and agitators are, we, as friends o f
good order and government, are alarmed and astounde d
of the remotest possibility of their being success -
ful in their sinister designs .10 0
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Yet when an election was not imminent, attacks on
so-called "honest Antimasons " illustrated deep-seate d
differences and hostility . Those opposing Antimasonry
frequently referred to themselves as " the friends of toler-
ation and equal rights" and they labeled Antimasons
"intolerant and proscriptive" and a threat to the civi l
liberties of republicanism . The Oneida Observer reasoned ,
"Antimasonry cannot be republicanism, because it denies th e
enjoyment of equal rights to all . It cannot be republican -
ism, because it assumes to take cognizance of men's con -
sciences, and seeks, by inflicting punishments of political
disabilities, to prevent the free enjoyment of opinion . " 10 1
If Antimasons believed that republicanism could not exis t
without Christianity, their opponents insisted that onl y
sentiments of toleration would guarantee the survival o f
the republic : "Oppose masonry, if you will, but in doin g
so we beseech you not to violate all the CHARITIES of life- -
poison not the streams of SOCIAL INTERCOURSE--invade no t
the liberties of speech and the freedom of opinion ." 102
Opponents foresaw the effects of the proscriptive tenden-
cies which later gave rise to anti-Catholic and nativis t
feeling in western New York :
If it is possible for a party based upon suc h
shallow foundations, to succeed in its unhallowe d
and greedy aspirations after power, we have caus e
to tremble for our liberties,--there can be no
security for any class or sect, civil or religious .
What shall prevent other excitements against any
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society of men? All political, all religious right s
may be thus invaded and destroyed . 103
Antimasons, it was heatedly argued, threatene d
religious rights because they constituted a Christian party
in politics . As such they threatened to establish a unio n
of church and state which might then lead to an inquisition
in America :
For it is as plain as noon day, that the same
proscription and persecution--the same clamors and
denunciations, with no shadow of difference in prin-
ciple, may be encouraged and directed against an y
class of men, any sect of RELIGION, or any professio n
whatever . In vain have our statesmen, our philanthro-
pists and patriots, endeavored to fence round b y
constitutional safe-guards the freedom of religiou s
opinion . 10 4
Those who did not fear the immediate establishmen t
of an ecclesiastical order, nevertheless condemned the
pious preaching of the Antimasonic moral minority, admittin g
that they felt "nauseated with such continual doses o f
self conceit and self-righteousness . "105 A Palmyra Regenc y
man, defending his efforts for the party against the coali-
tion ticket of 1832, spoke in harsh terms against th e
influence of organized religion on the campaign :
It is enough to say that we had to combat the
forces of political antimasonry, political masonry ,
old fashioned federalism, and the "religious partyinpolitics"--with a deacon of the latter stamp o n
this assembly ticket . The entire Presbyterian
society of this town, (with barely three or four
truly honorable exceptions,) were rallied on th e
side of the "coalition ." Numbers of them ol d
federal fathers of the church, who had for many
years abstained from voting at elections, from " con-
sciencious scruples," went forth and gave their
votes for the "Lord's side," as they expressed it .
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Members of the church were dragged from their sick
beds and carried to the polls . The deacons, head-
men and clergy of the society, including no les s
than four of the latter class, descended to the
electioneeringarena--some of them occupying thei rstands at the polls during the whole three days o f
the election--pretending that their religious dut y
called upon them to "put down the infidel Jackson, "
on account of his "barbarous persecutions of th e
poor Missionaries, " &c &c . 10 6
Opponents of Antimasonry occasionally accused the
movement of many of the same evils that had been brought t o
bear against Masonry . Antimasons, they claimed, acted in
an un-Christian manner by persecuting those with whom they
disagreed . In proscribing one portion of society by advo-
cating their exclusion from political and religious
participation, they had effected a rift in the community . 10 7
Antimasonry, not Masonry, proved "factious, turbulent, an d
peace-destroying, " and stood "hostile to the best interest s
and domestic tranquility of the country . "10 8
The Demise of Antimasonr y
"Pure" or "ultra" Antimasons in the west, unaffected
by such ideological onslaughts, continued to believe in th e
cause, though they could no longer follow the leadership o f
Weed and the New York elite . Massachusetts Antimason
Benjamin F . Hallett, who edited the only Antimasonic dail y
apart from Weed's paper, revealed his exasperation in 1833 :
It is with extreme regret that I perceive your
paper has apparently abandoned the cause of Anti-
masonry. I see no allusion to that subject in the
columns of the Journal, and I am obliged to infe r
that you have become tired of the subject . .
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I feel anxious to know whether I can still rely o n
your cooperation . . . . This is the 4th letter I
have written to you . I have received no answer .10 9
An Auburn Antimason refused Seward ' s request to write cir-
culars for the party ' s upcoming town elections :
I am convinced that every and all efforts t o
root out the institution are justifiable--but I am
seriously inclined to believe that little ver y
little has been done by political Anti Masonry t o
effect this object . And the evidences are very
strong which go to confirm the supposition that the
extinction of Free Masonry is but a secondary objec t
with those who assume to control the Anti Masoni c
party .110
When the Jamestown. Journal condemned the Regency ' s tarif f
stand in February, 1833, it could very well have been
applied to Antimasonry : " Party discipline, when enforced
with such severity as to supress the free and spontaneou s
voice of the free people, becomes indeed a fearful despot -
ism; a despotism more to be dreaded than the enactment o f
arbitrary laws, or the march of armies ." Il l
Western Antimasons, disgusted over the machination s
of the state's party leaders, kept their own organization s
strong and " principled" in the 1833 campaigns . At the
county convention in October, Chautauqua Antimason s
insisted they had not abandoned the one true course :
Resolved, That the institution of freemasonry
stands first on the catalogue of evils which dis-
turbs the prosperity and endangers the free insti-
tutions or this our highly favored land. That i t
is a secret and deadly foe to the principles of our
government . . . .
Resolved, That we, having inscribed upon our
banner "Opposition to Freemasonry," should be justly
chargeable with inconsistency and dereliction from
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the principles which characterise us as a party ,
were we to withdraw that opposition, or cease t o
exert all our energies, until we have effected a
total surrender of its unholy principles and
practices . 11 2
When the campaign ended in defeat, the Journal condemned
the orgiastic Masonic celebration : "They went ' from labo r
to refreshment .' Guns were fired--shouts and hurra s
resounded in the streets--drunken men were made drunker- -
wine was urged on such as called themselves ' cold water
men' and antimasons freely abused by their boon corn-
panions ." 113 Wayne County Antimasons won a majority on th e
board of supervisors in February, but by October the part y
central committee eschewed the title "Antimasonic," calling
instead for a meeting concerning "Opposition to the Albany
Regency and the Grand Lodge ." 11 4
By the election of 1832 party leaders had concluded
that the Antimasonic title had outlived its usefulness .
Months after he headed the coalition electoral ticket ,
Chancellor Kent gleefully inquired of Seward, "Where is the
Antimasonic Party? Gentle Shepherd! tell me where . I hope
with the receptacle of things lost on earth . Lets brush
away this ugly cob-web, and stand up for a fair, honest ,
gentlemanly cause . "115 In November, 1833, Weed proclaime d
in the Journal ,
We are glad that the election has disinfected the
8th district of anti-masonry; not that anti-masonry
is the worst thing we have to deal with, but it ha s
too narrow a base for a general party, and is, with
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all, too peculiar in its doctrine, for politica l
operations . 11 6
Timothy Childs had written Weed from Rochester before the
campaign had ended, urging the calling of a convention t o
dissolve formally the Antimasonic Party and reunite anti -
Regency elements for 1836 : "We want all our forces for the
coming fight for president--it is the thing and the mor e
you think of it the more you will be in favor of it ." ll 7
The official dismemberment of the party occurre d
late in March, 1834, in Washington . Philo C . Fuller
reported, "I should think poor antimasonry was pretty
effectually deposited in the Tomb of General Politics ." 118
Yet in that eighth senatorial district, which included Chau-
tauqua County, Antimasons carried town elections "wherever
the question was brought to bear ." 119 James B . Lowry o f
the Chautauqua central committee, representing one of the
most intensely Antimasonic areas of the county, argued in
vain against the dissolution of the party :
I am convinced that a want of confidence exist s
among anti-masons at present in this state, partly
owing to a lack of success heretofore, and partl y
for want of confidence in many of the leading me n
in the Eastern Section of the State--both of whic h
ought to be remedied if possible . Will it, or can
it be done by the disorganizing measure of becoming
Whigs--by a tangling alliance with those men who o f
all others ought not to expect much support fro m
anti-masons .
All the leading antimasons that I have con -
versed with of late are decided that they will not
support a ticket which is not antimasonic, o r
friendly to antimasons . If we are to be trodden
down by masonry it matters not whether it be by
Jackson or Clay masonry . 12 O
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Lowry need not have protested so vehemently over this las t
move of the leadership ; the prime movers had deserted hi s
cause years before .
That attacks on "pure" Antimasonry from within o r
without would later resemble criticisms of the Whig Part y
was inevitable . Weed and other state party leaders had
succeeded in carrying most Antimasoniy adherents into the
Whig Party, but the prevailing and developing ideas of thi s
constituency continued to shape their political crusad e
against what came to be called the Democratic Party . And
though many people became disillusioned with their politi-
cal participation, still they drifted toward the ballot box
to battle new evils inconsistent with their definition o f
republicanism .
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CHAPTER VI I
THE LEGACY OF ANTIMASONRY
Despite the failure of Antimasonry as a politica l
party capable of rallying the opponents of the Albany
Regency around its banner, the movement succeeded on almost
all accounts . It temporarily eradicated Freemasonry in New
York, leaving a strong hostility toward the institution
apparent years after the reestablishment of lodges in th e
late 1840's . The nature of its attack on the lodge s
strongly contributed to molding a new ethos in communitie s
throughout the state . It schooled adherents for role s
they would later play in abolitionist and nativist move-
ments, and as members of the evangelical or "conscience "
wing of the Whig Party . Most importantly, it left a socia l
and political legacy that associated republicanism with
certain standards of moral conduct and belief .
Under the Whig Standard
As Antimasonry collapsed under the strain o f
coalition, and with the National Republicans firml y
entrenched as fellow Whigs, Weed and the machine politi-
cians belatedly sought to keep the allegiance of the dis-
enchanted among the Antimasonic brethren . They generall y
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succeeded in retaining their adherents, for most New Yor k
Antimasons followed their leaders into the Whig Party in
1834 . In so doing they did incur some losses, includin g
the support of Albert Tracy . In 1834 Tracy had warned o f
Regency men " directing unwonted efforts toward the
infected district," and argued that the original Anti -
masonic county leaders should continue to direct anti -
Regency politics in the west :
The great danger arises from the rampant desir e
of the nationals to make everything Whig and th e
jealousy of rigid antimasons that this is som e
scheme of selling them out to Clay whom many o f
them dislike more even than they do Jackson--But I
trust with prudence and vigilance we shall ge talong without much loss--it is to be done however
only by preserving our antimasonic organization in
every thing but the state ticket which I believ e
there is a willingness should be called Whig pro-
vided it has no mason on it . '
Tracy had heard Lowry ' s report on Chautauqua County Anti -
masonry, and concluded that the party had no effectiv e
central organization . " Still I don ' t wonder," he admitted ,
" that their stomachs revolt at swallowing national repub-
licanism though it may be sugared over by Whiggism . " 2
Within a year Tracy's own disaffection led him to forsak e
his Antimasonic colleagues for the Regency camp .
In 1834 Tracy and the party leadership agreed upo n
Jesse Buel, a former Regency man who might arrest the
defections to the Democrats, as the Whig candidate for
governor . A Utica leader argued, " In my judgment it wil l
be madness to think of nominating either an ultra nationa l
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or an ultra anti . Take an old democrat and then you
secure the bolters here and elsewhere . " S Buel, however ,
opposed the Second Bank of the United States . Seward ,
himself at best ambivalent on the issue, insisted that Bue l
stood the best chance of election, and he should continu e
expressing his opinions unrestrained : "I have no philoso -
phy which will induce me to consent to our being beaten i f
we can prevent it . "4 Conflict between Buel and Whi g
leaders on the Bank of the United States soon rendered hi s
candidacy untenable, and the now pragmatic Seward receive d
his party's nomination. Yet the loosely organized Whig s
could only offer him fragmentary support . An old Nationa l
Republican wrote Peter Porter in October bemoaning th e
absence of activity in the Eighth Senate District border -
ing Lake Erie, and warned that without action to counter -
act heavy Regency campaigning in the western counties ,
Seward's cause appeared hopeless . Regency attacks on the
Bank and the entire question of banking had confused many ,
he claimed, and these arguments would tell at the polls . 5
With the Whig party soundly defeated, Weed despaired a t
the unpopularity of the new anti-Regency organization :
The longer we fight Jacksonism, with our pre -
sent weapons, the more it won't die! [W]e are in
the condition of the old federalist party . The
people are against us, and they won ' t change in
our favor as long as the existing party lines ar e
drawn . 6
Weed proposed to initiate a war upon the Regency bankin g
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system in an attempt to weaken that part y ' s democratic
image as well as its economic power .
Governor Marcy's Regency plan to lend funds to
state banks during the deflationary crisis of the Bank Wa r
had helped stimulate the formation of the Whig Party in
1834, but Regency banking policy had helped scuttle Anti -
masonic political hopes for several years . In 1832 a
letter to Fillmore warned of the dangers of passing a bil l
establishing a bank in Steuben County, which had given an
Antimasonic majority in 1830 . Frederick Whittlesey
remarked that the prospective "commissioners are of a
strong Regency cut . . . who if their names are retained
in the Bill will so distribute the Stock and Exercise thei r
influence as to aid the Regency in the greatest possibl e
amount . " He accurately predicted that passage would keep
Antimasons from carrying the county . 8 The following yea r
a Cortland County Antimason Warned Seward to vote agains t
rather than for a measure establishing a bank since a fe w
Antimasons had deserted the standard for the Regency in
hopes of carrying the bill . 9 Three weeks later Seward
received a request to vote against the creation of an
Oneida County bank because the commissioners had changed . l°
For a political party which encompassed rising men of
manufacturing and mercantile wealth, such an "artificial, "
political exclusion represented a direct affront to their
self-interests and laissez-faire individualist outlook .
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Hostility toward the Regency's "little monsters, "
as well as a propensity to support the BUS as a part of th e
American System, motivated Chautauqua County Antimasoni c
leaders . An 1834 county convention in favor of maintaining
the national bank, composed not only of Antimasons bu t
important former National Republican businessmen as well ,
met to condemn what it intimated was Jackso n ' s governmental
interference in the natural economy :
That the great pressure that exists and ha s
existed for some time in the money market of ou r
country, the inevitable tendency of which is t o
cripple and destroy our mercantile, manufactorin g
and agricultural business, arises from the il l
advised and illegal interference of the Chie f
Magistrate with the currency of the country . l l
These new Whig leaders fumed at the profits raked in b y
their Regency counterparts : "The Mechanic s ' and Farmer s '
Bank is the pet of the Albany Regency--of the men who pro -
fess 'uncompromising opposition ' to Monopolies and Mon -
sters, while they foster and protect an institution whic h
gives them FIFTY PERCENT upon their investments . "12 When
the state legislature established the Chautauqua Count y
Bank at Jamestown in 1831, Regency men dominated it s
directorship . 13 The Jamestown Journal in 1836 described
the county Regency meeting as a "convention composed i n
part of Bank Directors, and which had just nominated fo r
the Assembly another bank director

."14 On the
issue of banking, many local Antimasonic and Whig leader s
identified with their state party chieftains .
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Yet the issues which motivated much of the leader-
ship did not always ignite the passions of the rank an d
file, The battle over the politicization of the Fredonia
Post Office caused great local Whig excitement in 1835 .
The 1834 county Whig convention decried the bankruptcy o f
the Post Office Department under the Jackson Administra-
tion, l5 and early in 1835 the Journal condemned a senat e
bill reorganizing the department as containing highl y
partisan provisions :
These extend not only to the payment of money t o
partizans and favorites, unauthorized by law, and
without precedent, but in the business of lettin g
contracts, and in fact in every branch of the
multifarious transactions connected with th e
department . 16
Shortly thereafter the General Postmaster sought t o
remove the Fredonia office from the center to the west side
of town, replacing the current local postmaster with a
long-time Regency leader and Jackson man . A large meeting
of the village and its vicinity agreed that the Pos t
Office was "not intended to be political in its character ,
nor to subserve exclusively either civil, political or
religious interests . .

." A petition signed by the
majority of inhabitants called upon the newly appointe d
postmaster to reject his new position . When he refused, a
committee of three circulated a petition protesting the
appointment to the Postmaster General . 17 The issue proved
fortuitous to the prospects of the local Whigs, for it had
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the effect of fusing the hatred of party chiefs for th e
patronage powers of the successful Jacksonians with th e
continued strong anti-party sentiment that characterize d
so many of their constituents . 18 The delegates of the 183 5
county convention exploited this sentiment by calling fo r
citizens to march duly forth and vote against part y
tyranny :
Resolved, That in the course pursued by Mr . Van
Buren and his followers in seizing upon every loca l
and temporary excitement for party purposes, an d
endeavoring to connect every question that agitate s
the community with political strife, is deservin g
of severe reprehension and rebuke .l 9
Yet the evangelic intensity of Antimasonry over -
came underlying anti-partyism, polarizing attitudes an d
encouraging voter loyalty . 20 The editor of the Jamestown
Journal saw no Inconsistency in changing the name of th e
party standard :
Freemasonry in this state, is in the hands of th e
Albany Regency ; and Whigs from principle, notwith -
standing they may have been once initiated in th e
mysteries of the Masonic institution, who ar e
determined to support the Constitution and th e
supremacy of the laws, will not wear a Regenc y
Collar .2 1
Both Antimasons and Whigs, he claimed, could suppor t
Seward without betraying principle . 22 Antimasons, however ,
continued to control the anti-Regency forces . The five
members of the September, 1835, Chautauqua County Whi g
Correspondence Committee had served together in the Anti -
masonic committee, and at least three of the five had bee n
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active as Clintonians . 23 The next month the committe e
included its first non-Antimason, and another joined th e
five-man board in the fall of 1836 . 2 4
Whigs continued the winning ways of Antimasons in
the west, with the campaigns reflecting much the same rhe-
toric . Chautauqua County Whigs succeeded in the election s
of 1834, with the Antimasonic town of Pomfret deliverin g
the largest majority for Seward. Four of the five town s
won by the Regency contained a rural, geographicall y
isolated electorate . 25 Whigs continued to attack the local
justice system in much the same tone employed by Antimasons
who had linked them to the dictates of Masonic lodges .
Judges of the county court, claimed the Whigs, constitute d
"an organized and trained band of dependants, subservien t
to the power which created them and always obedient to the
bidding of ambitious leaders, connected with the adminis-
tration . "2 6
Meanwhile Wayne County Regency men attacked th e
economic activities of their opposition . They condemned
the employers who criticized Jackso n ' s removal of the Bank
deposits while they lowered the wages of Lowell and Dove r
mill girls : "The proof is now complete, that the whol e
was a fraud upon the working people, and that manufacturing
was scarcely ever more profitable than it has been during
the last 6 months of panic making . "27 In the campaign o f
1836 the paper aimed its barbs at its more religious
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opponents, charging that the Whigs "are playing at their
old game again" in "working hard to unite church an d
state ." 28 The old party names had disappeared but the
debate over the nature of American republicanism continue d
much as before .
Yet the dual phenomena of overspeculation and in -
creasing hard times helped divert attention from this debate .
The Journal expressed its confusion in the spring of 1835 :
We can hardly conceive why it is, that so great
a scarcity of all kinds of provisions prevails .
There is no apparent cause for the cry of distres s
and famine which every day sounds in our ears . We
are inclined to the belief that most of the excite-
ment on that subject has grown out of a disposition
to speculate and make money, which is so prevalent
in every department of trade and business . 2 9
In early 1836 land sales at the newly established Van
Buren Harbor on Lake Erie "have surpassed in price any
thing we expected to see for years to come ." Farms now
sold at double the . price for which they were purchased the
year previous . 30 In neighboring Erie County, Tracy com-
plained that the myriad land ventures had distracted th e
attentions of Whigs :
It is a difficult task to do anything here fo r
all our people are dead drunk with land speculating
so that scarcely the trump of the archangel could
arouse them to any other topic . It would be a pity
and a burning shame to lose the infected district
and especially when we have for our candidate an
original and pure antimason, and besides a worthy
and competent man .3 1
Statewide leaders, however, never neglected their
pocketbooks to ponder over the proper character of republi -
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can society . As early as 1827, a Genesee County politica l
opponent charged that Antimasonic congressional nomine e
Phineas L . Tracy had " erected a palace, and accumulated a n
immense fortune in bills of costs drawn from the pockets o f
unfortunate debtors ." Tracy defended his wealth an d
"expensive and elegant house" as the products of hard wor k
that would serve to " encourage worthy and industriou s
mechanics . "32 In May, 1833, Weed wrote to Anti.mason s
Seward, Tracy and George W . Patterson, encouraging them t o
join him in investing in the new Utica and Schenectady
Railroad :
It is expected that the stock will be valuable . A
great rush will be made for it . A large number o f
members will subscribe . Seward gave me his powe r
to subscribe for him, today . . . . Let us give a
long and strong pull for Anti-Masonry, this fall .33
In July Weed complained to Patterson, "We only go t
ten shares, and the rascals cut off Clark entirely .
Seward and Birdsall got 20 shares each ." 34 He later
apologized to Patterson for holding the stock too long, but
promised to "transmit half of the 'spoils ' as soon as
received . "35 By the mania of 1836, former Antimasonic
state central committee member Frederick Whittlesey wa s
"overwhelmed in land speculation," 36 and Weed had borrowe d
$8500 to speculate in lands at Lockport . 37 If Antimasoni c
rhetoric had stressed an equal opportunity to become rich ,
the party's leaders showed no qualms in putting thos e
words to practice .
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The Legacy of the "Blessed Spirit"
Although Antimasonry as a political movement wa s
shortlived, Antimasonic definitions of republican societ y
proved to have lasting power and persisted in influencin g
the course of religious and political trends throughout th e
antebellum period . Inherent in the evangelistic crusade
against the fraternity was the concept of the "un-Protestan t
idolatry" of Masonic ceremonies that promoted infidelit y
and an authoritarianism, interfering with the liberty o f
personal belief . 38 Antimasons compared fraternity prac-
tices with those of the Jesuits of Popery . 39 Many viewe d
Masonry and Catholicism as equal threats to morality an d
republicanism, some longing for the days of Puritan exclu -
sion . 40 In 1834 the Jamestown Journal printed an adver-
tisement for The Anti Romanist, 41 and the next year
viciously attacked Catholicism itself, linking Catholi c
immigrants with foreign conspiracy :
It is even demonstrated that crowned heads, andmen wielding power and influence in the councils o f
foreign governments, are combining to undermine th edeeplaid foundations of our freedom, by sendin g
swarms of the bigoted followers of the Roman Catho -
lic Religion among us, with the avowed object a t
supplanting our favorite and long cherished predi -
lections for American customs, in matters o freligion as well as politics .
Thousands of the mercenaries of popery ar e
annually settling in this country, and propagatin g
with a frenzied zeal, the absurd dogmas of tha t
faith .--This subject so far as regards our safet y
and success as a nation, is probably second to non e
now in agitation .--It is too momentous and importan t
to be supported by any party, less than the whol eAmerican people .42
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This fear of an international plot to subver t
American institutions persisted, resulting in diatribe s
against the Democratic Part y ' s active recruitment of immi -
grant voters and sharp nativist reactions culminating i n
the Know-Nothings of the 185 0 ' s . Many Antimasons late r
espoused the Native American doctrines , 43 while implicating
the dominant political parties in conspiracies to overtur n
American values and institutions . A Buffalo newspaper
editor ' s charges in the election year of 1836 typified th e
connection between the conspiracy idea and anti-Catholi c
hysteria :
In 1830, Mr . Van Buren while Secretary of State ,
without any assignable reason, wrote to the Pop e
through our Consul at Rome, informing his holines s
of the high respect he entertained for him and th e
Catholics . Since then the influx of Catholics and
Roman priests has notoriously increased in thi s
country ; and wherever there has been a Catholic
population, it has in every election gone with th e
party. Such a fact deserves notice and should e
remembered . 4 4
This paranoid political style evident in the excitemen t
over Illuminism in the 1790's became incorporated into th e
view of Masonic lodges as a standing conspiracy designe d
to subvert the American social order , 45 and left a perma -
nent stamp that clouds political thought and discussion t o
the present day . As Anthony Wallace has written, the
Antimason s
contributed to the branding of an indelible impres -
sion in one part of the American political conscious -
ness that somewhere, somehOw, beyond Americ a ' s shore s
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there exists a Satanic empire whose minions are ever
at work to destroy the republic and take over the
world .4 6
At the same time, Antimasonic visions of a laissez -
faire economy regulated by Protestant Christianity clashed
with the institution of slavery . No better illustration
of the connection between antimasonry and antislavery
exists than the career of William Lloyd Garrison, who first
wielded his pen as an antimasonic journalist in 1829 , 47 and
whose paper The Liberator printed renunciations o f
Masonry . 48 Another abolitionist leader, Lewis Tappan ,
renounced his Masonic membership, declaring the institution
"PROFANE AND BLASPHEMOUS ." His brother Charles served as a
Boston delegate to a Massachusetts Antimasonic convention 4 9
Antimasons at the Chautauqua County anti-Regency convention
in 1834 claimed
that at the approaching elections of the severa l
states of the union, the alternatives of Libert y
or Slavery is more distinctly presented to th e
American people, than on any previous occasion
since the Declaration of Independence .5 0
Though many former Antimasons championed the anti -
slavery cause, some showed little sympathy for abolitionis m
or the plight of black people . At an Anti-Slavery Society
meeting in Pomfret in 1836, every resolution introduced b y
abolitionist members met defeat, while a majority vot e
demanded that the chair reprimand one of the speakers . 5 1
The Jamestown Journal attacked New York City abolitionist s
for causing the 1835 riots there by endeavoring "to amal -
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gamate the blood of the blacks with our citizens--and to
destroy all distinction between them, by permitting and
inviting the blacks of the city to participate in publi c
meetings, by occupying promiscuously the seats and pews i n
the churches and the pulpit . . . ."52 Nevertheless, the
Antimasonic membership within the new Whig Party eventuall y
became the "Conscience" section, frustrating Henry Clay' s
hopes for the 1840 presidential nomination in utilizing th e
considerable political skills that they had brought int o
the party . 5 3
Other former Antimasons, most maintaining a persis-
tent aversion to the workings of political party machinery ,
became active in Antislavery third parties . Myron Holley
left the Whig Party after Clay's anti-abolitionist attack
in February, 1839, to urge antislavery men to form an
independent party . Already independent in religion, Holle y
had preached his own humanistic faith in public building s
in Lyons, while labeling orthodox Calvinist beliefs a s
"unscriptural, irrational and demoralizing . " After moving
to Rochester in 1839 he began publishing the Rocheste r
Freeman which, as did his earlier Antimasonic paper ,
stressed the necessity of political action as a religiou s
duty to improve humanity . The conspiratorial vision o f
Freemasonry now shifted to the southern slave power . The
following year Holley became one of the founders of th e
Liberty Party, the first independent political party dedi -
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cated to the overthrow of slavery . 5 4
The debate surrounding formation of the Liberty
Party illustrates a remarkable parallel to the thoughts o f
early Antimasons, many of whom were now involved in thes e
discussions . At a Rochester convention to nominate anti -
slavery candidates to the assembly in 1839, Holley defende d
voting as "the last resort, the only conservative power o f
the republic, " and called for the formation of a new part y
dedicated to " equal rights ." The corrupt expediency of the
existing parties stood beyond purification ; only an inde-
pendent organization could stand up to the slave power . At
an Arcade, New York, abolitionist convention, former Utica
Antimason Alvan Stewart argued, "We cannot vote for either
of the parties without voting for a slave-holder . " Anti -
party feeling delayed the formation of the Liberty Party ,
yet the experience of Antimasonry illustrated to many tha t
this new organization could serve as a temporary mechanis m
that would educate and proselytize, and then dissolve when
its mission had been fulfilled . 55 A Liberty Friends Lis t
in Chautauqua contained at least three former Antimasons . 5 6
The Antimasonry mission had proved temporarily
successful, but American Masonry revived while American
reformers gave most of their attention to slavery and the
Free Soil movement . Though the Fredonia Lodge had formall y
disbanded, a former Antimason reported that ex-Masons often
could be seen "sitting in a peculiar arrangement and talk-
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ing together" in the Village Park . 57 No technical dissolu -
tion could suddenly break the bonds of friendship, busines s
connections and camaraderie which had drawn these men
together for years . By 1849 the Mt . Moriah Lodge and the
Forestville Lodge formally reopened in Chautauqua County ,
while the Palmyra Eagle Chapter of Wayne County reorganize d
in 1853 . 58 When the Summit Lodge convened in Westfield i n
1852, the chapter had many of the same members . 5 9
Yet hostility toward Masonry continued . During the
last few years before the Civil War, another evangelisti c
crusade attacked the newly revived fraternity . b0 At an
1855 Masonic funeral and burial of a brother of the Cherr y
Creek Lodge in Chautauqua County, an . older neighbor grabbed
one Mason, screaming, "A Morgan killer burying a Morga n
killer! What a sight to behold! You can never be anything
morally, religiously or politically in this town . Renounce
Masonry and be a man again ." 61
Conclusion
Enduring as Antimasonic sentiment and philosophy
proved, they emerged from specific material and ideologica l
bases long forgotten by the time these ideas found thei r
way into an American creed . The sudden floodwaters of com -
mercial capitalism brought by the Erie Canal to western Ne w
York swept over the small villages and settlements of th e
frontier, remolding communities and awakening the con -
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sciousness of settlers to the larger world without while
bestirring them to reexamine their own relationships with
neighbors . The transportation revolution encouraged th e
growth of villages, manufacturing and mercantile concerns ,
as well as a rising level of aspiration with greate r
economic opportunity . Individual opportunity under a
laissez-faire economy also implied individual responsi-
bility .
The Second Great Awakening, punctuated by th e
revivals inspired by the preaching of Charles Finney ,
encouraged settlers to accept their own salvation as well
as the saving of others as a God-given responsibility .
These ideas promoted lay revolts against the conservative
clergy in evangelical sects and stimulated widespread
millennial enthusiasm . This religious activity combine d
with suffrage expansion to enhance the confident sense o f
individual control of destiny . Rumors of DeWitt Clinton' s
flirtation with Andrew Jackson and his sudden death in
January, 1827, left many frontier New Yorkers who favore d
an active government without a leader or a party . The
resultant political vacuum encouraged the formation of a
new organization . 6 2
Given the high level of excitement and the stron g
belief in self-determination, the immediate and widesprea d
response toward the unsolved mystery of Morgan ' s dis -
appearance does not seem surprising . Yet the unexpected
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intransigence and haughty demeanor displayed by Masons who
deliberately subverted the course of justice appeared
designed to bring down the wrath of an outraged community .
Perhaps the strong group identity reinforced by busines s
and kinship connections, combined with the often isolated
and alienating conditions of the frontier led them t o
flaunt their association and boast of their power . To
evangelicals and others, the actions of this outside forc e
in disrupting the progressive course they saw themselve s
pursuing smacked of conspiracy . The grassroots participa-
tion in local investigating committees that sent delegate s
to meetings reflected the organization of benevolen t
societies and led to the mass participation, convention s
and democratic rhetoric characteristic of the Second Part y
System. As the Antimasonic Party became the leading anti -
Regency organization, most Clintonian Masons necessarily
found themselves drifting into the Regency camp, although
a minority renounced their fraternal obligations . 6 3
With the predilections toward an active governmen t
characteristic of most western New Yorkers and this
increasing identification of Masonry with Regency, Clin-
tonians and Adams men seized the opportunity brought by the
Morgan kidnapping and directed the movement toward thei r
own ends . Certainly Weed, Seward and other state Anti -
masonic leaders did not share the evangelical fervor o r
moral concerns of much of their constituency . 64 Their own
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frequent financial transactions illustrated that they di d
comprehend the business interests of manufacturers .
Nevertheless, Antimasons demanded that their leaders a t
least pay lip service to the concerns of their supporter s
coping with rapid change . The alliance with the Working-
men ' s Party of 1830 excited relatively few activists, and
Weed ' s own feelings suggest little attraction between the
short-lived political bedfellows . As the leadership move d
further toward building a national party, cementing a
political coalition and broadening the scope of their plat -
form, the loyalty of the state ' s western voters waned and
the party suffered an irredeemable loss of credibility .
Although the experience appeared to reaffirm anti-part y
feeling, the evangelistic sense of duty continued to pus h
believers into electoral politics . The resultant dialogue
between Antimasons and their opponents almost immediatel y
escalated into a debate concerning the nature of republican
society that reflected their very different bases o f
support .
Contrary to previous notions, Regency advocate s
proved generally strongest in towns less affected by th e
commercial revolution and were often gentleman farmers ,
canal forwarders, and merchants . Many men accustomed to a
placid agrarian existence or engaged in commerce that tied
them with larger cities failed to respond to calls for a
tightly knit moral community . They resented the attempted
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imposition of a code of behavior as a response to rapi d
change . Championing individual freedom over both thei r
religious and economic lives, Regency supporters opposed
religious issues in politics with as much fervor as they
did governmental aid for manufacturers in the form of pro-
tective tariffs . From the 1820's to the formal creation o f
the Democratic Party and beyond, neither manufacturing no r
a concern over the moral groundings of an urban labor forc e
drew much concern with the party ' s constituency .
Antimasonic strength also illustrates a politica l
continuity, including the backing of former Clintonians and
winning support in the largest villages and towns . Almos t
every politically active manufacturer associated with th e
Antimasons . In towns where family life predominated, wher e
women no longer delayed marriage and where household pro-
duction had declined--in short, where women had the
ability to exert an important influence upon communit y
affairs--Antimasons received large majorities . 65 The Anti -
masonic outlook, then, sprung from the experience of these
constituencies most transformed by commercial expansion and
development .
Calling for equality of opportunity and a moral ,
homogeneous commonwealth, Antimasons " shared a belief in
America as a Christian capitalist nation" which contained
"complementary rather than competing interests of the
social classes," 66 In attacking Deists, Enlightenmen t
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philosophy and such radicals as Robert Dale Owen and Fanny
Wright, Antimasons offered a new concept of community tha t
provided a sense of identity and unity against a foreign
Masonic monster while commercial capitalism fostered a
diversity of interests and an increasing mobility . Manufac-
turers and shop owners, concerned with maintaining a
dependable labor supply, and evangelicals interested in
promoting a higher moral order joined forces in an Anti -
masonic movement that combined a religious and a civic
crusade. As William Appleman Williams has put it, "See n
through the prisms of religious forms and language, th e
secular principles of laissez faire appeared as a utopian
revelation ." 67 An assessment of the Rochester revivals as
"a crucial step in the legitimation of free labor" appear s
equally applicable to the influence of Antimasonry : "Thus ,
a nascent industrial capitalism became attached to vision s
of a perfect moral order based on individual freedom and
self-government, and old relations of dependence, servility ,
and mutuality were defined as sinful and left behind . "68
The Antimasonic movement, as the first majo r
political and social response to the effects of the boom o f
commercial capitalism and manufacturing which followed the
War of 1812 and the Panic of 1819, created a philosophy
that eventually swept the antebellum North . In defining
the evils of Masonry, it also presented a view of a stable ,
law-abiding society that joined a free labor ideology with
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evangelical Protestantism . Economic and political freedom ,
they argued, could only operate within the context of a
moral community designed to check any excesses . More than
a list of guaranteed freedoms, republicanism came to sig-
nify a certain set of moral beliefs that served to bind
society together while allowing for the individual pursuits
and interests of capitalism .
The political rhetoric of Antimasonry as well a s
that of its opponents represents much more than meaningles s
campaign drivel . If the leadership of the parties did no t
always seriously subscribe to the viewpoints expressed o n
the platforms and in print, the contending arguments spoke
to the concerns of an interested and politicized electorate .
Real differences divided Regency men from Antimasons an d
the Whigs who succeeded them . Men who shared a common New
England cultural background vehemently disagreed with each
other on every conceivable issue . The inability o f
scholars to evaluate adequately the relationships of socia l
movements and the political process demonstrates th e
poverty of classification and the uselessness of the pre -
tended division between social and political history . I t
is impossible to divide the social movement of Antimasonr y
from the political party it spawned and understand it s
significance to Jacksonian America or to our own time .
The legacy of Antimasonic thought proved ironic .
The marriage of the moral-minded and the capitalist entre -
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preneur grew into a crusade that helped undermine an d
uproot human slavery . Yet no amount of denials could trans -
form the internal contradictions of growing class strif e
into a homogeneous community . Christian capitalists con-
tinued to place the blame on external "conspiracies" to
which they assigned the very antithesis of their ow n
beliefs . In defining "Americanism" in terms of a structur e
of beliefs rather than as a system in which freedom t o
disagree stood paramount, they helped set the stage for th e
repression of radical and laborer alike and threatened th e
personal liberty of men who spoke out in dissent . By that
time nonconformist William Morgan had been long forgotten .
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